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Your Medicare Ostomy and Urological Specialists

Family Owned and Operated Since 2004

Enrolling with Duke is Simple
Complete our enrollment and patient consent forms located on the
next page, or visit our website to enroll online.

We will work with your physician and obtain the necessary
prescription and medical documentation required by Medicare.

When we hear back from your physician, we will contact you to
place your first order.

Fast, Free Delivery Nationwide
Orders include FREE standard shipping via
FedEx, UPS, or USPS.

In-stock orders typically ship the same day. If items are not in
stock, shipping times are generally 3-4 business days.

Never miss a shipment! Simply ask to be added to our contact
list and we will contact you when your next order is eligible with
Medicare.

Discreet packaging available upon request.

www.dukemedicalsupply.com
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We Carry Supplies From the Best in the Industry
We are proud to carry products from leading manufacturers such as:
Bard Coloplast Convatec Cure Cymed Hollister Trio Ostomy Urocare 3M Safe N Simple Medline, and more!
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Why Choose Duke Medical Supply?
At Duke we understand the importance of having a reliable supplier with friendly and knowledgeable staff working with you to have
your supplies covered by Medicare. Being a small family-owned company allows us to do and be just that. Founded in 2004, our
mission is to provide quality ostomy and urological supplies with exceptional customer service to every customer, on every order.
Enrolling is easy. We handle the paperwork and obtaining the prescriptions for you, we do all of our billing in-house, and our phones
are answered by real people and not machines. Whether you order once a month or as needed, you can be confident you’ll always be
speaking to a friendly, familiar voice each time you call.

Hassle-Free Insurance Billing
We accept assignment on most ostomy and urological supplies covered by Medicare and handle all of the insurance billing for you. We
will verify your insurance information upon enrollment and will advise you of any potential co-pays and/or deductibles which may be
patient responsibility. If you have a secondary insurance, they may cover these costs for you.

www.dukemedicalsupply.com
Contact us at 888-678-6692 or customerservice@dukemedicalsupply.com
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Enrollment
and Patient Consent Form
(Patient Consent Form located on next page)

Personal Information:
Full Name:

as it appears on your Medicare Card

Address:
State:

City:
Daytime Phone #: (

)

Zip Code:

Other Phone #: (

Email:

)

Date of Birth:

Preferred method of contact:

Email

Phone

Sex:

M

F

Text

Would you like to be added to our contact list for reorder reminders?

Yes

No

Insurance Information:
Medicare Beneficiary ID (MBI)

Is this a Medicare Advantage?

Yes

No

Secondary/Other Insurance Information:
Phone #: (

Name of policy:

)

Member ID:
*Please provide front and back copies of your insurance cards upon enrollment.

Medical Information:
Physician's Name:
Address:
State:

City:
Phone #: (

)

Zip Code:

Approximate date of last visit:

Do you have a Colostomy?

Yes

No

Ileostomy?

Yes

No

Urostomy?

Yes

No

Are you a Urological Customer?

Yes

No

What products do you use?

DukeEnrollment.indd

Rev. 02/22

www.dukemedicalsupply.com
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Patient Consent Form
Patient’s Name:

Phone:

Address:
City, State, Zip:
Date of Birth:
STATEMENT TO PERMIT RELEASE OF MEDICAL INFORMATION TO DUKE MEDICAL SUPPLY, INC.: I authorize
any holder of medical or other information about me to release any and all requested information (including medical
records) to Duke Medical Supply, Inc. This information is to be used solely for billing purposes to the Centers for
Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) and/or my private insurance. I understand Medicare and/or my private
insurance may request this information to determine coverage and eligibility.
STATEMENT TO PERMIT PAYMENT OF INSURANCE BENEFIT TO PROVIDER AND/OR PATIENT: I request that
payment of authorized Medicare and/or private insurance benefits be made either to me or on my behalf to Duke
Medical Supply, Inc. (Duke Medical) for any supplies furnished to me by Duke Medical.
STATEMENT OF MEDICAL NECESSITY DETERMINATION: I understand that Duke Medical reserves the right to
review all agreements on an individual basis to determine the continued acceptance of assignment for Medicare and/or
any other medical insurance companies. In the event medical necessity no longer exists or my payor no longer deems
my supplies to be covered, I understand I must return the unopened, reusable supplies to Duke Medical so they may
refund my insurance. I agree to call before returning the supplies.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF RECEIPT: I have reviewed my Customer Bill of Rights, Medicare DMEPOS Supplier
Standards, Notice of Privacy Practices, and Duke Medical Supply Warranty Information online at
www.dukemedicalsupply.com. I understand that a copy of this information is also available to me upon request from
Duke Medical. I agree that Duke Medical may contact me in the future, via telephone or other means of communication
at my request, regarding ordering medical supplies.

Patient’s Signature

Date

Note: If the patient is physically or mentally unable to sign, a representative may sign on the patient’s behalf. In addition,
the representative’s signature, date signed, representative’s name (print), address, relationship to the patient and
reason why the patient cannot sign must be listed below. Power of attorney documentation may be requested if
necessary.
Representative’s Signature

Date

Representative’s Name (Print)
Address
Relationship
Reason Patient Cannot Sign

DukePatientConsent.indd

Please return completed
forms and copies of
insurance cards to:

Rev. 02/22

www.dukemedicalsupply.com
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FENTON, MO 63026
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Medicare Coverage for Ostomy Supplies
OSTOMY PRODUCT

ALLOWED AMOUNT

OSTOMY PRODUCT

ALLOWED AMOUNT

Drainable Pouches

20 per month

Convex Inserts

10 per month

Closed-End Pouches

60 per month

Skin Barrier Paste

4oz per month

Urinary Pouches

per month

Stoma Caps

30 per month

Skin Barrier Wafers

20 per month

Irrigation Sleeves

4 per month

Skin Prep**
Wipes
Spray

25 per month
2oz per month

Irrigation Kit

1 every 3 months

Non-Sterile Gauze

180 each every 3 months

Liquid Adhesive

4oz per month

Tape (waterproof or non-waterproof)

equivalent of 2'' x 10'' per month

Skin Barrier Powder

10oz over 6 month period

Adhesive Remover**
Wipes
Liquid

50 per month
2.5oz per month

Overnight Drainage**
Drainage Bag
Drainage Bottle

2 per month
1 every 3 months

Appliance Cleaner

16oz per month

Skin Barrier Rings

20 per month

Skin Barrier Strips

20 per month

**MEDICARE WILL NOT COVER BOTH TYPES OF SUPPLIES
SIMULTANEOUSLY. MUST CHOOSE FROM ONE TYPE ONLY.

Medicare Coverage for Urological Supplies
UROLOGICAL PRODUCT

ALLOWED AMOUNT

Intermittent Catheters, straight or Coude tip

Up to 200 per month, based on medical necessity

Lubricant

8oz per month OR 1 packet per catheter, based on medical necessity

External Catheters

Up to 35 per month, based of medical neccessity

Foley Catheter

1 per month

Foley Catheter Tray

1 per month

Overnight Drainage**
Drainage Bag
Drainage Bottle

2 per month
1 every 3 months

Leg Bags**
Disposable Leg Bag
Reusable Leg Bag

2 per month
1 per month

Cunningham Clamp

1 every 3 months

Appliance Cleaner

16oz per month

**MEDICARE WILL NOT COVER BOTH TYPES OF SUPPLIES SIMULTANEOUSLY. MUST CHOOSE FROM ONE TYPE ONLY.

Coverage amounts listed above are Medicare monthly maximums and not a guarantee of service. Specific coverage will be based on
the amounts notated by prescription and medical documentation provided by your physician. Please be sure to discuss your use of
the supplies being ordered with your physician on an annual basis to ensure your supplies are eligible for insurance coverage.

www.dukemedicalsupply.com
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Coloplast Ostomy
WAFERS, CUT TO FIT
COLOPLAST ASSURA SKIN BARRIER FLANGE
(EXTRA EXTENDED WEAR - CUT TO FIT)
Comfortable and secure
skin barrier that features
belt loops and transparent adhesive that's gentle on skin, but delivers a
secure, flexible hold.

COLOPLAST ASSURA SKIN BARRIER FLANGE
WITH BELT TABS (CUT TO FIT)
Flexible skin barrier with
unique spiral adhesive.
Gentle on skin, while
providing
a
secure,
long-wearing hold.

COLOPLAST ASSURA CONVEX SKIN BARRIER
WITH BELT TABS (CUT TO FIT)
Deep convex skin barrier
with Coloplast's unique
spiral adhesive. This skin
barrier is gentle on skin,
while providing a secure,
long-wearing hold.

SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

COL2831

Up to 1 3/8''

green

5/bx

COL2881

Up to 1 3/8''

green

5/bx

COL12716

5/8" - 1 15/16''

red

5/bx

COL2832

Up to 1 ¾"

red

5/bx

COL2882

Up to 1 ¾"

red

5/bx

COL12719

5/8" - 1 11/16''

blue

5/bx

COL2833

Up to 2 ¼"

blue

5/bx

COL2883

Up to 2 ¼"

blue

5/bx

COLOPLAST SENSURA FLEX XPRO BARRIER
FLAT BARRIER (CUT-TO-FIT)
Two-piece
adhesive
coupling system that
combines the unique
SenSura
double-layer
adhesive with a secure
and flexible coupling. It's
flexible, allowing freedom of movement and making SenSura Flex
comfortable and discreet to wear.
SKU
COL10561

SIZE
⅜" - 1 7/8"

STYLE

COL18500

SIZE

red, standard wear

3/8" - 1 3/8"

STYLE
S - green

SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

COL10502

⅜" - 1 ⅜"

green

5/bx

COL10512

⅜" - 1 ¾"

red

5/bx

COL10522

⅜" - 2 ⅛"

blue

5/bx

QTY
10/bx

COLOPLAST SENSURA MIO CLICK FLIP
CUT-TO-FIT CONVEX OSTOMY BARRIER
Star-shaped barrier can
grip and hold onto outward body areas, such
as hernias or bulges. The
convexity helps the stoma stick out more and
the petals of the wafer
grip the bulge or hernia.
SKU

COLOPLAST SENSURA MIO CLICK 2-PIECE
OSTOMY BARRIER (CUT TO FIT)
Flexible wafer that is designed to fit real body
shapes and folds. Offers
a flexible audible coupling that provides more
security and comfort.

COLOPLAST SENSURA CLICK STANDARD
WEAR BARRIER (CUT TO FIT - CONVEX LIGHT)
Convex light skin barrier
with double layer adhesive and audible clicklock security ring. Belt
tabs included. Ideal for
flushed, skinfold, and retracted stomas.
SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

COL11021

⅝" - 1 ⁵/16"

red

5/bx

COL11031

⅝" - 1 ¹¹/16"

blue

5/bx

QTY
5/bx

COLOPLAST SENSURA MIO CLICK 2-PIECE
BARRIER (CONVEX LIGHT - CUT TO FIT)
Convex wafer that is designed to fit real body
shapes and folds with
comfort and ease. Offers
an audible coupling that
provides security and
confidence.
SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

COL16901

⅜" - ¾"

green

5/bx

COL16911

⅝" - 1 3/16"

red

5/bx

COL16921

⅝" - 1 9/16"

blue

5/bx

COLOPLAST SENSURA MIO FLEX 2-PIECE
OSTOMY BARRIER (CUT TO FIT)
Flexible ostomy barrier
wafer that fits real body
shapes and folds. The
elastic adhesive is separate from the pouch,
allowing changing of the
pouch without removing
the wafer.
SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

COL10551

⅜" - 1 ⁵/16"

green

5/bx

COL18510

3/8" - 1 3/4"

M - red

5/bx

COL10561

⅜" - 1 7/8"

red

5/bx

COL18520

3/8" - 2 1/8''

L - blue

5/bx

COL10571

⅜ - 2 11/16

yellow

5/bx

www.dukemedicalsupply.com
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Coloplast Ostomy
WAFERS, PRE-CUT
COLOPLAST ASSURA 2-PIECE SKIN BARRIER
WITH BELT TABS (PRE-CUT)
Flexible flat skin barrier with an unique spiral
adhesive for a secure,
long-lasting hold that is
gentle on the skin. Precut for an accurate fit and
features belt tabs.
SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

COL12844

1 3/16" opening

red

5/bx

COL12847

1 9/16" opening

blue

5/bx

COLOPLAST SENSURA CLICK STANDARD
WEAR OSTOMY BARRIER (PRE-CUT)
Flat
standard
wear
barrier with belt tabs
and double-layer click
security system. Skin
protectant layer helps
absorb excess moisture
under the adhesive,
keeping the skin healthier than other barriers.
SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

COL10013

1" opening

green

5/bx

COL10022

1 3/16'' opening

red

5/bx

COL10023

1 3/8'' opening

red

5/bx

SENSURA MIO CLICK CONVEX
PRE-CUT FLIP BARRIER
Star shape accommodates
curved,
outward-facing
body shapes, including
hernias and bulges. Once
secured over the stoma,
innovative elastic adhesive
flexes with the skin’s movement for a more
comfortable and secure fit.
SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

COL18501

3/4'' opening

green

5/bx

COL18511

1 '' opening

red

5/bx

COL18524

1 3/4'' opening

blue

5/bx

www.dukemedicalsupply.com

COLOPLAST ASSURA SKIN BARRIER WITH
BELT TABS (EXTRA EXTENDED WEAR - PRE-CUT)
Designed for extra-extended wear and protection. Unique transparent adhesive is
gentle on the skin, but
delivers a secure seal
along with outstanding flexibility. Comes
with belt loops.
SKU
SIZE
STYLE QTY
COL14252

1" opening

green

5/bx

COL14254

1 3/16" opening

red

5/bx

COLOPLAST SENSURA MIO CLICK 2-PIECE
OSTOMY BARRIER (PRE-CUT)
Designed to fit body
shapes and folds. The
flex coupling is flat,
discreet and flexible
enough to adapt to hard
to reach areas on the
body. No belt needed.

COLOPLAST SENSURA MIO FLEX 2-PIECE
CONVEX OSTOMY BARRIER (CONVEX LIGHT,
PRE-CUT)
Convex wafer with flexlines to help ensure that
the appliance fits firmly
and stays in place even
when the body bends
and stretches. Ideal for
use in shallow inward areas around stoma.
SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

COL16472

11/16'' opening

green

5/bx

COLOPLAST SENSURA MIO CLICK 2-PIECE
OSTOMY BARRIER (CONVEX DEEP - PRE-CUT)
Deep convex wafer designed to fit body shapes
and folds with comfort
and ease (ideal for deeper curves). Offers an audible coupling that provides security and confidence.
SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

COL16942

11/16'' opening

green

5/bx

COL10504

1" opening

green

5/bx

COL16954

1'' opening

red

5/bx

COL10514

1 1/4'' opening

red

5/bx

COL16973

1 1/2'' opening

yellow

5/bx

COL10524

1 3/4'' opening

blue

5/bx

Don't see the size
you're looking for?

We carry the full line of Coloplast
ostomy products so you can get the
size and style that you need.

COLOPLAST SENSURA MIO FLEX 2-PIECE
OSTOMY BARRIER (PRE-CUT)
Flexible, flat wafer that
fits real body shapes and
folds with comfort and
ease. The flex coupling is
flat, discreet, and flexible
enough to adapt to hard
to reach areas on the
body. No belt needed.
SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

COL10562

1" opening

red

5/bx

COL10572

1 3/4'' opening

yellow

5/bx

Just give us a call at

888-678-6692
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Coloplast Ostomy
TWO PIECE DRAINABLE POUCHES
COLOPLAST ASSURA EASICLOSE 11 1/2"
DRAINABLE 2-PIECE OSTOMY BAG (MAXI)
Clipless closure and extra
wide outlet makes it convenient and easy to use.
Discreet, low-profile shape
with built-in odor filter. Slick
interior coating for faster
emptying.
SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

COL15974

green, 1 1/2''

transparent

10/bx

COL15984

green, 1 1/2''

opaque

10/bx

COL15975

red, 2 1/4''

transparent

10/bx

COL15985

red, 2 1/4''

opaque

10/bx

COL15976

blue, 2 3/8''

transparent

10/bx

COL15986

blue, 2 3/8''

opaque

10/bx

COLOPLAST SENSURA CLICK DRAINABLE
2-PIECE OSTOMY BAG WITH EASI-CLOSE
WIDE OUTLET MAXI
New generation pouch
that combines the unique
double-layer adhesive, Easi-close Wide Outlet, waterproof soft cloth material
and much more.
SKU

SIZE

STYLE

COLOPLAST ASSURA 11 1/4" DRAINABLE
2-PIECE OSTOMY BAG (MAXI)
Unique locking system for
a secure hold and easy application. Delivers comfort
with a soft, fabric backing
that absorbs moisture and
keeps skin dry.
SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

COL12577

green, 1 3/4''

opaque

10/bx

SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

COL12578

red, 2 1/4''

opaque

10/bx

COL13925

red, 2 1/4''

opaque

10/bx

COL12579

blue, 2 5/8''

opaque

10/bx

COLOPLAST SENSURA MIO CLICK 11''
2 PIECE MAXI DRAINABLE OSTOMY BAG
Flexible audible click coupling and a full circle filter
for reduced ballooning.
Easi-Close Wide Outlet
makes it easier to empty
and clean.

red

opaque

20/bx

COL11136

blue

opaque

20/bx

See something
you'd like to try?
Call Coloplast at

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

COL11473

red

transparent

10/bx

COL11461

green

opaque

10/bx

COL11472

red

opaque

10/bx

COL11462

red

opaque

10/bx

COL11471

red

opaque

10/bx

COLOPLAST SENSURA CLICK 10 1/2''
DRAINABLE 2-PIECE OSTOMY BAG W/EASICLOSE WIDE OUTLET AND FILTER (MIDI)
A new generation pouch
that combines the unique
double-layer adhesive, Easi-close Wide Outlet, soft
pouch, new wave filter. Coupling system that clicks into
place when the bag is securely locked to the base plate.
SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

888-726-7872

COL11114

green, 3/8" -13/8"

opaque

20/bx

for free samples!

COL11115

red, 3/8 - 1 34''

opaque

20/bx

www.dukemedicalsupply.com

COLOPLAST SENSURA MIO CLICK 10 1/4''
2 PIECE MIDI DRAINABLE OSTOMY BAG
Midi pouch with an inspection window that combines a flexible audible
click coupling and a full
circle filter for reduced ballooning. Easi-Close Wide
Outlet makes it easier to
empty and clean.

SKU

QTY

COL11135

COLOPLAST ASSURA 9 1/4" DRAINABLE
2-PIECE OSTOMY BAG (MINI)
Soft, double-sided pouch
with
Easiclose
outlet.
Ideal for use with ileostomies and colostomies.
Integrated velcro closure
system and charcoal filter
offer added comfort and security. No clips or
clamps needed.

- PAGE 9 OF 76

COLOPLAST SENSURA MIO FLEX 11''
DRAINABLE 2-PIECE MAXI OSTOMY BAG
Features a strong adhesive
coupling system that fits all
body shapes and contours
while remaining discreet
under clothing. Full circle
filter alleviates gas to reduce pouch ballooning.
Clear inspection window
and EasiClose wide outlet.
SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

COL12262

green

opaque

10/bx

COL12272

red

opaque

10/bx

COL12282

yellow

opaque

10/bx

888-678-6692

Coloplast Ostomy
TWO PIECE CLOSED POUCHES
COLOPLAST ASSURA 7" CLOSED 2-PIECE
OSTOMY BAG (MIDI)
Includes filter to eliminate odors, while the
secure Assura 2-piece
locking system provides
a confident seal. Soft, absorbent fabric backing to
keep skin dry and comfortable.

COLOPLAST ASSURA 8 1/2" CLOSED 2-PIECE
OSTOMY BAG (MAXI)
Includes filter to eliminate odors, while the
secure Assura 2-piece
locking system provides
a confident seal. Soft, absorbent fabric backing to
keep skin dry and comfortable.

SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

COL12344

green, 1 3/4''

transparent

30/bx

COL12384

green, 1 3/4''

opaque

30/bx

COL12345

red, 2 1/4''

transparent

30/bx

COL12385

red, 2 1/4''

opaque

30/bx

COL12346

blue, 2 5/8''

transparent

30/bx

COL12386

blue, 2 5/8''

opaque

30/bx

COLOPLAST SENSURA CLICK 7" 2-PIECE
CLOSED OSTOMY BAG (MIDI)
Includes a filter to eliminate odors, while the
click provides an audible
seal. Also features a soft,
absorbent fabric backing
on both the front and the
back.

COLOPLAST SENSURA CLICK 8 1/2" CLOSED
2-PIECE OSTOMY BAG (MAXI)
Includes a filter to eliminate odors, while the
click provides an audible
seal. Also features a soft,
absorbent fabric backing
on both the front and the
back.

SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

COL10155

red, 3/8'' - 1 3/4''

opaque

30/bx

COL10164

green, 3/8'' - 13/8''

opaque

30/bx

COL10165

red, 3/8'' - 1 3/4''

opaque

30/bx

COLOPLAST SENSURA MIO CLICK 7 1/4''
2 PIECE MIDI CLOSED OSTOMY BAG
Ultra soft neutral gray
material that conforms
to the body as it moves.
Features full-circle filter
for less ballooning.

SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

COL11401

green

opaque

30/bx

COL11412

red

opaque

30/bx

COL11421

blue

opaque

30/bx

Most pouches are available
in opaque or transparent.
Don't see what you're
looking for in our catalog?
Call us at 888-678-6692 and
we will help you find your
perfect pouch.

COLOPLAST SENSURA MIO FLEX 8 1/2''
2-PIECE OPAQUE CLOSED OSTOMY BAG
Neutral gray, fabric-like
material with an inspection window and built-in
filter that relieves gas and
reduces pouch ballooning.
SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

COL12202

green

opaque

30/bx

COL12222

yellow

opaque

30/bx

COL12213

red

opaque

30/bx

www.dukemedicalsupply.com

See our options for ostomy
accessories including barrier rings,
belts, wipes, and pouch lubricants.
Starting on page 37
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Coloplast Ostomy
ONE PIECE DRAINABLE POUCHES, CUT TO FIT
COLOPLAST ASSURA 11 1/4" DRAINABLE
1-PIECE OSTOMY BAG (CUT TO FIT - MAXI)
Provides a secure hold, yet
removes gently. Has a soft,
cloth backing for added
comfort.

COLOPLAST ASSURA EASICLOSE 11 1/4"
DRAINABLE 1-PIECE OSTOMY BAG
(CUT TO FIT - MAXI)
Discrete low profile pouch that
features the EasiClose system
with extra-wide outlet for easier emptying. Built-in filter.

SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

COL12660

⅜" - 2 3/4" stoma

transparent

10/bx

COL13860

⅜" - 3" stoma

transparent

10/bx

COL12670

⅜" - 2 3/4" stoma

opaque

10/bx

COLOPLAST MIO CONVEX FLIP 11'' 1-PIECE
OSTOMY BAG W/FILTER (CUT TO FIT - MAXI)
Curved star shaped barrier fits
securely over bulges, hernias
and curves and hugs the body
without creasing or folding.

COLOPLAST MIO CONVEX FLIP 11'' 1-PIECE
OSTOMY BAG (CUT TO FIT - MAXI)
Curved star shaped barrier
fits securely over bulges, hernias and curves and hugs the
body without creasing or folding. No filter.

SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

COL18341

⅜" - 2 3/8" stoma

transparent

10/bx

COL18320

⅜" - 2" stoma

transparent

10/bx

COL18321

⅜" - 2" stoma

opaque

10/bx

COL18340

⅜" - 2 3/8" stoma

transparent

10/bx

COLOPLAST SENSURA MIO 11'' DRAINABLE
1-PIECE OSTOMY BAG (CUT TO FIT)
Easily fits areas like hernias
and skin folds. Elastic barrier fits real body shapes and
full-circle filter helps ballooning. Gray textile won't
show under most clothing.
SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

COL10489

⅜" - 2 ⅛"

transparent

10/bx

ONE PIECE DRAINABLE POUCHES, PRE-CUT
COLOPLAST ASSURA EASICLOSE 11 1/2"
DRAINABLE 1-PIECE OSTOMY BAG
(PRE-CUT - MAXI)
Features EasiClose closure
system and built-in charcoal filter. New velcro attachment allows you to fold
back the bottom flap.

COLOPLAST SENSURA MIO 11'' DRAINABLE
1-PIECE CONVEX LIGHT OSTOMY BAG WITH
FILTER (EASI-CLOSE, PRE-CUT, MAXI)
Lightly curved wafer covers
creases and folds. Features
Easiclose wide outlet and a full
circle filter that helps reduce
ballooning.

COLOPLAST MIO CONVEX FLIP 11'' 1-PIECE
OSTOMY BAG W/FILTER (PRE-CUT - MAXI)
Specially designed to fit bulges, hernias and curves. The
petals of the star-shaped
barrier hug the body without
creasing or folding.

SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

COL15875

1 3/16" opening

opaque

10/bx

COL16742

1 ⅛" opening

transparent

10/bx

COL18322

1'' opening

transparent

10/bx

COL16735

1½'' opening

opaque

10/bx

COL18313

1'' opening

opaque

10/bx

www.dukemedicalsupply.com
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Coloplast Ostomy
ONE PIECE CLOSED POUCHES, CUT TO FIT
COLOPLAST ASSURA 8 1/2" CLOSED 1-PIECE
OSTOMY BAG (CUT TO FIT - MAXI)
Spiral
adhesive
securely
holds pouch while soft fabric
repels water and is comfortable against the skin. Charcoal filter neutralizes odor
and prevents ballooning.
SKU
COL12170

SIZE
13/16" - 3'' stoma

STYLE

COLOPLAST SENSURA MIO 7 1/4'' 1-PIECE
CLOSED POUCH (CUT TO FIT - MIDI)
Fits into hard to reach areas. Elastic barrier and
full-circle filter for less ballooning. Opaque with inspection window.
SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

COL10871

5/8" - 13/4"stoma

opaque

30/bx

QTY

opaque

30/bx

COLOPLAST SENSURA MIO CONVEX FLIP
8 1/4'' 1-PIECE CLOSED POUCH W/FILTER (CUT
TO FIT - MAXI)
Curved star shaped barrier fits securely over bulges, hernias and curves and
hugs the body without
creasing or folding.
SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

COL18170

3/8" - 2" stoma

opaque

10/bx

COLOPLAST SENSURA 8 1/2" CLOSED 1-PIECE
OSTOMY BAG (CUT TO FIT, MAXI )
Soft, strong fabric that is
comfortable against your
skin. Includes filter whichhelps to release gas to prevent ballooning.
SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

COL15480

⅜" to 3" stoma

opaque

30/bx

ONE PIECE CLOSED POUCHES, PRE-CUT
COLOPLAST SENSURA MIO 8 1/4'' 1-PIECE
MAXI PRE-CUT CLOSED OSTOMY BAG
Neutral gray cloth-like material
is comfortable and dicreet under clothing. Filter to prevent
ballooning and elastic skin barrier that moves with your body.

COLOPLAST ASSURA 7" CLOSED 1-PIECE
OSTOMY BAG (PRE-CUT - MIDI)
Features the spiral, standard wear adhesive for a
more secure fit and less irritation. Includes charcoal
filter.

COLOPLAST SENSURA MIO 7 1/4'' 1-PIECE
MIDI CLOSED OSTOMY BAG (PRE-CUT)
Conforms to the body and
fits into hard to reach areas. Elastic barrier, full-circle filter and inspection
window.

SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

COL10883

1 ³⁄₁₆'' stoma

opaque

30/bx

COL12145

1 3/16'' stoma

opaque

30/bx

COL10872

1'' stoma

opaque

30/bx

COL10884

1 ⅜'' stoma

opaque

30/bx

COL12149

2'' stoma

opaque

30/bx

COL10873

1 3/16'' stoma

opaque

30/bx

COL10874

1 3/8'' stoma

opaque

30/bx

COLOPLAST SENSURA MIO CONVEX FLIP
1-PIECE CLOSED POUCH W/FILTER (PRE-CUT)
Curved star shaped barrier fits securely over bulges, hernias and curves and
hugs the body without
creasing or folding.
SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

COL18171

1'' opening

opaque

30/bx

www.dukemedicalsupply.com
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Coloplast Ostomy
TWO PIECE UROSTOMY POUCHES
COLOPLAST ASSURA 10 3/4"
2-PIECE MAXI UROSTOMY BAG
Secure locking system
makes putting on and removing the pouch easy.
The anti-reflux valve
combines with the soft,
fabric backing to keep
skin protected and dry.
Comes with 5 adapters and a locking connector for attaching a night drainage bag.

COLOPLAST ASSURA 10 1/2'' 2-PIECE MAXI
UROSTOMY MULTI-CHAMBER POUCH
Multi-chamber
design
that channels urine for
a more discreet, opaque,
and quiet pouch. This
urostomy pouch has a
soft backing, an anti-reflux valve, a simple locking connector for night drainage bag attachment and 3 adaptors.

SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

COL1758

red, 2 14''

transparent

10/bx

COL14224

green, 1 3/4''

opaque

10/bx

COL1759

blue, 2 1/2''

transparent

10/bx

COL14225

red, 2 1/4''

opaque

10/bx

COLOPLAST SENSURA MIO CLICK 10 1/2''
2-PIECE UROSTOMY BAG (MAXI)
Silky smooth pouch that
conforms to the body and
feels like real cloth. Features multichambers that
distribute the fluid, reduce
noise, and create a flatter,
more discreet pouch.
SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

COL11491

green

opaque

10/bx

COL11497

red

opaque

10/bx

COLOPLAST SENSURA MIO FLEX 10 1/2''
2-PIECE UROSTOMY BAG (MAXI)
Attaches
easily
to
the elastic adhesive
baseplate.
Features
multi-chambers and an
anti-reflux valve. Each
pouch has a soft-outlet
that can be connected to
urostomy night bags with ease.
SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

COL12292

green

transparent

10/bx

COL12298

red

transparent

10/bx

COL12297

red

opaque

10/bx

COLOPLAST SENSURA CLICK 10 3/8''
2-PIECE MAXI UROSTOMY BAG
Combines a
unique
double-layer adhesive,
tuck-away outlet, soft
comfortable pouch with
multi-chambers and an
anti-reflux valve.
SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

COL11855

red

transparent

10/bx

COLOPLAST SENSURA MIO FLEX 9 1/2''
2-PIECE UROSTOMY BAG (MIDI)
Attaches
easily
to
the elastic adhesive
baseplate.
Features
multi-chambers and an
anti-reflux valve. Each
pouch has a soft-outlet
that can be connected to urostomy night bags
with ease.
SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

COL12296

red

opaque

10/bx

Don't forget!
If you don't see the size or style of ostomy supplies
you're looking for, just give us a call at

888-678-6692

We carry the full line of Coloplast, Convatec, Cymed,
Hollister, and more!

www.dukemedicalsupply.com
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Coloplast Ostomy
ONE PIECE UROSTOMY POUCHES, CUT TO FIT
COLOPLAST ASSURA 9 1/2'' 1-PIECE
UROSTOMY BAG EXTENDED WEAR BARRIER
(CUT TO FIT)
Anatomically
shaped
pouch that conforms to
the body and features
multichambers that distribute the fluid, reduce
noises. An anti-reflux
feature prevents fluid
from washing back and the tuck away tap is
hidden when not in use to help prevent rubbing on the leg.
SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

COL12472

3/8''-2 1/4'' stoma

transparent

10/bx

COLOPLAST ASSURA 7"
1-PIECE UROSTOMY BAG (CUT TO FIT)
Standard wear pouch
that features anti-reflux
valve and secure outlet
closure. Also comes with
locking connector for attaching night drainage
bag and a comfortable
soft fabric backing that keeps skin dry.

COLOPLAST SENSURA MIO 10 1/2'' 1-PIECE
CONVEX UROSTOMY BAG (CUT TO FIT-MAXI)
Standard wear pouch and a
soft convex cut to fit barrier. Features multichambers
to minimize sloshing and a
peek-a-boo inspection window.
SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

COL16805

3/8''-15/16'' stoma

opaque

10/bx

COL5575

3/8''-2 1/4'' stoma

transparent

10/bx

COL16810

3/8''-2'' stoma

transparent

10/bx

COL5570

3/8''-2 1/4'' stoma

opaque

10/bx

See available urostomy pouch
drainage supplies
and accessories
starting on page 35

SENSURA MIO CONVEX FLIP 10 1/2''
UROSTOMY POUCH (CUT TO FIT- MAXI)
Designed for curves, bulges
and hernias. Curved, starshaped barrier conforms
to outward areas with less
creasing and folding. Soft
outlet can be connected to
any standard night bag. Latex free.
SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

COL18401

3/8'' - 1 9/16''

opaque

10/bx

COL18405

3/8'' - 1 9/16''

transparent

10/bx

ONE PIECE UROSTOMY POUCHES, PRE-CUT
COLOPLAST ASSURA 10 3/4'' 1-PIECE
UROSTOMY BAG DEEP CONVEX
(PRE-CUT - MAXI)
Deep convex urostomy
pouch with a soft cloth
backing. The soft outlet can be connected
to urostomy night bag.
Includes belt tabs. Wear
time: standard.

SENSURA MIO CONVEX FLIP 10 1/2''
UROSTOMY POUCH (PRE-CUT - MAXI)
Designed for curves, bulges and hernias. Curved,
star-shaped barrier conforms to outward areas
with less creasing and
folding. Soft outlet can be
connected to any standard night bag. Latex free.

SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

COL12992

3/4'' stoma

transparent

10/bx

COL18402

3/4''

opaque

10/bx

COL12993

7/8'' stoma

transparent

10/bx

COL18403

1''

opaque

10/bx

COL12994

1'' stoma

transparent

10/bx

www.dukemedicalsupply.com
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Convatec Ostomy
WAFERS, CUT TO FIT/MOLDABLE
CONVATEC SUR-FIT NATURA DURAHESIVE
SKIN BARRIER WITH FLANGE (CUT TO FIT)
Gently swells up to "hug"
the stoma to help prevent leakage and protect
peristomal skin. Ideal for
those with mostly liquid
output, these ostomy
supplies produce an audible snap when the
pouch and wafer are joined together.
SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

CON413155

green, 1/2''- 1/4''

no tape

10/bx

CON413161

green, 1/2''- 1/4''

white tape

10/bx

CON413166

green, 1/2''- 1/4''

tan tape

10/bx

CONVATEC NATURA DURAHESIVE
ACCORDION FLANGE SKIN BARRIER WITH
HYDROCOLLOID TAPE COLLAR (CUT TO FIT)
Flange lifts easily
providing
generous finger room for
pouch attachment
with minimal pressure. Designed for tender
abdomens or for everyday comfort.

CONVATEC SUR-FIT NATURA STOMAHESIVE
SKIN BARRIER WITH FLANGE (CUT TO FIT)
These cut to fit wafers
have the ability to adhere to both moist and
dry skin with a firm hold.
The audible locking snap
ensures added security
and comfort.

SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

CON421454

1/2'' - 7/8''

white tape

10/bx

CON401575

green, 1/2''- 1/4''

no tape

10/bx

CON421458

1/2'' - 1 1/4''

white tape

10/bx

CON125257

brown, 1/2'' - 3/4''

white tape

10/bx

CON421462

1/2''- 1 3/4''

white tape

10/bx

CON125262

brown, 1/2'' - 3/4''

tan tape

10/bx

*more sizes available up to
3 1/2'' opening

*more sizes available up to
3 1/2'' opening

CONVATEC SUR-FIT NATURA
4" DURAHESIVE CUT TO FIT SKIN BARRIER
Large size flange opening is ideal for bigger
stomas. Best suited for
people with liquid output. The Durahesive
material around the
opening swells when it
comes into contact with output and creates a
secure seal that protects stomal skin.
SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

CON401905

1/2'' - 3 1/2''

no tape

5/bx

CONVATEC ESTEEM SYNERGY STOMAHESIVE SKIN BARRIER WITH
LANDING ZONE FLANGE (CUT TO FIT)
Uses a clear foam adhesive to securely attach the pouch to the
skin barrier within the
square "landing zone" of
the wafer. With no plastic rings to connect, this
cut to fit wafer is not only simple to attach but
also results in a much slimmer profile.

SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

CON421639

1/2'' - 7/8''

white tape

10/bx

CON405456

up to 1 3/8''

blue (S)

10/bx

CON421641

1/2'' - 1 3/8''

white tape

10/bx

CON405457

up to 1 7/8''

green (M)

10/bx

CON421643

1/2''- 1 7/8''

white tape

10/bx

Nu-Hope Hole Cutter
Perfectly and easily cut your wafers
to the same size every time! Nu-Hope
makes a Stoma Opening Hole Cutter for
sizes 5/8”- 1 3/4” openings. Call us today for
where to order or order online from our
friends at www.exmed.net
**note: this item is a non-covered service

www.dukemedicalsupply.com

CONVATEC NATURA DURAHESIVE
ACCORDION CONVEX SKIN BARRIER WITH
HYDROCOLLOID TAPE COLLAR (CUT TO FIT)
Convex flange lifts easily
providing generous finger
room for pouch attachment Designed for tender
abdomens or everyday
comfort.
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CONVATEC NATURA DURAHESIVE
ACCORDION MOLDABLE SKIN BARRIER
WITH HYDROCOLLOID TAPE COLLAR
Convex flange lifts easily providing generous
finger room for pouch
attachment with minimal pressure. Designed for tender abdomens or for everyday comfort.
SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

CON421039

1/2'' - 7/8''

tan tape

10/bx

CON421040

1/2'' - 1 1/4''

tan tape

10/bx

CON421041

1 1/4'' - 1 3/4''

tan tape

10/bx

888-678-6692

Convatec Ostomy

Convatec Ostomy

WAFERS, CUT TO FIT/MOLDABLE, CONT'D
CONVATEC SUR-FIT NATURA STOMAHESIVE
MOLDABLE SKIN BARRIER W/FLANGE
(ACRYLIC COLLAR)
Ideal for semi-formed
to formed stoma output. These have a firm
hold and adhere to both
moist and dry skin. The
coupling ring allows for
an audible snap closure for comfort and security. 2 1/4'' flange.

CONVATEC SUR-FIT NATURA STOMAHESIVE
MOLDABLE SKIN BARRIER W/FLANGE
(HYDROCOLLOIDAL COLLAR)
Ideal for semi-formed to
formed output. To use,
simply mold around the
stoma. There is no need
to cut or measure the
wafer.
SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

CONVATEC SUR-FIT NATURA DURAHESIVE
CONVEX MOLDABLE SKIN BARRIER
Has the ability to swell
up and "turtleneck",
protecting the stoma
when liquid output is
present. This creates
a more secure seal
but without harming the skin. Ideal for those
whose stoma output is mostly liquid. No cutting or measuring required.

SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

CON411801

½"-⅞"

green

10/bx

SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

CON413423

1 1/4"-1 3/4"

red

10/bx

CON411803

7/8'' - 1 1/4''

green

10/bx

CON404592

½" - 7/8''

green

10/bx

CON413422

7/8'' - 1 1/4''

green

10/bx

CON411805

1 1/4'' - 1 3/4''

green

10/bx

CON404593

7/8'' - 1 1/4"

green

10/bx

CON413421

1/2'' - 7/8''

green

10/bx

CON411807

oval, 1 3/4'' - 2 1/8''

blue

10/bx

CON404594

1 1/4" - 1 3/4"

red

10/bx

WAFERS, PRE-CUT
CONVATEC SUR-FIT NATURA DURAHESIVE
CONVEX-IT SKIN BARRIER
Deeper convexity for
retracted
and
difficult-to-manage stomas.
This convex flange gently swells around the
stoma to provide a protective barrier against
leaks while it protects peristomal skin. Ideal
for those with recessed, retracted, or flush
stomas. Works well in water and should be
used by those who have mostly liquid output.
White flange with acrylic tape collar.

CONVATEC SUR-FIT NATURA STOMAHESIVE
FLEXIBLE SKIN BARRIER WITH FLANGE
Ideal for semi-formed
to formed stoma output. These have a firm
hold and adhere to both
moist and dry skin. The
coupling ring allows for
an audible snap closure for comfort and security. 1 ¾'' flange.
SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

CON125269

3/4" opening

green

10/bx

SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

CON125271

1" opening

green

10/bx

CON413180

⅞'' opening

green

10/bx

CON125275

1 1/2'' opening

red

10/bx

CON413182

1 ⅛" opening

green

10/bx

CON125277

1 3/4'' opening

red

10/bx

CON413185

1½'' opening

red

10/bx

CONVATEC ESTEEM SYNERGY STOMAHESIVE
SKIN BARRIER WITH FLANGE
Clear foam adhesive
attaches the pouch, allowing for an easier application process since
precise alignment is not
required. White acrylic
tape collar.
SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

CON405476

1'' opening

blue (S)

10/bx

CON405478

1 1/4" opening

blue (S)

10/bx

CON405480

1 ½" opening

green (M)

10/bx

CON405482

1 3/4" opening

green (M)

10/bx

As the surgery site and stoma heals it can change shape
and size making a difference in the stoma opening you’ll
need. Be sure to measure regularly
within the first year after your surgery to
ensure you’re using the right size stoma
opening.

www.dukemedicalsupply.com
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Convatec Ostomy
TWO PIECE DRAINABLE POUCHES
CONVATEC SUR-FIT NATURA 12'' DRAINABLE
2-PIECE OSTOMY BAG
Wide tail opening for easier emptying. Optional one
sided comfort panel is quiet and odor proof, while
the audible click confirms a
secure connection.
SKU
CON404016
CON401514

FLANGE SIZE
1 ¾", green
2 ¾'', blue

STYLE
opaque
transparent

CON416795
CON416796

blue (S)
blue (S)

transparent
opaque

STYLE

QTY

CON411290

1 ¾", green

opaque

20/bx

CON411291

2 ¼", red

opaque

20/bx

10/bx

apply and remove.
STYLE

FLANGE SIZE

20/bx

Features 1-sided comfort
panel and InvisiClose tail
for esier emptying. Adhesive coupling connects
the pouch to the skin
barrier without the need
of plastic rings. Easy to
FLANGE SIZE

SKU

QTY

CONVATEC ESTEEM SYNERGY 12" 2-PIECE
DRAINABLE OSTOMY BAG WITH FILTER

SKU

SUR FIT NATURA 10" DRAINABLE 2-PIECE
OSTOMY BAG WITH FILTER
This pouch with 2 sided comfort panel has a standard tail
closure and integrated filter to
prevent ballooning. Includes 2
tail closure per box.

CONVATEC NATURA PLUS 12'' DRAINABLE
2-PIECE OSTOMY BAG
Features one sided comfort panel and wide InvisClose tail for easy emptying. Audible click confirms
a secure connection to the
skin barrier.
SKU

FLANGE SIZE

STYLE

QTY

CON416418

1 ¾'', green

transparent

10/bx

CON421738

1 ¾'', green

opaque

10/bx

CON416424

2 ¾'', blue

transparent

10/bx

CON421740

2 ¾'', blue

opaque

10/bx

QTY
10/bx
10/bx

CON416798

green (M)

transparent

10/bx

CON416799

green (M)

opaque

10/bx

CONVATEC ESTEEM SYNERGY 12" 2-PIECE
DRAINABLE OSTOMY BAG
Instead of plastic rings, a foam
adhesive securely couples the
pouch to the skin barrier's
clear plastic “Landing Zone.".
The result is a low profile, flexible, secure system, with the
convenience of a one-piece
and the versatility of a two-piece.
SKU

FLANGE SIZE

STYLE

QTY

CON416796

blue (S)

opaque

10/bx

CON416797

blue (S)

transparent

10/bx

www.dukemedicalsupply.com

CONVATEC SUR-FIT NATURA 12" DRAINABLE
2-PIECE OSTOMY BAG
Wide tail opening for easier
emptying. The double sided
comfort panel provides quiet,
odor proof discretion, and the
audible click confirms a
secure connection.
SKU

FLANGE SIZE STYLE

QTY

CON401502

1 ¾", green

opaque

10/bx

CON401503

2 ¼", red

opaque

10/bx

CONVATEC NATURA PLUS 12'' DRAINABLE
2-PIECE OSTOMY BAG WITH FILTER
Wide InvisiClose tail openings for easier emptying.
Comfort panels provide
quiet, odor proof discretion while the audible click
confirms a secure connection to the skin barrier.
SKU

FLANGE SIZE

STYLE

QTY

CON416416

1 ¾'', green

transparent

10/bx

CON416417

1 ¾'', green

opaque

10/bx

CON416422

2 ¾'', blue

transparent

10/bx

CON416423

2 ¾'', blue

opaque

10/bx

See something
you'd like to try?
Call Convatec at

800-422-8811
for free samples!
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Convatec Ostomy
Ostomy
Convatec

Convatec Ostomy

TWO PIECE CLOSED POUCHES
CONVATEC NATURA PLUS 8'' 2 PIECE CLOSED
OSTOMY BAG WITH FILTER
Modern and updated
oval shape, softer fabric,
and an improved view
window that allows you
to easily check your stoma and the seal of your
bag. Odor proof and comes with a two sided
comfort panel. Ideal for active lifestyles.

CONVATEC NATURA PLUS 6'' 2 PIECE
CLOSED MINI OSTOMY BAG WITH FILTER
Updated oval shape and
comfortable fabric-like
feel for discreet, odor
free comfort. These mini
ostomy bags are perfect
for active lifestyles and
can be used in water.
Has easy-view window for inspection.

CONVATEC ESTEEM PLUS 6" CLOSED END
MINI POUCH WITH FILTER
Gentle on the skin,
flexible and soft to the
touch. Features 2 sided
comfort panel and innovative Adhesive Coupling Technology.
SKU

FLANGE SIZE

STYLE

QTY

SKU

FLANGE SIZE

STYLE

QTY

SKU

FLANGE SIZE

STYLE

QTY

CON416776

small coupling

transparent

30/bx

CON416406

1 ¾", green

opaque

30/bx

CON421796

1 ¾", green

opaque

30/bx

CON416777

small coupling

opaque

30/bx

CON416412

2 ¾'', blue

opaque

30/bx

CON421797

2 1/4'', red

opaque

30/bx

CON416781

med coupling

opaque

30/bx

CONVATEC ESTEEM PLUS 8" CLOSED END
MINI POUCH WITH FILTER
Gentle on the skin,
flexible and soft to the
touch. Features 2 sided
comfort panel and innovative Adhesive Coupling Technology.
SKU

FLANGE SIZE

STYLE

QTY

CON416775

small coupling

opaque

30/bx

CON416779

med coupling

opaque

30/bx

CON416783

large coupling

opaque

30/bx

Don't see what you're looking for?
We carry the full line of Convatec
ostomy products so you can get the size and style that
you need.
Just give us a call at

888-678-6692

www.dukemedicalsupply.com
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Convatec Ostomy
ONE PIECE DRAINABLE POUCHES, CUT TO FIT
CONVATEC ACTIVELIFE DRAINABLE 12''
1-PIECE OSTOMY BAG WITH DURAHESIVE
SKIN BARRIER (CUT TO FIT)
Combines a Durahesive
skin barrier and pouch
into one drainable system.
Lightweight and ideal for
those with mostly liquid
output. Includes: tape collar, one sided comfort panel, and one tail clip.

CONVATEC ACTIVELIFE DRAINABLE 12''
1-PIECE OSTOMY BAG WITH STOMAHESIVE
SKIN BARRIER (CUT TO FIT)
Combines a stomahesive skin barrier and
pouch into one easy to
use drainable system.
Lightweight,
flexible,
and comfortable. Includes: tape collar, one
sided comfort panel, and one tail clip.

SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

CON400598

3/4'' - 2 1/2''

transparent

10/bx

CON022771

3/4'' - 2 1/2''

transparent

10/bx

CON400599

3/4'' - 2 1/2''

opaque

10/bx

CON125330

3/4'' - 2 1/2''

transparent

20/bx

CONVATEC ESTEEM PLUS 12'' 1-PIECE
DRAINABLE OSTOMY BAG (CUT TO FIT)
Combines a stomahesive
skin
barrier,
drainable
pouch and InvisiClose system. Does not require clips.
Includes: filter and Lock-It
Pocket to hide tail away
comfortably.

CONVATEC ESTEEM PLUS 14'' 1-PIECE
DRAINABLE OSTOMY BAG (CUT TO FIT)
Combines a stomahesive
skin barrier, drainable pouch
and InvisiClose system. Does
not require clips. Includes:
Lock-It Pocket to hide tail
away comfortably.

SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

CON416718

3/16'' - 23/4''

transparent

10/bx

CON416908

3/8'' - 4''

transparent

10/bx

CON416719

3/16'' - 23/4''

opaque

10/bx

CONVATEC ESTEEM PLUS 12'' 1-PIECE
DRAINABLE OSTOMY BAG WITH
DURAHESIVE PLUS BARRIER (CUT TO FIT) )
Combines a durahesive
skin barrier, drainable
pouch and InvisiClose
system. InvisiClose Tail
does not require clips,
making it easier to use
and much more comfortable to wear. Includes: filter and Lock-It
Pocket to hide tail away comfortably.
SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

CON416976

3/4'' - 2 1/2''

transparent

10/bx

CONVATEC ESTEEM PLUS 12'' 1-PIECE
DRAINABLE OSTOMY BAG (MODIFIED
STOMAHESIVE - CUT TO FIT)
All-in-one solution that combines the skin barrier, drainable pouch and InvisiClose
system. The modified adhesive is designed for those
who change their pouching
sytem more frequently. Promotes less skin irrigation and is gentle on the
skin.
SKU

SIZE

STYLE

CON416721

1 13/16'' - 2 ¾'' transparent

QTY
10/bx

ONE PIECE DRAINABLE POUCHES, PRE-CUT
CONVATEC ACTIVELIFE DRAINABLE 12''
1-PIECE OSTOMY BAG WITH STOMAHESIVE
BARRIER (PRE-CUT)
Lightweight pouch with
stomahesive skin barrier.
Includes: tape collar, one
sided comfort panel, and
one tail clip.

CONVATEC ACTIVELIFE CONVEX 12''
DRAINABLE 1-PIECE OSTOMY BAG (PRE-CUT)
For recessed or flat stomas. Durahesive wafer
works best with mostly
liquid output. Includes:
1 sidedcomfort panel,
tape collar, and tail clip.

SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

CON022765

1'' opening

transparent

10/bx

CON175779

1'' opening

transparent

5/bx

SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

CON022758

1'' opening

opaque

10/bx

CON175781

1 1/4'' opening

transparent

5/bx

CON022751

1'' opening

opaque

10/bx

CON022768

1 ¾" opening

transparent

10/bx

CON175784

1 ¾" opening

transparent

5/bx

CON022753

1 1/2'' opening

opaque

10/bx

CON022761

1 ¾" opening

opaque

10/bx

CON022755

2'' opening

opaque

10/bx

www.dukemedicalsupply.com
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CONVATEC ACTIVELIFE 10" DRAINABLE
1-PIECE OSTOMY BAG WITH STOMAHESIVE
SKIN BARRIER (PRE-CUT)
Lightweight, flexible one
piece pouch ideal for colostomies and ileostomies.
Includes: tape collar, odor
proof comfort panel, and tail
closure.

888-678-6692

Convatec
Ostomy
Convatec
Ostomy
ONE PIECE DRAINABLE POUCHES, PRE-CUT (CONT'D)
CONVATEC ESTEEM PLUS 12'' 1-PIECE
DRAINABLE OSTOMY BAG (DURAHESIVE
CONVEX SKIN BARRIER - PRE-CUT )
Convex durahesive skin barrier, drainable pouch, and
InvisiClose system together
into one discrete package.
Does not require clips, includes: tape collar and one
sided comfort panel.
SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

CON416746

1 1/4'' opening

transparent

10/bx

CONVATEC ESTEEM PLUS 12'' 1-PIECE
DRAINABLE OSTOMY BAG (STOMAHESIVE MODIFIED - PRE-CUT)
All-in-one solution that combines the modified stomahesive skin barrier, drainable pouch, and InvisiClose
system InvisiClose Tail that
doesn't require clips. Features: streamlined rounded
shape, new filter system, a Lock-It Pocket, a
wider outlet, and one-sided comfrot panel.
SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

CON416729

1 3/16'' opening

opaque

10/bx

*multiple sizes available

CONVATEC ESTEEM PLUS 12'' 1-PIECE
DRAINABLE POUCH (CONVEX DURAHESIVE INVISICLOSE - PRE-CUT )
Durahesive pre-cut convex skin barrier, drainable
pouch, invisiclose locking
system, and filter. No clips
needed. Includes: streamlined rounded shape, new
filter system, lock-it pocket,
and wider outlet.
SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

CON416740

7/8'' opening

transparent

10/bx

CON416749

1 3/8'' opening

opaque

10/bx

ONE PIECE CLOSED POUCHES
CONVATEC ESTEEM PLUS 8'' ONE PIECE
CLOSED END POUCH, CUT-TO-FIT
One piece system with cutto-fit modified stomahesive skin barrier and filter.
It is gentle on the skin, flexible, and soft to the touch.
The modified adhesive
helps provide skin protection, but is designed
for those who change their pouching system
more frequently.

CONVATEC ESTEEM PLUS 6'' ONE PIECE
CLOSED END POUCH, CUT-TO-FIT
One piece system with cutto-fit modified stomahesive
skin barrier and filter. It is
gentle on the skin, flexible,
and soft to the touch. The
modified adhesive helps
provide skin protection, but is designed for
those who change their pouching system
more frequently.

CONVATEC ESTEEM PLUS 8'' ONE PIECE
CLOSED END POUCH, PRE-CUT
One piece system with
pre-cut modified stomahesive skin barrier and
filter. It is gentle on the
skin, flexible, and soft to
the touch. The modified
adhesive helps provide skin protection, but is
designed for those who change their pouching system more frequently.

SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

CON416700

1 3/16''- 2 3/4''

transparent

30/bx

CON421816

13/16'' - 2 3/4

opaque w/
window

30/bx

CON416703

1''

transparent

30/bx

CON421821

1 3/16''- 2 3/4''

opaque w/
window

30/bx

CON421887

1''

opaque w/window

30/bx

CON416709

1 3/18''

transparent

30/bx

CON416701

1 3/16''- 2 3/4''

opaque

30/bx

CON421689

1 3/18''

opqaue w/window

30/bx

CON421823

2''

opaque w/window

30/bx

www.dukemedicalsupply.com

CONVATEC ESTEEM PLUS ONE-PIECE 8''
MOLDABLE CLOSED-END POUCH
One-piece pouch with
Moldable
Technology.
The thin, flexible design
is made to move with
the body. Easy to apply
and remove, this unique
pouch offers a soft comfort panel, advanced
filter and an easy-view window on the front
of the pouch.
SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

CON413509

13/16'' - 113/16''

opaque

30/bx

CON413510

1 3/16'' - 1 9/16''

opaque

30/bx
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Convatec Ostomy

Convatec Ostomy

TWO PIECE UROSTOMY POUCHES
CONVATEC SUR-FIT NATURA 10" DRAINABLE
2-PIECE UROSTOMY BAG
Features one sided comfort panel, anti-reflux
valve, and fold up tap for
easy emptying. Includes 2
universal night drainage
adaptors.
SKU

FLANGE SIZE

STYLE

QTY

CON401534

1 ½'', orange

transparent

10/bx

CON401535

1 3/4'', green

transparent

10/bx

CONVATEC SUR-FIT NATURA 10'' DRAINABLE
2-PIECE UROSTOMY BAG W/ACCUSEAL TAP
Anti-reflux valve prevents
urine from backing up
around the stoma, with
accuseal tap for easy manipulation and emptying.
Includes 2 Accuseal night
drainage adaptors.
SKU

FLANGE SIZE

STYLE

QTY

CON401551

1 1/4'', brown

opaque

10/bx

CON401542

1 1/4'', brown

transparent

10/bx

CON401553

1 3/4'', green

opaque

10/bx

CON401544

1 3/4'', green

transparent

10/bx

See available
urostomy
pouch drainage
supplies
and accessories

starting on page 35

ONE PIECE UROSTOMY POUCHES
CONVATEC ACTIVELIFE DRAINABLE 8''
1-PIECE UROSTOMY BAG (PRE-CUT)
Skin barrier and drainable
pouch together in one system with Anti-reflux valve
helps prevent urine backflow
while the accuseal tap allows
for an easy connection to
night drainage systems.

CONVATEC ESTEEM PLUS 10'' 1-PIECE
UROSTOMY BAG WITH ACCUSEAL TAP
(CUT TO FIT)
Durahesive technology expands when it comes into
contact with moisture, helping to protect the stoma. Accuseal tap uses an easy swiveling motion to quickly drain
urine. Includes 2 universal
night drainage adapters.

SKU

FLANGE SIZE

STYLE

QTY

CON650829

7/8'' opening

transparent

10/bx

SKU

FLANGE SIZE

STYLE

QTY

CON650831

1 ⅛'' opening

transparent

10/bx

CON421631

1/2'' - 1 3/4''

transparent

10/bx

CON650833

1 ½" opening

transparent

10/bx

www.dukemedicalsupply.com
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Cymed Ostomy
WAFERS, CUT TO FIT
CYMED MICROSKIN ADHESIVE OSTOMY
BARRIER/FLANGE (CUT TO FIT)
Made of a thin, elastic hypoallergenic polyurethane film
that is durable, transparent,
and breathable. Waterproof
and works in the shower,
swimming pool, or hot tub.
Note: can not be used with
CYM68364 or CYM68464 pouch.
SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

CYM58100

up to 1 3/4''

plain barrier

5/bx

CYM58000

up to 1 1/2''

1mm thin

5/bx

CYM78000

up to 1 1/2''

2mm thick

5/bx

CYMED MICROSKIN LARGE ADHESIVE
OSTOMY BARRIER/FLANGE (CUT TO FIT)
Unique MicroSkin Adhesive
barrier is transparent, durable, and has a moisture-vapor permeable film that encourages the skin to breathe.
Waterproof skin barrier lets
you go in and out of the water worry free.
SKU

SIZE

QTY

CYM68100

up to 2 1/2''

5/bx

WAFERS, PRE-CUT
CYMED MICROSKIN ADHESIVE OSTOMY
1MM THIN BARRIER/FLANGE WITH
MICRODERM WASHER (PRE-CUT)
Made of MicroSkin, a thin
elastic polyurethane film
that conforms and moves
with the body. MicroSkin
does not require belts,
tapes or glues to remain intact. The waterproof skin barrier can be used in the shower,
swimming pool, or in the hot tub. Note: can
not be used with CYM68364 or CYM68464
pouch.
SKU
CYM58022

SIZE
7/8'' stoma

STYLE
1mm washer

CYMED MICROSKIN ADHESIVE OSTOMY
2MM THICK BARRIER/FLANGE WITH
MICRODERM WASHER (PRE-CUT)
Made of MicroSkin, a thin
elastic polyurethane film
that conforms and moves
with the body. MicroSkin
does not require belts, tapes
or glues to remain intact. The waterproof skin
barrier can be used in the shower, swimming
pool, or in the hot tub. Note: can not be used
with CYM68364 or CYM68464 pouch.
SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

CYM78022

7/8'' stoma

2mm washer

5/bx

CYM78025

1'' stoma

2mm washer

5/bx

CYM78032

11/4'' stoma

2mm washer

5/bx

CYM78038

1 1/2'' stoma

2mm washer

5/bx

QTY
5/bx

CYM58025

1'' stoma

1mm washer

5/bx

CYM58032

11/4'' stoma

1mm washer

5/bx

CYM58038

1 1/2'' stoma

1mm washer

5/bx

www.dukemedicalsupply.com
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See something
you'd like to try?
Request Cymed
samples online at

www.cymedostomy.com/samples.html

888-678-6692

Cymed Ostomy
TWO PIECE DRAINABLE POUCHES
CYMED MICROSKIN 11" DRAINABLE
TWO-PIECE BAG
No hard plastic rings,
making it more comfortable for the user. Durable,
transparent, breathable,
and waterproof. Ultra thin
MicroSkin adhesive barrier
keeps the pouch in place
in and out of the water.
SKU

STYLE

QTY

CYM51345

transparent

10/bx

CYM51445

opaque

10/bx

CYMED MICROSKIN 11" DRAINABLE TWOPIECE BAG
Universally
interchangeable pouch with ultra thin
adhesive barrier that is
durable, breathable, and
works well in water. Holds
up well with sporting activities and daily tasks. Swim,
shower, and hot tub with
ease and simply pat dry when finished.

CYMED MICROSKIN 11"
TWO-PIECE POUCH (PRESS N SEAL
CLOSURE WITH FILTER)
Universally interchangeable pouch that has a
Press n Seal closure and
filter. Ideal for use during
sporting activities and
daily tasks. Swim, shower,
and hot tub with ease and
simply pat dry when finished.

SKU

STYLE

QTY

SKU

STYLE

QTY

CYM78345

transparent

10/bx

CYM51445V

opaque

10/bx

CYM78445

opaque

10/bx

TWO PIECE CLOSED POUCHES
CYMED MICROSKIN 8" CLOSED END TWOPIECE COLOSTOMY BAG WITH FILTER
Charcoal Filter eliminates odors and releases gas. Attaches to the
flange with an adhesive
seal, no hard plastic
rings. Perfect for the
shower, tub, swimming,
or other water activity.

CYMED MICROSKIN 6" CLOSED END TWOPIECE COLOSTOMY BAG WITH FILTER
Charcoal Filter eliminates odors and releases gas. Attaches to the
flange with an adhesive
seal, no hard plastic
rings. Perfect for the
shower, tub, swimming,
or other water activity.

SKU

STYLE

QTY

SKU

STYLE

QTY

CYM55645

opaque

15/bx

CYM35645

opaque

15/bx

Don't see what
you're looking for?

We carry the full line of
Cymed ostomy products so
you can get the size and style
that you need.
Just give us a call at

888-678-6692

www.dukemedicalsupply.com
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Cymed Ostomy
ONE PIECE DRAINABLE POUCHES, CUT TO FIT
CYMED MICROSKIN OSTOMY BAG 11"
DRAINABLE ONE-PIECE PLAIN BARRIER
(CUT TO FIT)
Unique adhesive barrier is
durable, breathable and
waterproof. These colostomy bags do not have a filter.
Can be used while swimming or while bathing or
showering.
SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

CYM81100

up to 1 3/4''

transparent

10/bx

CYM81120

up to 1 3/4''

opaque

10/bx

CYMED MICROSKIN 11" DRAINABLE ONEPIECE OSTOMY BAG (CUT TO FIT)
Ultra thin, gentle skin barrier
stays in place and moves with
the body. This drainable pouch
is easy to attach and comes with
a 2 mm thick washer that provides extra skin protection and
support around the stoma.
SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

CYM78300

up to 1 3/4''

transparent

10/bx

CYM78400

up to 1 3/4''

opaque

10/bx

CYMED MICROSKIN OSTOMY BAG
11" DRAINABLE ONE-PIECE THIN WASHER
(CUT TO FIT)
Unique adhesive barrier is durable, breathable and waterproof.
Can be used while swimming or
while bathing or showering. Includes filter.

CYMED MICROSKIN OSTOMY BAG 11"
ONE-PIECE DRAINABLE PRESS 'N SEAL
CLOSURE WITH FILTER (CUT-TO-FIT)
1mm thin hydrocolloid washer
has a unique adhesive barrier that is durable, breathable
and waterproof. Charcoal filter
helps to release gas while it filters odors. Press-n-seal closure
works without a clip, simply fold the tail up to
seal and secure.

SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

CYM81300F

up to 1 3/4''

transparent

10/bx

SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

CYM81400F

up to 1 3/4''

opaque

10/bx

CYM81400V

up to 1 3/4''

opaque

10/bx

CYMED MICROSKIN 9" DRAINABLE ONEPIECE OSTOMY BAG (CUT TO FIT)
Ultra thin, gentle skin barrier
stays in place and moves with
the body. This drainable pouch
is easy to attach and comes with
a 2 mm thick washer that provides extra skin protection and
support around the stoma.

CYMED MICROSKIN 11" DRAINABLE
ONE-PIECE POUCH (PRE-CUT - PRESS N SEAL
- FILTER)
MicroSkin adhesive barrier is barely visible and
allows air to reach the
skin around the stoma.Includes Filter, thin
(1mm)
hydrocolloid
washer, and press n seal
closure system.

SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

CYM48300

up to 1 3/4

transparent

10/bx

SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

CYM48400

up to 1 3/4'

opaque

10/bx

CYM81422V

7/8" opening

transparent

10/bx

CYM81432V

1 ¼" opening

transparent

10/bx

What is MicroSkin?
Developed by Cymed, Microskin Adhesive
wafers for Cymed pouches are a waterproof,
breathable, thin elastic barrier that stretches
and conforms to your body while supporting the
pouch.
For more information on the Microskin Technology
offered by Cymed visit cymed.us/why-microskin/

www.dukemedicalsupply.com
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Cymed Ostomy
ONE PIECE DRAINABLE POUCHES, PRE-CUT
CYMED MICROSKIN PLATINUM 11"
DRAINABLE ONE-PIECE OSTOMY BAG
(PRE-CUT)
Ultra thin MicroSkin adhesive barrier stays securely attached to skin.
Easy to apply and comes
with a 2mm thick washer
that provides extra skin
protection and support
around the stoma.

CYMED MICROSKIN 11" DRAINABLE
ONE-PIECE POUCH (PRE-CUT - PRESS N SEAL
- FILTER)
MicroSkin adhesive barrier is barely visible and
allows air to reach the
skin around the stoma.
Includes charcoal Filter,
thin (1mm) hydrocolloid
washer, and press n seal
closure system.

CYMED MICROSKIN 11" DRAINABLE ONEPIECE POUCH (PRE-CUT)
Conforms to the body for
comfort and security. The
MicroSkin adhesive barrier is barely visible and allows air to reach the skin
around the stoma. After
showering, swimming, or
hot tubbing, simply pat
dry and continue daily life.

SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

CYM78332

1 ¼" opening

transparent

10/bx

CYM81422V

7/8" opening

transparent

10/bx

CYM81322

7/8" opening

transparent

10/bx

CYM78432

1 ¼" opening

opaque

10/bx

CYM81432V

1 ¼" opening

transparent

10/bx

CYM81422

7/8" opening

opaque

10/bx

CYM78338

1½'' opening

transparent

10/bx

CYM81332

1 ¼" opening

transparent

10/bx

CYM81432

1 ¼" opening

opaque

10/bx

CYMED MICROSKIN 9" DRAINABLE ONEPIECE OSTOMY BAG WITH WASHER
(PRE-CUT)
1mm thin transparent hypoallergenic polyurethane
film barrier that conforms
to body movements and
will stay on even when
wet. Can be used in the
shower, while swimming
or even while hot tubbing.
SKU

SIZE

STYLE

CYMED MICROSKIN 11" DRAINABLE ONEPIECE OSTOMY BAG (PRESS N SEAL PRE-CUT)
Ultra thin MicroSkin adhesive barrier that stays
securely attached to the
skin. Includes thick hydrocolloid washer (2mm) that
provides extra skin protection and support around
the stoma. Can be worn in
water without replacing when finished.
SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

CYM78425V

1'' opening

opaque

10/bx

QTY

CYMED MICROSKIN 9" DRAINABLE ONEPIECE OSTOMY BAG (PRE-CUT)
Both durable and flexible.
Comes with a 2mm thick
washer. Waterproof MicroSkin adhesive barrier
allows for a firm fit that
will not come off when
placed in water for extended periods of time.
SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

CYM41322

7/8" opening

transparent

10/bx

CYM48322

7/8" opening

transparent

10/bx

CYM41332

1 ¼" opening

transparent

10/bx

CYM48422

7/8" opening

opaque

10/bx

CYM41432

1 ¼" opening

opaque

10/bx

CYM48329

1 1/8" opening

transparent

10/bx

CYM48429

1 1/8" opening

opaque

10/bx

CYM48335

1 3/8'' opening

transparent

10/bx

CYM48435

1 3/8'' opening

opaque

10/bx

www.dukemedicalsupply.com

CYMED MICROSKIN - 9" DRAINABLE ONEPIECE COLOSTOMY BAG WITH WASHER
(PRE-CUT)
Ultra thin MicroSkin adhesive
barrier that stays securely attached to the skin. Includes
thick hydrocolloid washer
(2mm) that provides extra skin
protection and support around
the stoma. Can be worn in water without replacing when finished.
SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

CYM41422

7/8" opening

opaque

10/bx
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Cymed Ostomy
ONE PIECE CLOSED POUCHES
CYMED MICROSKIN 8" CLOSED END ONEPIECE CUT-TO-FIT COLOSTOMY BAG WITH
FILTER, 1MM MICRODERM WASHER
This ostomy bag with filter is
a cut-to-fit single use pouch
with charcoal filter that allows for quick release of gas
and odors.

CYMED MICROSKIN 8" CLOSED END ONEPIECE CUT-TO-FIT COLOSTOMY BAG WITH
FILTER, PLAIN BARRIER
This ostomy bag with filter is
a cut-to-fit single use pouch
with charcoal filter that allows for quick release of gas
and odors.

SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

CYM85401

up to 1 3/4''

opaque

10/bx

CYM85400

up to 1 3/4''

opaque

10/bx

*Also available in pre-cut sizes with thin
washer.

ONE PIECE UROSTOMY POUCHES
CYMED MICROSKIN 9" DRAINABLE ONEPIECE UROSTOMY BAG (PRE-CUT WITH
PLAIN BARRIER)
Flat, flexible barrier without washer. The barrier is
made from a transparent,
waterproof polyurethane
that allows you to monitor the condition of your
stomal skin and maintain a strong hold even
when wet. Snap cap closure.
SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

CYM86325

1" opening

transparent

10/bx

CYM86332

1 ¼" opening

transparent

10/bx

www.dukemedicalsupply.com

CYMED MICROSKIN 9" DRAINABLE ONEPIECE UROSTOMY BAG (PRE-CUT )
Durable urostomy pouch
that has a snap cap closure and an anti-reflux design. Waterproof. Washer
styles: plain barrier (no
washer), thin hydrocolloid
(1mm) and thick hydrocolloid (2mm).
SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

CYM86322W

1"

thin washer,
transparent

10/bx

CYM86325E

1''

thick washer,
transparent

10/bx

CYM86332W

1 1/4''

thin washer,
transparent

10/bx

CYM86338E

1 1/2''

thick washer,
transparent

10/bx

CYM86338W

1 1/2''

thin washer,
transparent

10/bx
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CYMED MICROSKIN 11" DRAINABLE ONEPIECEUROSTOMY BAG (CUT TO FIT)
Larger capacity pouch
with thin, flexible, MicroSkin barrier that is
suitable to wear while
bathing and swimming.
Includes anti-reflux design and two night drain
adapters; one that connects to the end of the
ostomy pouch, and one that connects the extension tubing to drainage bag or bottle.
SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

CYM86800X

up to 2 ½"

transparent

10/bx

CYMED MICROSKIN 9" DRAINABLE ONEPIECE UROSTOMY BAG (CUT TO FIT WITH
PLAIN BARRIER)
Flat, flexible barrier without
washer. Snap cap closure is
easy to drain and includes
two standard night drainage
connectors.
SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

CYM86300

up to 1 ¾"

transparent

10/bx

888-678-6692

Hollister Ostomy
WAFERS, CUT TO FIT
HOLLISTER NEW IMAGE SKIN BARRIER WITH
FLOATING FLANGE (FLEXTEND)
Flat ostomy flange with
tape border that helps
eliminate pressure on
tender post-operative
abdomens thanks to
Hollister's unique floating flange.
SKU
HOL14202
HOL14203
HOL14204

SIZE

STYLE

1 ¾'' flange
2 ¼'' flange
2 ¾'' flange

green
red
blue

QTY

HOLLISTER NEW IMAGE SKIN BARRIER WITH
FLOATING FLANGE (FLEXTEND)
Discharge-resistant skin
barrier with tape border
is designed for extended
wear. The floating flange
is ideal for those with
sensitive post op abdomens and is the barrier
of choice for urostomies and ileostomies.
SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

HOL14602

1¾'' flange

green

5/bx

HOL14603

2 ¼'' flange

red

5/bx

HOL14604

2 ¾'' flange

blue

5/bx

5/bx
5/bx
5/bx

HOLLISTER CERAPLUS NEW IMAGE CONVEX
SKIN BARRIER WITH FLOATING FLANGE
(CUT TO FIT)
Ideal for recessed, retracted, and flush stomas. The CeraPlus skin
barrier is infused with
ceramide, a naturally occurring lipid in the skin
that protects against dryness. Tape Border.

HOLLISTER CERAPLUS NEW IMAGE SKIN
BARRIER WITH FLOATING FLANGE
(NO TAPE/CUT TO FIT)
Adhesive free, latex
free ostomy wafer that
is ideal for people with
sensitive skin. This ostomy barrier contains ceramide, a naturally occurring lipid that keeps
the skin hydrated and healthy.

HOLLISTER NEW IMAGE CONVEX SKIN
BARRIER WITH FLOATING FLANGE
(FLEXTEND)
Convex skin barrier with
tape border is ideal for
recessed,
retracted,
and flush stomas. Discharge-resistant barrier
and floating flange.
SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

HOL14802

1 ¾'' flange

green

5/bx

HOL14803

2 ¼'' flange

red

5/bx

HOL14804

2 ¾'' flange

blue

5/bx

HOLLISTER NEW IMAGE CONVEX SKIN
BARRIER WITH FLOATING FLANGE
(NO TAPE FLEXTEND - CUT TO FIT)
Adhesive and latex free
ostomy wafer that is ideal
for people with sensitive
skin. Contains ceramide,
a naturally occurring lipid
that keeps the skin hydrated and healthy.

SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

HOL11402

1¾'' flange

green

5/bx

HOL15102

1¾'' flange

green

5/bx

HOL15802

1¾'' flange

green

5/bx

HOL11403

2 ¼'' flange

red

5/bx

HOL15103

2 ¼'' flange

red

5/bx

HOL15803

2 ¼'' flange

red

5/bx

HOL11404

2 ¾'' flange

blue

5/bx

HOL15104

2 ¾'' flange

blue

5/bx

HOL15804

2 ¾'' flange

blue

5/bx

HOLLISTER NEW IMAGE CONVEX SKIN
BARRIER WITH FLOATING FLANGE
(NO TAPE FLEXWEAR - CUT TO FIT)
Ideal for those with
recessed,
retracted,
or flush stomas. Discharge-resistant
skin
barrier is designed for
standard wear.

HOLLISTER NEW IMAGE SKIN BARRIER WITH
FLOATING FLANGE (FLEXWEAR- CUT TO FIT)
Floating flange is ideal
for those with post operative abdomens, urostomies, and ileostomies.
The FlexWear skin barrier helps protect skin
from corrosive drainage.

SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

HOL15402

1¾'' flange

green

5/bx

HOL15202

1¾'' flange

green

5/bx

HOL15203

2 ¼'' flange

red

5/bx

www.dukemedicalsupply.com
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SECURI-T USA 2-PIECE OSTOMY SKIN
BARRIER WITH FLANGE (CUT TO FIT)
Standard wear wafer with
flexible, tan tape collar. Easy
to apply and remove. Available in 4 1/4'' x 4 1/4'' or 5'' x 5''.
SKU

FLANGE

WAFER

QTY

GEN7304112

1 1/2'' flange

41/4'' x 41/4''

10/bx

GEN7304134

1 3/4'' flange

41/4'' x 41/4''

10/bx

GEN7305214

2 1/4'' flange

5'' x 5''

10/bx

GEN7305234

2 3/4'' flange

5'' x 5''

10/bx

888-678-6692

HollisterOstomy
Ostomy
Hollister
WAFERS, PRE-CUT
HOLLISTER NEW IMAGE CONVEX SKIN
BARRIER WITH FLOATING FLANGE
(FLEXTEND)

HOLLISTER CERAPLUS NEW IMAGE CONVEX
SKIN BARRIER WITH FLOATING FLANGE
Convex skin barrier infused with ceramide, a
naturally occurring lipid that protects against
dryness helps to maintain adhesive properties. Includes tape border.

Convex skin barrier is ideal for recessed, retracted,
and flush stomas. Discharge-resistant
barrier
with tape border is designed for extended wear.
SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

HOL14902

3/4" opening

green

5/bx

HOL14904
HOL14908

1'' opening

green

1 ½'' opening

red

HOLLISTER NEW IMAGE CONVEX SKIN
BARRIER WITH FLOATING FLANGE
(FLEXWEAR- PRE-CUT WITH TAPE BORDER)

SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

HOL11504

1" opening

green

5/bx

HOL11505

1 ⅛" opening

red

5/bx

HOL11506

1 ¼" opening

red

5/bx

Convex skin barrier infused with ceramide, a
naturally occurring lipid that protects against
dryness helps to maintain adhesive properties. Includes tape
border.

5/bx
5/bx

HOLLISTER NEW IMAGE CONVEX SKIN
BARRIER WITH FLOATING FLANGE
(FLEXWEAR- PRE-CUT)
Convex skin barrier
that helps protect skin
from corrosive drainage. Audible "click",
provides
confidence
and peace of mind.
Does not include tape
border.
SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

HOL15503

7/8'' opening

green

5/bx

HOL15504

1'' opening

green

5/bx

HOL15505

1 1/8" opening

red

5/bx

HOLLISTER NEW IMAGE SKIN BARRIER
WITH FLOATING FLANGE WITH TAPE
(FLEXTEND - PRE-CUT)
Provides a comfortable fit with a thin flexible wafer and a tape
border. The tape gives
added security while
the floating flange
eliminates pressure
on sensitive post operative abdomens.

SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

HOL14503

7/8'' opening

green

5/bx

HOL14504

1'' opening

green

5/bx

HOL14505

1 1/8" opening

red

5/bx

HOLLISTER NEW IMAGE SKIN BARRIER WITH
FLOATING FLANGE NO TAPE
(FLEXTEND - PRE-CUT)
Provides a comfortable
fit with a thin flexible
wafer and a tape border. The tape gives
added security while
the
floating
flange
eliminates pressure on
sensitive post operative
abdomens.

SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

HOL14703

7/8'' opening

green

5/bx

HOL16103

7/8'' opening

green

5/bx

HOL14704

1'' opening

green

5/bx

HOL16104

1'' opening

green

5/bx

HOL14707

1 3/8" opening

red

5/bx

HOL16107

1 3/8" opening

red

5/bx

Have questions?

We're here to help. Just give us a call at
888-678-6692

www.dukemedicalsupply.com
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Hollister Ostomy
TWO PIECE DRAINABLE POUCHES
HOLLISTER NEW IMAGE 12" 2-PIECE
DRAINABLE OSTOMY BAG WITH FILTER
(LOCK N ROLL)
Rustle-free odor barrier
film minimizes noise while
ComfortWear panels provide a soft, cloth-like layer.
Filter vents gas and prevents pouch bulging. Easy
to use, empty, and clean.

HOLLISTER NEW IMAGE 12" 2-PIECE
DRAINABLE OSTOMY BAG (LOCK N ROLL)
Easy to close, empty, and
clean. Odor barrier and rustle-free film. ComfortWear
panel provides added comfort between the pouch and
the skin.
SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

HOL18132

1¾" flange, green

transparent

10/bx

HOL18182

1¾" flange, green

beige

10/bx

HOL18134

2¾" flange, blue

transparent

10/bx

HOL18192

1¾" flange, green

transparent

10/bx

HOL18183

2 ¼" flange, red

beige

10/bx

HOL18193

2 ¼" flange, red

transparent

10/bx

HOLLISTER NEW IMAGE 12" 2-PIECE
DRAINABLE OSTOMY BAG WITH FILTER
Integrated filter prevents
gas build-up and bulging.
Rustle-free odor barrier
film minimizes pouch noise
and rustling. Soft, cloth-like
layer between the pouch
and skin.
SKU

SIZE

STYLE

HOLLISTER NEW IMAGE 7" 2-PIECE
DRAINABLE LOCK N' ROLL MINI POUCH
Odor barrier and rustle free film eliminates
odors and noise. Clothlike layer between pouch
and skin, on both sides
for comfort. Closure
uses plastic interlocking
fasteners for security.
SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

HOL18282

1¾" flange, green

beige

20/bx

HOL18283

2 1/4" flange, red

beige

20/bx

HOL18284

2 ¾'' flange, blue

beige

20/bx

QTY

HOLLISTER NEW IMAGE 12" 2-PIECE
DRAINABLE OSTOMY BAG
Drainable
pouch
with
odor-barrier film, clamp
closure, and ComfortWear
panels. Pouch clicks into
place and offers belt tabs
for added comfort and security.
SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

HOL18102

1¾" flange, green

transparent

10/bx

HOL18122

1¾" flange, green

beige

10/bx

HOL18174

2¾'' flange, blue

ultra-clear

10/bx

HOLLISTER NEW IMAGE 9" 2-PIECE
DRAINABLE OSTOMY BAG (MINI)
Cloth-like layer between
pouch and skin on both
sides for added comfort.
Unique finger cut is a half
moon shaped cut at the
bottom of the drainable
pouch tail that allows for
easy separation of the film
while emptying the pouch. Can be worn while
bathing or swimming.
SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

HOL18142

1¾" flange, green

beige

10/bx

HOL18202

1¾" flange, green

beige

10/bx

HOL18163

2 1/4" flange, red

transparent

10/bx

HOL18203

214" flange, red

beige

10/bx

HOL18144

2 ¾'' flange, blue

beige

10/bx

HOL18204

2¾'' flange, blue

beige

10/bx

SECURI-T USA 12" 2-PIECE
DRAINABLE OSTOMY BAG
Standard wear pouch
with a 2-sided comfort
panel. Easy to apply and
remove. Includes one
curved tail closure per
box.

www.dukemedicalsupply.com

SECURI-T USA 9" 2-PIECE
DRAINABLE OSTOMY BAG
Standard wear pouch
with a 2-sided comfort
panel. Easy to apply.
Easy to remove.
Includes one curved tail
closure per box.

SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

GEN7212112

1 1/2'' flange

opaque

10/bx

GEN7212134

1 3/4'' flange

opaque

10/bx

GEN7212214 2 1/4'' flange

opaque

10bx

SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

GEN7212234

opaque

10/bx

GEN7209134

1 3/4'' flange

opaque

10/bx

2 3/4'' flange
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Hollister Ostomy
TWO PIECE CLOSED POUCHES
HOLLISTER NEW IMAGE 9" 2-PIECE CLOSED
OSTOMY BAG WITH FILTER
Closed pouch with filter
to prevent gas build-up
and eliminate pouch
bulging. Has odor barrier and rustle free film
to minimize pouch noise
and rustling for discretion and peace of mind.
Includes soft, cloth-like ComfortWear panels.

HOLLISTER NEW IMAGE 7" 2-PIECE CLOSED
OSTOMY MINI-POUCH
Features an integrated
filter and odor barrier to
control odors. Its rustle
free film controls unwanted noise. ComfortWear panels are made
of soft, cloth-like material for a more comfortable fit.

HOLLISTER NEW IMAGE 9" 2-PIECE CLOSED
OSTOMY BAG (QUIETWEAR)
Odor free, rustle free
pouch that features quietwear material, comfortwear panels on both
sides, and belt tabs. Can
be used with any Hollister New Image ostomy wafer with the same
size flange size.

SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

HOL18362

1¾" flange, green

transparent

60/bx

HOL18382

1¾" flange, green

transparent

60/bx

HOL18332

1¾" flange, green

beige

30/bx

HOL18372

1¾" flange, green

beige

60/bx

HOL18392

1¾" flange, green

beige

60/bx

HOL18732

1¾" flange, green

beige

60/bx

HOL18363

2 ¼" flange, red

transparent

60/bx

HOL18383

2 ¼" flange, red

transparent

60/bx

HOL18333

2 ¼" flange, red

beige

30/bx

HOL18373

2 ¼" flange, red

beige

60/bx

HOL18393

2 ¼" flange, red

beige

60/bx

HOL18733

2 ¼" flange, red

beige

60/bx

HOL18364

2 3/4'' flange, blue

transparent

60/bx

HOL18384

2 3/4'' flange, blue

transparent

60/bx

HOL18374

2 3/4'' flange, blue

beige

60/bx

HOL18394

2 3/4'' flange, blue

beige

60/bx
HOLLISTER NEW IMAGE 7" 2-PIECE CLOSED
OSTOMY BAG MINI-POUCH
Rustle free odor barrier
and centerpointlocking
system. Includes ComfortWear panels on both
sides and belt tabs. No
filter.

HOLLISTER NEW IMAGE 9" 2-PIECE CLOSED
OSTOMY BAG WITH FILTER (QUIETWEAR)
Integrated AF300 filter
prevents gas build-up
and eliminate pouch
bulging. The odor barrier and QuietWear Pouch
material offers noise reduction.
SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

HOL18322

1¾" flange, green

beige

30/bx

HOL18323

2 ¼" flange, red

beige

30/bx

HOL18324

2 3/4'' flange, blue

beige

30/bx

SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

HOL18352

1¾" flange, green

beige

30/bx

FREE SHIPPING
on ALL orders!

www.dukemedicalsupply.com
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Hollister Ostomy
ONE PIECE DRAINABLE POUCHES, CUT TO FIT
HOLLISTER PREMIER 12" 1-PIECE DRAINABLE
OSTOMY BAG (CONVEX FLEXTEND
CUT TO FIT)
Ideal for recessed, retracted or flush stomas.
Discharge-resistant skin
barrier, designed for extended wear. Features a
rustle-free, odor barrier
film, and ComfortWear
panel on the body side of the pouch.
SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

HOL8624

up to 1'' stoma

transparent

5/bx

HOL8628

up to 1 1/2'' stoma

transparent

5/bx

HOL86211

up to 2'' stoma

transparent

5/bx

HOLLISTER PREMIER 12" 1-PIECE
DRAINABLE OSTOMY BAG (FLEXWEAR NO-FILTER - CUT-TO-FIT)
Pouch with standard FlexWear barrier, tape border, single sided ComfortWear panels, and Lock
n Roll closure for added
ease and security.
SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

HOL8031

up to 2 1/2'' stoma

ultra-clear

10/bx

HOLLISTER PREMIER 12" 1-PIECE DRAINABLE
OSTOMY BAG LOCK N ROLL (FLAT
CERAPLUS/NO FILTER/CUT TO FIT)
Features a ceramide-infused wafer that provides
extended wear time and
decreases transepidermal water loss to keep
the skin in healthy condition. Body side of pouch
has cloth-like ComfortWear panels that are
soft and comfortable against the skin.
SKU
HOL8931

SIZE
up to 2 1/2'' stoma

STYLE
ultra-clear

HOLLISTER PREMIER 12" 1-PIECE DRAINABLE
OSTOMY BAG (FLEXTEND - CUT TO FIT)
Discharge-resistant skin
barrier and is designed to
be worn for an extended
period of time. Includes a
tape border, odor-barrier
film (Ultra Clear pouch),
or an odor-barrier with
rustle-free film (Transparent pouch) and ComfortWear panels on the
body side of pouch.

HOLLISTER PREMIER 12" 1-PIECE DRAINABLE
OSTOMY BAG (FLEXTEND - CUT TO FIT)
Designed for extended
wear, and ideal for those
with recessed, retracted, or flush stomas. Lock
n Roll system provides
a reliable, secure seal.
Odor barrier and rustle
free film for less noise.
Comfortwear panels for added comfort. The
beige features them on both sides of the panel while the ultra clear has only one ComfortWear panel on the body side.

SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

HOL8631

up to 2 1/2'' stoma

transparent

10/bx

SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

HOL8651

up to 2 1/2'' stoma

ultra clear

10/bx

HOL8531

up to 2 1/2'' stoma

ultra-clear

10/bx

HOL8551

up to 2 1/2'' stoma

beige

10/bx

HOLLISTER PREMIER 12" 1-PIECE DRAINABLE
OSTOMY BAG LOCK N ROLL (CONVEX
FLEXTEND/NO FILTER/CUT TO FIT)
Designed for extended
wear. Convex shape is
ideal for recessed, retracted, or flush stomas.
Features the patented
Lock n Roll system for a
secure seal. One sided
body comfortwear panel for added comfort.
SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

HOL8588

up to 1 1/2'' stoma

transparent

5/bx

HOLLISTER PREMIER - 12" 1-PIECE
DRAINABLE OSTOMY BAG (SOFTFLEX - CUT
TO FIT)
Gentle, yet flexible SoftFlex
skin barrier and a drainable
pouch with a clamp closure.
Does not have a filter. ComfortWear panels provide a
soft, cloth-like barrier.
SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

HOL88501

up to 2 1/2'' stoma

ultra-clear

10/bx

QTY

ng
Need Lubricati
Deodorant?

ge 49
look on pa

SECURI-T USA - 1-PIECE OSTOMY BAG
(CUT TO FIT)
Combines the skin barrier
and pouch into one easyto-manage system. This
standard wear cut to fit
pouch comes with a tape
collar and one sided comfort panel.
SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

GEN7600002

cut up to 212''

transparent

10/bx

10/bx

www.dukemedicalsupply.com
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Hollister Ostomy
Ostomy
Hollister
ONE PIECE DRAINABLE POUCHES, PRE-CUT
HOLLISTER PREMIER 12" 1-PIECE DRAINABLE
OSTOMY BAG (FLEXTEND - PRE-CUT)
The Lock n Roll system
provides a reliable, secure seal. Odor barrier,
rustle free film for less
noise, and Comfortwear
panels for added comfort.

HOLLISTER PREMIER 12" 1-PIECE DRAINABLE
OSTOMY BAG (CONVEX FLEXTEND)
For recessed, retracted, or flush stomas.
FlexTend skin barrier is
designed for extended
wear. Odor-barrier and
rustle-free film protect
from odors and pouch
noises. ComfortWear panel provides greater
comfort.

SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

HOL8552

1'' opening

beige

10/bx

SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

HOL8538

1 1/4'' opening

transparent

10/bx

HOL8611

⅞'' opening

transparent

5/bx

HOL8533

1 1/2'' opening

transparent

10/bx

HOL8614

1 ¼" opening

transparent

5/bx

HOL8616

11/2'' opening

transparent

5/bx

HOL8618

13/4'' opening

transparent

5/bx

HOLLISTER PREMIER 12" 1-PIECE DRAINABLE
OSTOMY BAG (CONVEX WITH LOCK'N ROLL
CLOSURE)
Integrated convex shape
is Ideal for recessed, retracted, or flush stomas.
FlexTend is a discharge-resistant skin barrier designed for extended wear.
Features an odor-barrier, rustle-free film, and
Lock'n Roll closure, and ComfortWear panels..
SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

HOL8511

7/8'' opening

transparent

5/bx

HOL8591

7/8'' opening

beige

5/bx

HOL8512

1'' opening

transparent

5/bx

HOL8592

1'' opening

beige

5/bx

HOL8514

1 1/4'' opening

transparent

5/bx

HOL8594

1 1/4'' opening

beige

5/bx

HOLLISTER PREMIER 12" 1-PIECE DRAINABLE
OSTOMY BAG W/ LOCK N ROLL AND FILTER
(CONVEX CERAPLUS-PRE-CUT)
Infused with ceramide
to protect skin while the
convex design makes
it ideal for flush or recessed stomas. Lock n
Roll closure system uses
interlocking
fasteners
for a secure seal. Includes filter to reduce
odor amd ComfortWear Panels.

HOLLISTER PREMIER 12" 1-PIECE DRAINABLE
OSTOMY BAG (FLEXTEND)
Discharge-resistant skin
barrier designed for extended wear. Odor-barrier and rustle-free film
eliminates odors and
pouch noise. ComfortWear panel provides an
extra layer of quiet and comfort.
SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

HOL8637

3/4'' opening

transparent

10/bx

HOL8638

1 ¼" opening

transparent

10/bx

HOL8633

11/2'' opening

transparent

10/bx

HOL8639

13/4'' opening

transparent

10/bx

HOLLISTER PREMIER 9" 1-PIECE DRAINABLE
OSTOMY BAG (FLEXTEND - MINI)
Featuring extended wear,
synthetic skin barrier,
pouch clamp closure,
odor-barrier and rustle-free film to eliminate
embarrassing odor and
pouch noise. The porous
cloth adhesive with the tape border gives
added attachment security. For added comfort and protection, these 1-piece pouches
have ComfortWear panels.

SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

HOL8960

3/4'' opening

beige

5/bx

HOL8647

3/4'' opening

beige

10/bx

HOL8961

7/8'' opening

beige

5/bx

HOL8642

1'' opening

beige

10/bx

HOL8962

1'' opening

beige

5/bx

HOL8643

11/2'' opening

beige

10/bx

Did you know?

At Duke Medical, we carry the full
selection of ostomy supplies from Hollister,
Cymed, Coloplast, Convatec, Trio,
Genairex, and more!

www.dukemedicalsupply.com
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Hollister Ostomy
ONE PIECE CLOSED POUCHES, CUT TO FIT
HOLLISTER PREMIER 9'' 1-PIECE CLOSED
OSTOMY BAG (CUT TO FIT)

HOLLISTER PREMIER 7" MINI CLOSED
OSTOMY BAG (CUT TO FIT)
SoftFlex (standard wear)
skin barrier is ideal for
fragile skin. Integrated
AF300 filter, odor-barrier,
ComfortWear Panels, and
rustle-free film.
SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

HOL82500

Up to 2 ⅛" stoma

transparent

30/bx

HOL82100

Up to 2 ⅛" stoma

beige

30/bx

Ultra thin, flexible, SoftFlex
hydrocolloid skin barrier
with rustle-free odor-barrier film, AF300 filter, and
ComfortWear panels.

See something
you'd like to try?
Call Hollister at

888-808-7456

SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

HOL82300

Up to 2 ⅛" stoma

beige

30/bx

HOL82400

Up to 2 ⅛" stoma

transparent

30/bx

for free samples!

ONE PIECE CLOSED POUCHES, PRE-CUT
HOLLISTER 7" CLOSED 1-PIECE OSTOMY
BAG (SOFTFLEX , MINI, PRE-CUT)
SoftFlex standard wear
skin barrier on a mini
closed pouch with double
sided ComfortWear panels
and AF300 filter. Comfortable double sided pouch
with rustle free film.
SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

HOL82125

1'' opening

beige

30/bx

HOL82130

1 3/16'' opening

beige

30/bx

HOL82135

1 ⅜'' opening

beige

30/bx

www.dukemedicalsupply.com

HOLLISTER PREMIER 9'' 1-PIECE CLOSED
OSTOMY BAG (PRE-CUT)
Ultra thin, highly flexible, hydrocolloid skin
barrier gently and securely adheres to skin
and is ideal for those
with fragile skin or who
frequently remove their pouch. Features a
rustle-free, odor-barrier film, integrated filter
and ComfortWear panels on both sides for
added comfort and security.
SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

HOL82325

1'' opening

beige

30/bx

HOL82330

1 3/16'' opening

beige

30/bx

HOL82335

1 ⅜'' opening

beige

30/bx
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Have
questions?

We’re here to help

Call us at
888-678-6692 to
speak to a friendly
customer service
representative.

888-678-6692

Hollister Ostomy
TWO PIECE UROSTOMY POUCHES
HOLLISTER NEW IMAGE 9" 2-PIECE
DRAINABLE UROSTOMY BAG (CAP CLOSURE)
Features an internal anti-reflux valve, adjustable
drain valve with a secure
closing cap, and ComfortWear panel. Odor barrier
and rustle free film controls odors and noise. Includes 2 adapters.
SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

HOL18903

2 1/4'' flange, red

transparent

10/bx

HOLLISTER PREMIER 9" 1-PIECE DRAINABLE
UROSTOMY BAG (FLEXTEND - CUT-TO-FIT)
Ideal for urostomies, includes:
drain valve, internal non-reflux
valve, odor barrier, rustle free
film, cloth adhesive tape border, ComfortWear panels and 1
adapter.
SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

HOL8460

cut to fit up to 2½''

transparent

10/bx

HOL84490

cut to fit up to 2½''

beige

HOLLISTER NEW IMAGE 9" 2-PIECE
DRAINABLE UROSTOMY BAG
Features an internal anti-reflux valve, adjustable
drain valve, and ComfortWear panels. Odor barrier
and rustle free film for odor
control and noise reduction. Includes 1 adapter.
SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

HOL18412

13/4'' flange,green

beige

10/bx

HOL18402

13/4'' flange,green

transparent

10/bx

HOL18413

2 1/4'' flange, red

beige

10/bx

HOL18403

2 1/4'' flange, red

transparent

10/bx

HOL18414

2 3/4'' flange, blue

beige

10/bx

HOL18404

2 3/4'' flange, blue

transparent

10/bx

ONE PIECE UROSTOMY POUCHES
HOLLISTER PREMIER 9" UROSTOMY BAG
WITH CONVEX BARRIER (PRE-CUT)
With Flextend skin barrier
for extended wear, non-reflux valve for increased security, rustle free odor barrier film, and ComfortWear
panel provides quiet comfort. Adhesive tape border
provides added security.
Includes 2 adapters.
SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

HOL8482

pre-cut, 3/4''

transparent

5/bx

HOL8484

pre-cut, 1''

transparent

5/bx

HOL8486

pre-cut, 1 1/4''

transparent

5/bx

HOL8488

pre-cut, 1 ½''

transparent

5/bx

HOL8489

pre-cut, 1 ¾''

transparent

5/bx

HOL8494

pre-cut, 1''

beige

5/bx

10/bx

HOLLISTER PREMIER 9" 1-PIECE UROSTOMY
BAG (FLEXTEND - TRANSPARENT - PRE-CUT)
Ideal for urostomies, includes:
drain valve, internal non-reflux
valve, odor barrier, rustle free
film, cloth adhesive tape border, ComfortWear panels, and
1 adapter.
SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

HOL8467

pre-cut, 3/4''

transparent

10/bx

HOL8469

pre-cut, 1 ¾''

transparent

10/bx

www.dukemedicalsupply.com
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HOLLISTER PREMIER - 9" DRAINABLE
UROSTOMY BAG WITH CONVEX BARRIER
(CUT TO FIT)
Flextend convex skin barrier designed for extended
wear. Features: drain valve,
anti-reflux valve, tape border, belt tab, rustle free
odor barrier film, ComfortWear panel, and 1 adapter.
SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

HOL8474

cut to fit up to 1"

transparent

5/bx

HOL8478

cut to fit p to 1 1/2"

transparent

5/bx

HOL84711

cut to fit up to 2''

transparent

5/bx

888-678-6692

Urostomy Overnight Drainage
BARD 2000ML CENTER ENTRY
CLOSED SYSTEM URINE BAG
Features anti-reflux device, needle-free urine
sample port, control-fit
outlet to help drain the
bag, and a sheeting clip
for securing the tubing.
It also includes a metal
shut-off clamp, 50" of tubing, latex-free.
SKU

CAPACITY

BAR153504

2000ml

HANGER
double hook

QTY

BARD 4000ML URINE BAG
Holds twice as much liquid as a standard night
bag. Features anti-reflux chamber, control-fit
outlet device, sample
port, and metal shut-off
clamp. Includes sheeting clip and a double hook hanger for easy
bedside use. Latex free and includes 50" of
tubing.
SKU

CAPACITY

HANGER

QTY

BAR153509

4000ml

double hook

each

each

BARD 2000ML URINE BAG
Includes 50" of latex
free tubing, metal shut
off clamp, anti-reflux
chamber, and control-fit
outlet device to hold the
outlet tube securely in
place. The EZ-Lok port
allows urine samples to
be collected without the use of needles.
SKU

CAPACITY

HANGER

QTY

BAR154002

2000ml

hinge hanger

each

BAR154102

2000ml

no hanger

each

HOLLISTER 2000ML URINE BAG
Features an anti-reflux
valve, universal tapered
adapter, built in sample
port that is self-sealing,
and a sheet clip. This
product is latex free.

BARD BARDIA 2000ML URINE BAG
Features 50" of tubing,
plastic thumb clamp, and
anti-reflux drip chamber. The drainage bag's
teardrop design ensures
rapid draining while the
dome shape of the anti-reflux chamber protects against urine, latex free.
SKU

CAPACITY

HANGER

QTY

BAR802001

2000ml

hinge hanger

each

COVIDIEN DOVER 2000ML URINE BAG WITH
ANTI-REFLUX VALVE AND SPLASHGUARD
Combines a closed system sample port, anti-reflux device, and an
enclosed drain spout.
Features a splash guard
that prevents urine
splatter. Comes with 50"
of tubing. Sterile and latex free.
SKU

CAPACITY

HANGER

QTY

KEN6206

2000ml

double hook

each

www.dukemedicalsupply.com

Don’t forget
extension
tubing!
see our tubing selection
on page 73

COVIDIEN CURITY 2000ML URINE BAG
Features top vent device
to allow for proper air
flow. It also has Mono
Flo anti-reflux device,
luer lock sample port,
sheeting clip, and 50" of
tubing. Latex free.
SKU

CAPACITY

HANGER

QTY

KEN6300

2000ml

double hook

each
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SKU

CAPACITY

HANGER

QTY

HOL9839

2000ml

double bed hanger

each

COVIDIEN DOVER 2000ML URINE BAG
Specially shaped for
urine to fill the bag
evenly and makes it
easy to drain. Includes
sample port and 36"
drainage tube allows
for quick emptying and
prevents standing urine. Latex free.
SKU

CAPACITY

HANGER

QTY

KEN3502

2000ml

single hook

each

888-678-6692

Urostomy Overnight Drainage
COVIDIEN DOVER 4000ML URINE BAG
Features a compact
teardrop shape with
center inlet and exit
drains that allow for
quick emptying. Also
has a top vent, sheet
clip, 50'' tubing, and
needle-free sample port.
SKU
KEN600909

CAPACITY
4000ml

HANGER
hinged hook

QTY

URO4200

CAPACITY
2000ml

HANGER
double hook

SKU

CAPACITY

HANGER

QTY

KEN3512

2000ml

pivoting hook

each

MEDLINE 2000ML URINE BAG
Features slide tap drainage valve, anti-reflux
tower, adjustable bed
sheet clamp, and 48" of
anti-kink tubing, latex
free.
SKU

CAPACITY

HANGER

QTY

MED15205

2000ml

double hook

each

each

UROCARE 2000ML URINE BAG
Transparent vinyl urine
bag with an opaque
white backing. Features
anti-reflux
chamber,
breather patch, sliding
T-shaped drain valve,
50" of vinyl tubing with a
luer adaptor for needle-free urine sampling,
and a bed sheet clip.
SKU

COVIDIEN DOVER 2000ML URINE BAG WITH
ANTI-REFLUX CHAMBER
Uniquely shaped so
that urine fills the bag
uniformly and is easy
to drain. Has a luer lock
sample port, top vent,
anti-reflux device for uninterrupted urine flow, and 40" of catheter
tubing. Latex free.

QTY

CONVATEC NIGHT DRAINAGE
CONTAINER SET
Large capacity receptacle
that collects urine over
an extended period of
time. Includes a 2000ml
collection container, fabric cover to conceal the
contents of the bottle, universal adapter, and
58" tubing.
SKU

CAPACITY

QTY

CON027060

2000ml

each

UROCARE 2000CC NIGHT DRAINAGE BOTTLE
Made of high density
polyethylene with large
base to prevent tipping
over. Comes with a Little Red Valve, adjustable
thumb clamp, and 60" of
tubing. It also has two
hooks, allowing it to be
hung from a bed rail.
SKU

CAPACITY

QTY

URO4100

2000ml

each

each

Ostomy Appliance Cleaners
HOLLISTER M9 CLEANER/DECRYSTALLIZER
Non-caustic
cleanser
that disinfects and deodorizes urinary drainage supplies. The gentle
formula is pH balanced
and non-acidic, yet effectively sanitizes urological equipment. A wash bottle is included
with the cleanser to allow the user to dilute
the formula if needed.
SKU

SIZE

QTY

HOL7736

16oz bottle

each

www.dukemedicalsupply.com

COLOPLAST ALPINE FRESH - URINARY AND
OSTOMY APPLIANCE CLEANSER
Non-toxic, biodegradable cleaner and deodorizer for all types of
ostomy products. This
product works well with
any leg bag, urinary
drainage bag, or ostomy appliance and will not warp or corrode
the material. It is effective, yet gentle enough
for everyday use.

UROCARE UROLUX URINARY & OSTOMY
APPLIANCE CLEANSER AND DEODORANT
Non-toxic,
biodegradable cleaner and deodorizer for all types of
ostomy products. This
product works well with
any leg bag, urinary
drainage bag, or ostomy
appliance and will not warp or corrode the
material. It is effective, yet gentle enough for
everyday use.

SKU

SIZE

QTY

SKU

SIZE

QTY

MEN90000

16oz bottle

each

URO700204

4oz bottle

each

URO700216

16oz bottle

each
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Ostomy Barrier Rings & Strips
COLOPLAST
SKIN BARRIER RINGS/SEALS
Extremely soft and flexible, pre-cut skin barrier
rings provide protection
for stomas, fistulas, and
draining wounds. These
ostomy skin barriers
can be used with a colostomy, ileostomy, and/or an urostomy.

CYMED MICRODERM PLUS WASHER
OSTOMY RINGS/SEALS (THICK WASHER)
Provides extra protection and support to the
skin around the stoma.
Thick pectin-based skin
barriers are twice the
density of the standard
MicroDerm
washer.
*also available in thin options.

COLOPLAST BRAVA
CURVED ELASTIC BARRIER STRIPS
Arched shape that extends the coverage of
your ostomy wafer and
helps keep it in place.
Prevents leaks and stops
the edges of the barrier
from rolling up off of the
skin. The elastic material is skin friendly and moves with your body
throughout the day.

SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

COL2320

¾'' stoma

30/cs

CYM78910

cut to fit up to 1 1/2''

30/bx

SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

COL2325

1'' stoma

30/cs

CYM78922

pre-cut, 7/8''

30/bx

COL120700

5 ½" x 1 ¼"

20/bx

COL2330

1 ⅛'' stoma

30/cs

CYM78925

pre-cut, 1''

30/bx

COL2340

1 3/5'' stoma

30/cs

CYM78929

pre-cut, 1 ⅛''

30/bx

COLOPLAST BRAVA Y SHAPE
ELASTIC BARRIER STRIPS
Round at the center
and taper off towards
the end to provide extra wide adhesive coverage, making it ideal
for people with hernias, folds in the skin, or
round abdomens. Barrier seals keep the wafer from rolling up around the edges. This
product also absorbs moisture, which prevents skin irritation.
SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

COL120721

5 3/4'' long

30/bx

COLOPLAST BRAVA -PROTECTIVE SHEET
Conforms to body contours and movements
without cracking. Coloplast Brava skin barriers provide total skin
protection around stomas, draining wounds,
and other areas subject to skin irritation or breakdown.
SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

COL32105

4'' x 4''

10/bx

www.dukemedicalsupply.com

COLOPLAST BRAVA STRAIGHT
ELASTIC BARRIER STRIPS
Straight Elastic Barrier Strips
are rectangular in shape,
making them ideal for people who use a square ostomy
barrier. These skin-friendly
strips provide extra security
and minimize roll-up around
the edges of the ostomy wafer. Brava Elastic Barrier Strips conform to
your body.
SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

COL120740

5 1/4'' long

20/bx

CONVATEC STOMAHESIVE SKIN
BARRIER SEALS
Protects against irritating stomal output. The
moldable material is
easy to fit around your
stoma even if your
stoma is not a perfect
circle.

COLOPLAST BRAVA ELASTIC
BARRIER STRIPS XL
60% larger than original
curved Brava strips for increased security. These protective seals cover a larger
portion of the abdomen and
are more elastic. This increases flexibility and helps
the strip adhere to the contours of your body. The edges of these ostomy barrier strips will not roll or lift off of the
skin.
SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

COL12076

6 3/4'' long

30/bx

CONVATEC STOMAHESIVE - MOLDABLE
ADHESIVE OSTOMY STRIP SEALS
Used as fillers to protect and even out skin
surfaces next to and
around the ostomy,
fistula, or wound. Ostomates choose these
stomahesive skin barriers because they are moldable and can easily conform to the affected area.

SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

CON021712

4'' x 4''

5/bx

CON025542

4 11/16'' x 9/16''

15/bx
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Ostomy Barrier Rings & Strips
CONVATEC EASE OSTOMY BARRIER STRIPS
Curved shape that fits
over any ostomy wafer
to secure it in place.
Made from a flexible
material that moves with you throughout the
day. Water resistant, making this product ideal for use while bathing or swimming.
SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

CON422163

1 1/5'' x 3 1/2''

80/bx

SECURI-T USA HYDROCOLLOID SKIN
BARRIER STRIP SEALS
Skin-friendly tape alternatives that protect and even out skin
surfaces next to and
around the ostomy,
fistula, or wound. Conforms to affected areas
and provides additional security when needed. Can be used in and out of water. Pre-cut
and pre-shaped for easy application.

SECURI-T USA HYDROCOLLOID SOLID SKIN
BARRIER SEAL
Protects and evens out
skin surfaces next to
and around stomas,
fistulas, or wounds.
Securi-T
Hydrocolloid
Skin Barriers are a solid
square, there is no starter hole so it can be
cut to fit your specific needs. Can be used in
and out of water.

SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

GEN7200344

3 strips - 4'' x 4''

30/bx

GEN7200444

4'' x 4''

10/bx

HOLLISTER ADAPT
BARRIER EXTENDERS
Curved adhesive strips
that keep the edge of the
flange from lifting while
providing an extra layer
of protection if a leak
occurs.
SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

HOL79402

2'' x 5''

30/bx

TRIO OSTOMY SILEX SILICONE
FLANGE EXTENDER
Silicone barrier extender that helps to secure
ostomy
devices.
Soft and flexible extenders give extra
adhesion to combat leaks and keep
the edges of your ostomy barrier securely
flat. High adhesion but comes off in one piece
without leaving behind sticky residue.
SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

TRI1060

6'' x 1''

20/bx

www.dukemedicalsupply.com

HOLLISTER HOLLIHESIVE SKIN
BARRIER SEALS
Protects the peristomal skin from irritating
stomal discharge. Has
adhesive on both sides
and is not made with
natural rubber latex.
Can be cut to provide a custom fit around
the stoma. Worn under an ostomy wafer to
protect the skin from stomal discharge and
ostomy wafer adhesive.

HOLLISTER PREMIUM STANDARD WEAR
SKIN BARRIER SEALS
Provides a secure attachment for Hollister
ostomy wafers. Combining confidence and
comfort, the premium
standard wear skin
barrier conforms to the
body's contours for a secure fit that provides
freedom of movement. Protects the skin
from irritating stomal discharge.

SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

HOL7700

4'' x 4''

5/bx

HOL7800

4'' x 4''

5/bx

See something
you'd like to try?
Give us a call for
information on how to
sample these products today!
888-678-6692
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Ostomy Barrier Rings & Strips
COLOPLAST BRAVA
MOLDABLE RING SEALS
Easy to handle, mold,
and apply and absorbs
moisture while providing
a tight seal. Protects and
evens out skin surfaces
next to and around the
stoma or fistula.

COLOPLAST BRAVA PROTECTIVE SEALS,
2.5MM THIN
Helps reduce leaks
by filling in any gaps
between stoma and
ostomy wafer. Made
of a flexible polymer
material that holds its
shape once it is applied. 2.5mm thin seal.

SKU

SIZE

QTY

SKU

STOMA SIZE

DIAMETER

QTY

COL120307

1 ¼'' diameter, 2mm thick

10/bx

COL12032

3/4''

3''

10/bx

COL120427

1 ¼'' diameter, 4.2mm thick

10/bx

COL12035

3/4''

1 7/8''

COL12037

1 1/8''

COL12038
COL12039
CONVATEC EAKIN COHESIVE
SKIN BARRIER RING
Molds into a variety
of shapes and sizes to
help prevent leaks, protect peristomal skin and
smooths uneven areas
between the skin and
the ostomy appliance.
SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

CON839005

2'' diameter, slim

10/bx

CON839002

2'' diameter

20/bx

CON839001

4'' diameter

10/bx

CON839006

Stoma wrap, 3 1/3''

SKU

STOMA SIZE

DIAMETER &
THICKNESS

QTY

10/bx

COL12033

1 1/8''

3'', 2.5mm

10/bx

2 1/4''

10/bx

COL12036

3/4''

2 1/4'', 2.5mm

10/bx

3/4''

2 1/2''

10/bx

COL12045

3/4''

1 7/8'', 4.2mm

10/bx

1 3/8''

2 1/2''

10/bx

COL12046

3/4''

2 1/4'', 4.2mm

10/bx

COL14047

1 1/8''

2 1/4'', 4.2mm

10/bx

CONVATEC EAKIN COHESIVE STOMA SEAL
Moldable, skin friendly
ostomy seal that is designed to absorb excess
moisture while it protects stoma skin from
stoma output. Can be
cut and shaped to fit around your stoma.
SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

CON839003

4'' x 8'', large

5/bx

CON839004

4'' x 4'', small

5/bx

10/bx

GENAIREX 4'' CONFORMABLE SEALS
Can be stretched to
fit a variety of stomas.
Provides protection by
filling in uneven areas
around the stoma to
help minimize leakage.
SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

GEN7900444

4''

10/bx

www.dukemedicalsupply.com

COLOPLAST BRAVA PROTECTIVE SEALS,
4.2MM THICK
Helps reduce leaks
by filling in any gaps
between stoma and
ostomy wafer. Made
of a flexible polymer
material that holds
its shape once it is applied. 2.5mm or 4.2mm
thick.

CYMED SEALS FLEXIBLE WASHER OSTOMY
RINGS/SEALS
Moldable,
stretchable
washers that can be
shaped to fit any size
stoma. Provides a waterproof stoma seal that
protects the skin. This
skin barrier is also used to fill in irregularities
around the stoma.
SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

CYMCS1000

2 3/8'' O.D., 3/8'' I.D.

10/bx

Leakage around the stoma can be a sign of an
improper fit of the pouching system. Products
like barrier rings are designed to prevent
leaking and provide comfort while maintaining
the integrity of the peristomal skin.
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Ostomy Barrier Rings & Strips
HOLLISTER ADAPT
STANDARD OSTOMY BARRIER RING
Can be stretched
and molded for a
custom fit. Ideal for
those with sensitive
skin or limited dexterity. Flat shape is
ideal for protruding stomas.
SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

HOL7805

2'' diameter, 4.5mm thick

10/bx

HOLLISTER ADAPT
SLIM OSTOMY BARRIER RING
Half the thickness of
a standard Adapt barrier. It creates a more
streamlined
profile
under your ostomy
wafer, making it more
discreet while actinglike a caulk to fill in uneven skin folds around
the stoma.

HOLLISTER FLEXTEND SKIN BARRIER SEALS
Protects skin from irritating stomal discharge
for an extended period
of time. This skin barrier
has ElastaFlex, an ultra
thin, soft and flexible
semi-permeable film that covers it to keep
fluids from eroding the barrier.
SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

HOL8800

4'' x 4''

5/bx

SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

HOL7815

2'' diameter, 2.3mm thick

10/bx

HOL7806

4'' diameter, 2.3mm thick

10/bx

TRIO OSTOMY SILTAC
SILICONE OSTOMY 2" SEAL
The only ostomy seal
made with 100% silicone, it is hydrocolloid
free which offers a skin
friendly
solution
to
leaks. Combines strong
adhesion with easy and
pain free removal. The ostomy seal comes
off in one piece without leaving behind sticky
residue.
SKU

SIZE

QTY

TRI020

2'' diameter, for 20-28mm stoma

30/bx

HOLLISTER ADAPT CERARING
SKIN BARRIER RINGS
Can be stretched and
molded for a custom fit.
Infused with ceramide to
protect the skin's natural
moisture barrier.
SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

HOL8815

2'' diameter, 2.3mm slim

10/bx

HOL8805

2'' diameter, 4.5mm thick

10/bx

Did you know...
Medicare will cover
20 barrier rings or
strips per month?

Individualized Support and Specialized Care
Duke Medical Supply isn’t just another large company with countless
departments to transfer you to. When you call us you’ll speak with the
same familiar staff each time and get the service, care, and support
you deserve.

In our company we’re family, and so are you.

www.dukemedicalsupply.com
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Convex Barrier Rings & Inserts
BRAVA PROTECTIVE SEAL, 8.2MM THICK
(CONVEX)
Provides a protective
seal around your stoma.
Designed to protect skin
against leakage and provide convexity to stomas
at-or-below skin level.
SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

COL12090

3/4'' starter hole

10/bx

COL12091

1'' starter hole

10/bx

COL12092

1 3/16'' starter hole

10/bx

COL12093

1 3/8'' starter hole

10/bx

COL12094

1 9/16'' starter hole

10/bx

COL12095

1 3/4'' starter hole

10/bx

HOLLISTER ADAPT CONVEX FLEXIBLE SKIN
BARRIER RING SEALS (ROUND)
Ideal for use on irregular, round or ovalshaped stomas that
would benefit from
a custom fit ostomy
flange. Can be cut, bent
and stacked together to improve the fit of
the skin barrier. Creates a deeper convexity, while conforming to individual skin folds.
Molds and stretches easily to a variety of sizes. Round shape.
SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

SKU

SIZE

QTY

HOL79520

13/16'' opening

10/bx

HOL79601

7/8'' x 1 1/2'' opening
stretches to 1 1/8'' x 1 3/4''

10/bx

HOL79530

1 3/16'' opening

10/bx

HOL79540

1 9/16'' opening

10/bx

Do I need convexity?

Ostomy pouching systems with convexity are
necessary for recessed or flushed stomas.
Designed with a special curved feature, convex
products apply gentle in-ward pressure to the
skin around the stoma to encourage protrusion
and accomplish correct placement inside of
the pouch. For those needing a better seal to
prevent leaking and additional convexity, convex
barrier rings are a great option. Convexity can
be firm or soft, deep or light. An ostomy nurse
in your area can help fit you to the appropriate
product to meet your needs and we can deliver
the product quickly and discreetly direct to your
door. When you’re ready to order just give us a
call at 888-678-6692.

www.dukemedicalsupply.com

HOLLISTER ADAPT CONVEX FLEXIBLE SKIN
BARRIER RING SEALS (OVAL)
Ideal for use on irregular, round or ovalshaped stomas that
would benefit from
a custom fit ostomy
flange. Can be cut, bent
and stacked together to improve the fit of
the skin barrier. Creates a deeper convexity, while conforming to individual skin folds.
Molds and stretches easily to a variety of sizes. Oval shape.
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SUR-FIT NATURA TWO-PIECE DISPOSABLE
CONVEX INSERTS
Disposable inserts provide extra protection for
recessed, retracted or
flush stomas. Designed
to snap into coupling
ring of a Natura Durahesive or Stomahesive Skin Barrier.
SKU

SIZE

QTY

CON404006

3/4'' opening - orange - 1/2''
stoma - use with 1 1/2'' barrier

5/bx

CON404008

1'' opening - orange - 3/4''
stoma - use with 1 1/2'' barrier

5/bx

CON404009

11/8'' opening - green - 7/8''
stoma - use with 1 3/4'' barrier

5/bx

CON404010

1 1/4'' opening - green - 1''
stoma - use with 1 3/4'' barrier

5/bx

CON404011

1 3/8'' opening - green - 1 1/8''
stoma - use with 1 3/4'' barrier

5/bx

CON404012

1 1/2'' opening - green - 1 1/4''
stoma - use with 2 1/4'' barrier

5/bx

CON404013

1 5/8'' opening - red - 1 3/8''
stoma - use with 2 1/4'' barrier

5/bx

888-678-6692

Ostomy Pouch Accessories
OSTO EZ VENT OSTOMY BAG AIR
RELEASE VENT
Can be attached to any
ostomy bag and can be
opened whenever needed to release built up
gas. Enables you to simply open the attached
vent and allow the gas to escape without
weakening your pouch/wafer connection.
NOTE: This item has special coverage,
please call for details.
SKU

QUANTITY

KEMOSTOEZVENT

10/pkg

COLOPLAST BRAVA OSTOMY SUPPORT BELT
Connects to any Coloplast Brava 1 or 2 piece
ostomy wafer with belt
tabs. This ostomy belt
offers extra security and
stability. Ideal for those
with an uneven or rounded abdomen.
SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

COL4215

standard, up to 43 1/3''

each

COL4220

extra long, up to 49''

each

CONVATEC TAIL CLOSURES
Tail Closures are used
with the SUR-FIT Natura, Esteem synergy,
ActiveLife, and SUR-FIT
AutoLock drainable ostomy bags. These convenient ostomy supplies produce a clicking
noise when closed to ensure security. NOTE:
This item has special coverage, please call
for details.

HOLLISTER DRAINABLE OSTOMY BAG
CLAMP
Used to lock a drainable
pouch securely in place.
Made of molded material, this ostomy pouch
clamp is designed to
conform to the body's
contours and is easy to use. NOTE: This
item has special coverage, please call for
details.

SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

SKU

QUANTITY

CON175652

3 1/4'' x 1/2'', curved

each

HOL8770

each

CON175635

3 1/4'' x 1/2'', straight

each

COLOPLAST SENSURA MIO BRAVA OSTOMY
SUPPORT BELT
Connects to any of the
1 or 2 piece ostomy
wafers in the Coloplast
Mio, Mio Flex, or Mio
Click that include belt
tabs. This ostomy belt
offers extra security and stability to increase
your peace of mind. Ideal for those with an
uneven or rounded abdomen.
SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

COL4237

up to 40''

each

COL4247

up to 61''

each

CONVATEC ADJUSTABLE OSTOMY
SUPPORT BELT
Provides extra security
and peace of mind by
securing your ostomy
system with a belt loop
attachment. The narrow
belt is less visible under
clothes while still providing some extra security. Use with for Convatec SUR-FIT Natura,
and ActiveLife systems.
SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

CON175507

up to 42''

each

HOLLISTER ADAPT OSTOMY SUPPORT BELT
Soft, wide ostomy belt
that attaches easily to a
variety of ostomy bags.
Designed to be wide
enough to prevent rolling. Adjustable for a
secure fit.
SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

HOL7300

23'' - 43''

each

HOL7299

34'' - 65''

each

www.dukemedicalsupply.com

Ostomy belts can stretch over time. While Medicare
does cover one belt per month, it is recommended
to maintain and care for your current belt by hand
washing in cold water with a mild detergent and
allowing the belt to air-dry.
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Hernia Support Belts
NOTE: HERNIA BELTS ARE A SPECIAL ORDER ITEM, PLEASE CALL FOR DETAILS
BRAVA OSTOMY SUPPORT BELT
Made of a stretchable
and breathable fabric
that distributes pressure evenly and is
comfortable to wear.
Comfortable support
for outward areas and
may help prevent hernias post-operatively.
Can be worn under the belt or through an individualized hole that is cut in the reinforced
panel. This belt has an easy-to-use pocket
closure and the wide Velcro® secures an
easy adjustment.,
SKU

SIZE

QTY

COL12003

small, 29'' - 32''

each

COL12004

medium, 31'' - 35''

each

COL12005

large, 34'' - 39''

each

COL12006

xl, 37'' - 42''

each

COL12007

xxl, 40'' - 46''

each

COL12008

xxxl, 44'' - 51''

each

COL12009

xxxxl, 50'' - 58''

each

NU-HOPE OSTOMY AND HERNIA BELTS
Available with an opening to fit almost every appliance on the market.
The belts are customizable in many ways, including darts, contours,
Auxiliary belts, thumb loops, and more. All sizes and styles are available.

Please call 888-678-6692
for details on how to order.

According to Johns Hopkins Medical,
peristomal hernias are the most common
complication of ostomy surgery.
Peristomal hernia belts are designed to
help support and alleviate the pressure
associated with a hernia while also
supporting the ostomy pouch.

www.dukemedicalsupply.com
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Ostomy Liquid Adhesive
ELOQUEST HEALTHCARE MASTISOL
CLEAR LIQUID ADHESIVE
Holds firmly, securely, and
easily to the most difficult
dressings. Also acts as a skin
protectant to help reduce allergic reactions. Offers a firm
and safe hold, even on moist
body areas.
SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

FER052316

15ml pump bottle

each

NU-HOPE OSTOMY/UROLOGICAL
APPLIANCE ADHESIVE
Natural
rubber-based
adhesive that dries to a
tacky surface in minutes.
Ideal aid for problem situations such as excess
perspiration, oily skin,
scar lines, skin wrinkles,
and stomas located in troublesome places.
Cleans up with soap and water.
SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

NUH2400

4oz bottle

each

PERMA-TYPE SURGICAL CEMENT /OSTOMY
AND UROLOGICAL ADHESIVE
Fast-drying,
waterproof
surgical cement with natural latex rubber that creates a strong, waterproof
bond. Also contains zinc
oxide so it's gentle on skin.
QUANTITY

SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

PRMAC103

4oz can

each

TOR407

4oz bottle

each

UROCARE URO-BOND III
SILICONE ADHESIVE
Effective ostomy adhesive. Ideal for securing
colostomy, ileostomy,
and urostomy devices,
male external catheters,
and prosthetics devices
to the body. Brushes on
easily and adheres to a variety of surfaces including, skin, rubber, plastic, and glass.
QUANTITY

URO5000015

1.5oz bottle

each

www.dukemedicalsupply.com

SIZE

QUANTITY

TOR410

4oz bottle

each

Aids in the adhesion of application and tape. It holds
firmly, securely, and easily
to the most difficult dressings. Latex-free.

SIZE

SIZE

SKU

SKIN TAC LIQUID ADHESIVE

SKU

SKU

TORBOT BONDING CEMENT
Ideal for ostomy, ileostomy, and urostomy appliances or external catheters. Torbot bonding skin
tac contains zinc oxide to
relieve skin irritation. Torbot bonding cement is fast
drying and forms a secure adhesion.

Don't forget
the Adhesive
Remover!
See our available products
starting on page 47
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Ostomy Skin Barrier
SKIN BARRIER, SPRAY
3M CAVILON NO STING
BARRIER FILM SPRAY
Dries quickly to form a
breathable,
transparent
coating on the skin and is designed to protect intact, damaged, or 'at-risk' skin from
body fluids, adhesive trauma,
stoma sites, and friction. Nosting formula.

COLOPLAST PREP
PROTECTIVE SKIN BARRIER FILM
Creates a "second skin," where
added protection is required
and provides an invisible film
around stomas. Fast-drying,
non-cracking, non-peeling formula protects skin while allowing it to breathe, keeping skin
both healthy and comfortable.

SKU

STYLE

QUANTITY

SKU

STYLE

QUANTITY

3M3346

1 oz spray bottle

each

COL0925

2 oz bottle

each

TRIO ELISSE STING-FREE SKIN
BARRIER SPRAY
Next generation formula
that protects skin from irritation caused by the damaging effects of adhesives
and body fluids. Trio Elisse
is the only skin barrier film
that will also soothe itchy,
red or inflamed skin.
SKU

STYLE

QUANTITY

TRI204

50ml spray can

each

SMITH AND NEPHEW TINCTURE OF
BENZOIN SKIN PREP SPRAY
Enhances the adhesion
of tape/appliance while
protecting sensitive skin
from adhesives and
body fluids.

SKU

STYLE

QTY

UNI407000

4oz spray bottle

each

COLOPLAST BRAVA
SKIN BARRIER WIPES/SPRAY (STING FREE)
Forms a protective skin barrier
to shield sensitive skin around
stoma areas, acting as a breathable skin coating that enhances
tape adhesion and also reduces friction during tape removal.
Leaves no residue and won't
irritate sensitive skin.
SKU

STYLE

QUANTITY

COL120205

1.7 oz spray bottle

each

SMITH AND NEPHEW SKIN PREP
Forms protective skin
barrier to shield sensitive skin around stoma
areas, acts as a breathable skin coating that
enhances tape adhesion
and also reduces friction during tape removal. Easy to apply and remove, applies in one
coat, leaves no residue and won't irritate sensitive skin.
SKU

STYLE

QTY

UNI420200

4 oz spray bottle

each

UNI66800709

1 oz spray bottle (no-sting)

each

SKIN BARRIER, WIPES
3M CAVILON
NO STING BARRIER FILM
Dries quickly to
form a breathable,
transparent coating
on the skin and is
designed to protect
intact, damaged, or
'at-risk' skin from
body fluids, adhesive trauma, stoma sites,
and friction. No-sting formula.

COLOPLAST BRAVA
SKIN BARRIER WIPES/SPRAY (STING FREE)
Forms a protective skin
barrier to shield sensitive
skin around stoma areas,
acting as a breathable
skin coating that enhances tape adhesion and also
reduces friction during
tape removal. Leaves no residue and won't
irritate sensitive skin.

COLOPLAST PREP
PROTECTIVE SKIN BARRIER FILM
Creates a "second skin,"
where added protection
is required and provides
an invisible film around
stomas.
Fast-drying,
non-cracking, non-peeling formula protects
skin while allowing it to breathe, keeping skin
both healthy and comfortable.

SKU

STYLE

QUANTITY

SKU

STYLE

QUANTITY

SKU

STYLE

QUANTITY

3M3344

wipes

30/bx

COL120215

wipes

30/bx

COL2041

wipes

54/bx

www.dukemedicalsupply.com
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Ostomy Skin Barrier
SKIN BARRIER, WIPES
CONVATEC ALLKARE
PROTECTIVE BARRIER WIPES
Provides a barrier
layer directly on
skin and is non-water soluble, resists
breakdown
and
breathes for greater comfort. Helps protect against irritations,
excoriation, and adhesive buildup.

CONVATEC ESENTA STING FREE SKIN
BARRIER WIPE
Silicone-based skin protection that forms a breathable
barrier on the skin. Sting-free
formula protects skin up to
72 hours.
SKU

STYLE

QUANTITY

CON423392

wipes

25/box

HOLLISTER ADAPT NO STING
SKIN PROTECTIVE DRESSING WIPES
Helps prevent skin stripping as the result of frequent removal of tapes
and skin barriers. Protects skin by forming a
semi-permeable
polymer coating over the skin before applying the
tape or skin barrier.

SKU

STYLE

QUANTITY

SKU

STYLE

QTY

CON037439

wipes

50/bx

HOL7917

wipes

50/bx

CON037444

wipes

100/bx

MEDLINE SUREPREP
PROTECTIVE SKIN PREP WIPES
Fast drying to form a
clear, vapor-permeable
water resistant coating
over the skin. Contains
alchohol. Ideal for use
on intact skin to help
protect from breakdown due to adhesive
trauma, moisture, incontinence, and friction.
SKU

STYLE

QTY

MEDMSC1500

wipes

50/bx

TORBOT STOMA CARE SKIN BARRIER WIPES
Aloe-based skin barrier pads cleanse the
skin and provide a
quick-drying layer of
protection
SKU

STYLE

QTY

TORTT6600

wipes

50/bx

www.dukemedicalsupply.com

MEDLINE SUREPREP NO-STING SKIN
PROTECTANT WIPES
Fast drying skin protectants that form a
clear,
vapor-permeable,
water-resistant
coating over the skin.
Protects skin without irritation or allergic reactions. Alcohol-free and
can be used on delicate skin.

SAFE N SIMPLE NO STING
BARRIER FILM WIPES
Creates a transparent
layer that protects delicate stomal skin. The
repeated
application
and removal of an ostomy wafer can cause
irritation. Unscented and flushable.

SKU

STYLE

QTY

SKU

STYLE

QTY

MEDMSC1505

wipes

50/bx

SNS00807

wipes

25/bx

SMITH AND NEPHEW SKIN PREP
PROTECTIVE WIPES
Forms protective skin
barrier to shield sensitive skin around stoma
areas, acts as a breathable skin coating that
enhances tape adhesion
and also reduces friction during tape removal. Easy to apply and remove, applies in one
coat, leaves no residue and won't irritate sensitive skin.
SKU

STYLE

QTY

UNI420400

wipes

50/bx
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SMITH AND NEPHEW
NO STING SKIN PREP WIPES
Can be used on
both intact and
damaged
skin.
Helps prepare skin
for ostomy sites.
Features an alcohol free formula that reduces painful stinging, resists peeling and cracking, and removable with soap and water.
SKU

STYLE

QTY

UNI420600

wipes

50/bx

888-678-6692

Ostomy Adhesive Remover
ADHESIVE REMOVER, LIQUID
COLOPLAST BRAVA ADHESIVE REMOVER
SPRAY (STING FREE)
Gently softens adhesive on
tapes, film, and appliances
to minimize trauma caused
by adhesive removal. Brava
Adhesive remover does not
sting and dries within seconds, allowing for a quicker
base plate application.

COLOPLAST BRAVA ADHESIVE REMOVER
SPRAY (STING FREE)
Made of a gentle solvent to
remove appliance adhesive
and cements. Medical grade
adhesive remover is gentle
on the skin and easy to use.
Silcone based and alcohol
free formula.

SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

COL120105

1.7oz spray bottle

each

HOL7731

2.7oz spray can

each

UNI SOLVE ADHESIVE REMOVER LIQUID
Gently softens adhesive on
tapes, film, and appliances.
Contains aloe to sooth and
moisturize skin as it effectively removes adhesive residues. Gentle on the skin.
Easy to apply and remove
without irritation, discomfort, or trauma.
SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

UNI59402500

8oz bottle

each

HOLLISTER ADAPT MEDICAL ADHESIVE
REMOVER SPRAY (NO STING)
Silicone-based,
alcohol-free
formulation
delivers an efficient solution for barrier removal
without the sting caused
by alcohol. Features 360º
spray.
SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

HOL7737

1.7oz spray can

each

Ostomy Skin Care Tip For healthy skin, use a mild
soap and warm water to gently wash away any oil
remaining after using an adhesive
remover. Be sure to pat the area
completely dry before applying
your pouching system.

ADHESIVE REMOVER, WIPES
COLOPLAST BRAVA ADHESIVE REMOVER
WIPES (STING FREE)
Gently softens adhesive on tapes, film,
and appliances to
minimize
trauma
caused by adhesive
removal. Brava Adhesive remover does
not sting and dries
within seconds, allowing for a quicker base
plate application.

CONVATEC ALLKARE ADHESIVE
REMOVER WIPES
Gently removes all
adhesives
including those caused by
skin barriers, wafers,
tapes, and hydrocolloid dressings. The
Allkare adhesive remover effectively removes residues from the
skin that can reduce wear times and leaves
the skin feeling smooth and fresh.

SKU

STYLE

QUANTITY

SKU

STYLE

QUANTITY

COL120115

wipes

30/bx

CON037436

wipes

50/bx

CON037443

wipes

100/bx

www.dukemedicalsupply.com
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CONVATEC ESENTA STING FREE
ADHESIVE REMOVER WIPES
Quickly removes adhesive residue and
feels silky and smooth,
with no residue left
behind. Sting free,
100% silicone-based,
and latex-free.
SKU

STYLE

QUANTITY

CON423391

wipes

25/bx

888-678-6692

Ostomy Adhesive Remover
ADHESIVE REMOVER, WIPES
HOLLISTER MEDICAL ADHESIVE
REMOVER WIPES (NO STING)
Made of a gentle solvent
to remove appliance
adhesive and cements.
Medical grade adhesive
remover is gentle on the
skin and easy to use.
SKU

STYLE

QUANTITY

HOL7760

wipe

50/bx

SAFE N SIMPLE PERI-STOMA CLEANSER AND
NO STING ADHESIVE REMOVER WIPES
Removes oil, dirt, and
adhesive residue from
the skin, improving wear
time and ostomy wafer
adherence. Won't irritate
sensitive skin and the large 5'' x 7'' size makes
it easy to use. Flushable.
SKU

STYLE

QTY

SNS00525

wipe, resealable pack

50/pkg

SNS00550

wipe, individually wrapped

50/bx

UNI SOLVE ADHESIVE REMOVER WIPES
Gently softens adhesive
on tapes, film, and appliances. Contains aloe to
soothe and moisturize
skin as it removes adhesive residues. Easy to apply and remove without irritation, discomfort,
or trauma.
SKU

STYLE

QTY

UNI402300

wipes

50/bx

SMITH AND NEPHEW REMOVE UNIVERSAL
ADHESIVE REMOVER WIPES
Cleans all types of adhesive residue, including
hydrocolloids,
acrylics,
and rubber based adhesives. Gentle on the skin.
Easy to apply and remove
without irritation, discomfort, or trauma.
SKU

STYLE

QTY

UNI403100

wipes

50/bx

TACAWAY ADHESIVE REMOVER WIPES
Aids in the removal of
medical appliances and
tape. These remover
wipes help to remove adhesives, cements, ostomy
appliances, tapes, and
dressing from the skin, without causing irritation. Individually wrapped for easy storage
and travel.
SKU

STYLE

QUANTITY

TORMS408W

wipes

50/bx

UROCARE -ADHESIVE REMOVER WIPES
Removes adhesive residue from urinary and ostomy appliances and skin.
These have a fresh scent,
are non-toxic, and are for
external use only. Ideal
for use with medical adhesives, tapes, and
ostomy appliances
SKU

STYLE

QTY

URO5600

wipes

50/bx

Have questions?
We’re here to help

Call us at 888-678-6692
to speak to a friendly customer
service representative.

www.dukemedicalsupply.com
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Ostomy Odor Eliminators
POUCH DROP DEODORANT
COLOPLAST BRAVA
LIQUID LUBRICATING DEODORANT

HOLLISTER M9
ODOR ELIMINATOR DROPS
Odor neutralizer drops
that can be used in an
ostomy pouch to eliminate odors. To use, simply add 10 to 12 drops in
the pouch before application or when pouch is
empty. Unscented.

Neutralizes odor inside
the ostomy bag and
helps prevent the sides
of your ostomy pouch
from sticking together. Helps creates a slick
pouch surface for easier
emptying and cleaning.

HOLLISTER ADAPT
LUBRICATING DEODORANT
Proven odor neutralizer
and lubricant helps prevent stomal output from
getting stuck at the top
of the ostomy bag, making emptying the bag
easier. Not a perfume
or masking agent, but
neutralizes the odor associated with stomal
output.

SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

COL12060

⅟₄ oz packet

20/bx

HOL7715

1 oz bottle

each

SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

COL12061

8 oz bottle

each

HOL7717

8 oz bottle

each

HOL78501

0.27 oz packet

50/bx

HOL78500

8 oz bottle

each

OSTOFRESH
LUBRICATING DEODORANT
Clear liquid that is
placed into your ostomy
bag before use to prevent odors and make
the inside of the pouch
slick for easy drainage.
Unscented.
SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

OST100

8 oz bottle

each

What is pancaking?
Pancaking is when the stomal output
collects at the top of the pouch rather
than the bottom.
Use a pouch lubricant such as those shown
here to prevent pancaking and aid in easier
emptying of the pouch.

POUCH SPRAY DEODORANT
MEDI-AIRE BIOLOGICAL ODOR ELIMINATOR,
1 OUNCE SPRAY BOTTLE
Eliminates odors associated with urine, feces,
emesis, and necrotic tissue. This odor eliminator
leaves a clean, fresh fragrance.
SKU

SIZE

SCENT

QTY

SKU

SIZE

SCENT

QTY

BAR7000A

1oz spray

Fresh Air

each

BAR7018A

8oz spray

Fresh Air

each

BAR7000L

1oz spray

Lemon

each

BAR7018L

8oz spray

Lemon

each

BAR7000U

1oz spray

Unscented

each

BAR7018U

8oz spray

Unscented

each

www.dukemedicalsupply.com

XO ODOR NEUTRALIZER
Natural and organic all-purpose deodorizer and
cleaner. Removes odors
rather than masking
them with fragrance.
Can be used on fabric and hard surfaces.
Non-toxic and alcohol
free.

MEDI-AIRE BIOLOGICAL ODOR ELIMINATOR
8 OZ SPRAY BOTTLE
Eliminates odors associated with urine,
feces, emesis, and necrotic tissue. This odor
eliminator leaves a
clean, fresh fragrance.
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SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

XOX8R

8oz spray

ready to use

each

XOX16R

16oz spray

ready to use

each

XOX32CC

32 oz refill

super concentrate

each

888-678-6692

Ostomy Irrigation Supplies
IRRIGATION KITS
CONVATEC VISI-FLOW
IRRIGATOR WITH STOMA CONE
Ideal for ostomates
who use irrigation on a
regular basis. Includes
front-fill reusable bag,
a "paddle wheel" flow
indicator, stoma cone,
thumb-control flow regulator and boldly printed volume graduations
for easy management.

HOLLISTER
COMBINATION IRRIGATION KIT
Complete kit for irrigating your ostomy. Includes reusable 1500cc
irrigator, stoma cone
with connector, and
cleaning brush. Top
opening of the bag is
large enough to allow for
easy access to the stoma cone.

SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

CON401989

2000 cc

each

HOL7721

1500 cc

each

COLOPLAST ECONOMY IRRIGATION SET
WITH INTEGRATED THERMOMETER
Includes a durable water bag with integrated
thermometer,
stoma
cone, and tubing. (Irrigation sleeve not included) Works with one
piece and two piece ostomy bags and is made
with a wide opening to
make using the water bag easier.
SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

COL1500

2000 cc

each

IRRIGATION SLEEVES
COLOPLAST IRRIGATION
SLEEVE (TRANSPARENT)
Designed to be used
during ostomy irrigation.
The easy opening at the
top of the sleeve conveniently accommodates a
stoma cone. The drains
are made of strong, nonstick polyethylene. The pouch clamp provides
security and seals the bottom of the drain.
*Can be used with Sensura Click or Assura barriers.
SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

COL12835

2 1/4'' flange, red

5/bx

COL12836

2 3/4'' flange, blue

5/bx

CONVATEC VISI-FLOW
IRRIGATION SLEEVE (TRANSPARENT)
Collects stomal output
during the ostomy irrigation process. Compatible with the Natura and
SUR-FIT Natura ostomy
irrigation systems by
Convatec. The transparent sleeve makes it easier to monitor the output while the tail clip securely seals the sleeve
when needed.
SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

CON401911

1 ½'' flange, orange

each

CON401912

1 ¾'' flange, green

each

CON401913

2 ¼'' flange, red

each

CON401914

2 3/4'' flange, blue

each

Ostomy Irrigation Supplies
are covered by Medicare.
Discuss with your physician
to see if this the right option
for you.

www.dukemedicalsupply.com
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HOLLISTER STOMA IRRIGATOR
SLEEVE WITH BELT TABS
The easy opening at the
top of the sleeve conveniently accommodates a
stoma cone. The drains
are made of strong, nonstick polyethylene. The
pouch clamp provides
security and seals the bottom of the drain.
SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

HOL7724

3'' opening

each

HOLLISTER NEW IMAGE IRRIGATOR SLEEVE
Opens at the top for easy
access to the stoma and can
be closed with the attached
wire closure. The long sleeve
allows effluent to be directed into the toilet. Integrated
tabs permit easy attachment
of a belt. Includes drainable
pouch clamp. 30'' long.
SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

HOL18153

1 3/4'' flange, green

5/bx

HOL18154

2 3/4'' flange, blue

5/bx

888-678-6692

Ileostomy Gel Packs
CYMED ILE-SORB
ABSORBENT ILEOSTOMY GEL PACKETS
Designed to turn stoma output into a uniform gel. Can be used
inside a colostomy bag
but it will work best
with ileostomy bags.
To use, simply drop
the entire packet inside of your ostomy bag
before it is attached to your ostomy wafer or
your abdomen.
SKU

STYLE

QUANTITY

CYM87210

packets

90/bx

TRIO OSTOMY PEARLS GELLING & ODOR
CONTROL SACHETS FOR ILEOSTOMY
Combination
gelling
and odor control sachet that works inside your ostomy bag.
Pearls works by absorbing fluid in loose
stool helping to prevent leaks and eliminate sloshing. Not a
perfume mask, this product works to actually
eliminate odor, not just disguise it.
SKU

STYLE

QUANTITY

TRI205

sachets

100/jar

Did you know...
Medicare covers 90
absorbent gel packets per
month!

Stoma Caps
CONVATEC ACTIVELIFE ONE-PIECE STOMA
CAP WITH FILTER (CUT TO FIT)
Lightweight, flexible
stoma cap with filter.
This is a one-piece
stoma cap, it does
not require an ostomy wafer. Ideal for
those who irrigate
or can be used as shower covers or for short
term use when needed. Great for swimming,
bathing, intimate moments, or when the stoma is not active.
SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

CON175611

¾" - 2" stoma

30/bx

HOLLISTER PREMIER STOMA CAP
WITH FILTER
Can be used for
swimming, moments
of intimacy, and in
between ostomy irrigation. Integrated filter and odor barrier
film allows the slow
release of gas to help
prevent gas build up or ballooning.
SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

HOL1796

1 15/16'' opening

30/bx

Stoma Caps are ideal for use when
swimming, showering, and other activities
when a smaller, low profile pouch would
be desired. They are covered at 30 per
month and can be ordered in conjunction
with your regular pouching system!

www.dukemedicalsupply.com
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CONVATEC SUR-FIT NATURA 2 PIECE
STOMA CAP WITH FILTER
Perfect for active
lifestyles that may
include
traveling,
swimming, intimacy and bathing. No
draining or clips are
required. Quiet and
odor proof, providing discreet comfort. The included filter helps
reduce gas buildup.
SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

CON401909

1 3/4'' flange, green

25/bx

HOLLISTER STOMA CAP WITH FILTER
Made of a soft, porous cloth tape that
provides a secure
hold. The absorbent
pad cushions but
won't stick to the stoma. The integrated
filter and odor barrier provide added confidence and security.
SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

HOL3184

2'' opening

30/bx

888-678-6692

Ostomy Tape
NON-WATERPROOF TAPE
3M TRANSPORE PLASTIC TAPE
(HYPOALLERGENIC)
Transparent,
breathable
and
perforated plastic
medical tape that
offers strong adhesion. Easy to tear
and easy to use.
SKU

COLOR

SIZE

QUANTITY

3M15271

clear

1'' x 10 yds

each

3M15272

clear

2'' x 10 yds

each

3M MICROPORE PAPER TAPE WITH
DISPENSER
Paper tape that
is gentle, yet offers secure adhesion, allows skin to
breathe and moisture to evaporate.
Excellent for repeated applications on sensitive skin.

3M MICROFOAM ELASTIC SURGICAL TAPE
(HYPOALLERGENIC)
Foam
adhesive
tape that conforms
to body contours.
This closed cell
foam tape gives in
all directions to accommodate swelling and provide increased comfort.

3M MICROPORE PAPER TAPE
Lightweight,
breathable paper
tape that is gentle,
yet offers secure
adhesion especially on sensitive skin.
Works well on frequently changed bandages and on "at risk"
skin. Available in white or tan.

SKU

COLOR

SIZE

QUANTITY

SKU

COLOR

SIZE

QUANTITY

3M15281

white

1'' x 5 1/2 yds

each

3M15301

white

1'' x 10 yds

each

3M15281

white

2'' x 5 1/2 yds

each

3M15331

tan

1'' x 10 yds

each

3M15302

white

2'' x 10 yds

each

3M15332

tan

2'' x 10 yds

each

3M DURAPORE -SILK-LIKE SURGICAL TAPE
(HYPOALLERGENIC)
High quality silky soft
surgical tape manufactured by 3M. This
multi-purpose medical
adhesive tape is easy
to tear, permeable,
and hypoallergenic.
SKU

COLOR

SIZE

QUANTITY

SKU

COLOR

SIZE

QUANTITY

3M15381

white

1'' x 10 yds

each

3M15351

white

1'' x 10 yds

each

3M15382

white

2'' x 10 yds

each

3M15352

white

2'' x 10 yds

each

3M MEDIPORE H SOFT CLOTH
SURGICAL TAPE

DYNAREX HYPO-ALLERGENIC
PAPER SURGICAL TAPE
Provides superior
skin adhesion with
minimal irritation.
Naturally porous
and allows maximum breathability
that provides skin
an ideal climate for
healing. Easy to tear and convenient to use.
SKU

COLOR

SIZE

QUANTITY

DYN3552

white

1'' x 10 yds

each

DYN3553

white

2'' x 10 yds

each

Soft cloth tape that
offers an increased
gentleness
and
stronger
adhesion
for more challenging
applications.
Ideal
for securing wound
dressings, tubing, catheters and ostomy
pouches to fragile skin. Easy to tear, no scissors needed.

www.dukemedicalsupply.com

SKU

COLOR

SIZE

QUANTITY

3M2861

white

1'' x 10 yds

2/pack

3M2862

white

2'' x 10 yds

each
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Ostomy Tape
WATERPROOF TAPE
3M BLENDERM -WATERPROOF PLASTIC
TAPE (HYPOALLERGENIC)

HY-TAPE ZINC OXIDE
WATERPROOF PINK TAPE
Washable
plastic
tape that stays in
place through bathing or perspiration.
The zinc oxide base
protects skin and
prevents irritation.
Hy- Tape, The "original pink tape".

Occlusive,
transparent plastic tape
that is designed
to keep external
fluids and contamination away from
wound areas. Very
flexible and is ideal
for use in hard to reach areas of the body.
SKU

COLOR

SIZE

QUANTITY

3M15251

clear

1'' x 5 yds

each

3M15252

clear

2'' x 5 yds

each

SKU

COLOR

SIZE

QUANTITY

HYT110B

pink

1'' x 5 yds

each

HYT115B

pink

1 1/2'' x 5 yds

each

HYT120B

pink

2'' x 5 yds

each

Need medical supplies not
covered by Medicare?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Aids for Daily Living
Catheters
Compression Stockings & Socks
Incontinence Products
Cushions & Bedding
Incontinence Products
Infection Control Supplies
Ostomy Supplies
Personal Care
Respiratory Care
Wheelchairs & Accessories
Wound Care & First Aid

Give our friends at Express Medical Supply a call
at (800)633-2139 or order online at www.exmed.net
use code DUKE23 for a 5% discount on your order!*
*Can not be combined with other discounts, exclusions may apply.

www.dukemedicalsupply.com
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Ostomy Paste
COLOPLAST BRAVA
OSTOMY PASTE (STING FREE)
Alcohol free skin protecting ostomy paste
that works like a caulk to
help prevent leaks. Easy
to handle and easy to
mold.

COLOPLAST OSTOMY PASTE
Low-alcohol paste that
protects the skin. Fills
skin folds and fissures
to provide an even surface for a more secure
ostomy wafer attachment.

COLOPLAST BRAVA OSTOMY STRIP PASTE
Moldable caulk like material
that can be used to fill in uneven areas around your stoma
to provide a flatter surface for
a more reliable ostomy wafer
adhesion. Alcohol free.

SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

COL12050

2 oz tube

each

COL2650

2 oz tube

each

COL26555

3/8'' x 4'' strip,
0.2 oz per strip
2oz total per box

10/bx

CONVATEC STOMAHESIVE
SKIN BARRIER PASTE
Pectin based protective
skin barrier that helps to
fill in uneven skin surfaces and increases the wear
time of the ostomy system. Contains alcohol.
SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

CON183910

2 oz tube

each

HOLLISTER ADAPT
SKIN BARRIER PASTE
Adheres the wafer to the
skin better by caulking
and filling in skin crevices and folds. Ostomy
wafers stay in place better when they have a solid flat surface in which to
connect. Hollister Adapt is a gentle paste with
a low-alcohol content to minimize stinging.
SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

HOL79301

½ oz tube

each

HOL79300

2 oz tube

each

www.dukemedicalsupply.com

CONVATEC EAKIN COHESIVE
OSTOMY PASTE
Alcohol-free
stoma
paste fills in gaps between your skin and
ostomy wafer without
irritating or stinging the
skin. Helps prevent leaks
and increases the wear
time of your wafer.
SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

CON839010

2.1 oz tube

each

HOLLISTER KARAYA PASTE
OSTOMY SEALING PROTECTIVE PASTE
Protects skin by acting as
a caulk to stop leaks and
shields skin from irritating stomal discharge.
Ideal for use while bathing and swimming.
SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

HOL7910

4½ oz tube

each

TRIO OSTOMY SILKEN
STOMA GEL
Made with skin friendly silicone and won't
erode, dissolve, or break
down into a messy sticky
goo. This alcohol free silicone gel is no sting.
SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

TRI1070

2.12 oz tube

each
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SECURI-T USA STOMA PASTE
Pectin-based protective
skin barrier that helps to
fill in uneven skin surfaces and increases the wear
time of the ostomy wafer.
Protects skin around colostomy, ileostomy, and
urinary stomas.
SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

GEN200000

2 oz tube

each

NU-HOPE CARBO ZINC PERISTOMAL SKIN
BARRIER PASTE
Protects peristomal skin
from irritating stomal discharge. Contains zinc oxide and vitamins A, D and
E. This skin barrier cream
protects and soothes skin
at the same time.
SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

NUH3220

6 oz jar

each

888-678-6692

Ostomy Protective Powder
COLOPLAST BRAVA
OSTOMY STOMA POWDER
Absorbs moisture from
the skin while helping to
prevent skin irritation.
Ideally used around the
stoma to keep moisture
at a minimum. This ostomy powder can also be
used under the ostomy wafer.

CONVATEC STOMAHESIVE
PROTECTIVE POWDER
Helps form a protective
barrier and absorbs
moisture while helping
to prevent skin irritation. The powder also
helps to extend the life
of the ostomy wafer and
does not interfere with adhesion.

SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

COL19075

1 oz bottle

each

CON025510

1 oz bottle

each

HOLLISTER KARAYA 5 STOMA POWDER FOR
PERISTOMAL SKIN PROTECTION
Provides
protection
and relief to raw and
weeping skin. Can be
applied directly to the
skin around the stoma
to protect the skin from
moisture and stomal
output.

HOLLISTER ADAPT
STOMA POWDER
Shields raw, sensitive skin
from irritating discharge. It
can also be used to absorb
moisture from the skin prior
to applying an ostomy wafer
around stomas. Adapt skin
powder features an easy to
use squeeze bottle.

SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

HOL7905

2.5 oz bottle

each

HOL7906

1 oz bottle

each

For better
adhesion
when using an
ostomy powder,
follow up with
a protective
barrier spray.
see available options
on page 46

Stoma Lubricant
HOLLISTER ADAPT STOMA LUBRICANT
Designed to eliminate friction and assure safe and
easy insertion of a stoma
cone into the stoma. This
is not a standard ostomy
lubricant, it is not intended
for use inside of an ostomy
bag. Stoma lubricant is an ostomy supply that
is used during irrigation.
SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

HOL7740

4 oz bottle

each

www.dukemedicalsupply.com

Have questions?
We’re here to help

Call us at
888-678-6692
to speak to a friendly customer
service representative.
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Gauze
DYNAREX GENERAL USE
NON-STERILE GAUZE SPONGES
USP Type VII gauze with
folded edges, not cut, to
effectively reduce lint.
Sponges can be unfolded to increase length
and are well-suited for
a broad range of applications. Available in 8
or 12-ply.
SKU

PLY

SIZE

QUANTITY

DYN3242

8-ply

4'' x 4''

200/bag

DYN3243

12-ply

4'' x 4''

200/bag

MEDLINE WOVEN NON-STERILE
GAUZE SPONGES
Absorbent fabric squares
used to wick fluids away
from the skin and clean
wounds. Made from 100%
cotton.
SKU

PLY

SIZE

QUANTITY

MED25412

12-ply

4'' x 4''

200/bag

DYNAREX NON-STERILE
NON-WOVEN GAUZE SPONGES
Lint free and used
in a wide range of
dressing,
cleaning,
and prepping procedures. Ideal for
wound dressings, prepping, scrubbing, or
general purpose cleansing.

COVIDIEN CURITY NON-STERILE
GAUZE SPONGE
Lint free and used in a
wide range of dressing,
cleaning, and prepping
procedures. Ideal for
wound dressings, prepping, scrubbing, or general purpose cleansing.

SKU

PLY

SIZE

QUANTITY

SKU

PLY

SIZE

QUANTITY

DYN3252

4-ply

2'' x 2''

200/bag

KEN2556

8-ply

4'' x 4''

200/bag

DYN3254

4-ply

4'' x 4''

200/bag

KEN2634

12-ply

4'' x 4''

200/bag

PROADVANTAGE NON-STERILE
GAUZE SPONGES
Can be used to apply
compression to lacerations or wounds,
absorb exudate, or as
part of normal wound
dressing
procedures.
Breathable, absorbent,
and economical.
SKU

PLY

SIZE

QUANTITY

PROP157117

8-ply

4'' x 4''

200/bag

Medicare
covers
1 bag of gauze
every 3 months!

Free Shipping
on every order!

www.dukemedicalsupply.com
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Intermittent Catheters
STRAIGHT TIP, UNCOATED
BD 16" INTERMITTENT CATHETER
WITH FUNNEL END
Smooth rounded tip and
integral tapered funnel
end. Slightly firmer than
a red rubber catheter, yet
not as stiff as a standard
vinyl. Made of thermosensitive poly vinyl chloride (PVC). Sterile.

COLOPLAST SELF-CATH SOFT 16"
CATHETER WITH FUNNEL END
The softness
of the catheter makes it
more comfortable for
sensitive patients. Made from medical grade
PVC. Straight Packaging.

SKU

SIZE

LENGTH

QUANTITY

SKU

SIZE

LENGTH

QUANTITY

BDBUC14M

14 fr

16''

each

MEN114

14 fr

16''

each

BDBUC16M

16 fr

16''

each

MEN116

16 fr

16''

each

COLOPLAST SELF-CATH 16" STRAIGHT
TIPPED CATHETER IN CURVED PACKAGE
Straighttipped sterile
catheter with
a funnel end in
curved packaging. Fire-polished eyelets, siliconized surface for smooth
insertion. Made of medical grade PVC.

CURE 16" STRAIGHT CATHETER
WITH FUNNEL END
Features highly
polished
eyes and funnel end. Latex
free and free of potentially dangerous DEHP.
Sterile.
SKU

SIZE

LENGTH

QUANTITY

SKU

SIZE

LENGTH

QUANTITY

CURM12

12 fr

16''

each

MEN450

14 fr

16''

each

CURM14

14 fr

16''

each

CURM16

16 fr

16''

each

CURM18

16fr

16''

each

RUSCH EASY CATH 16" STRAIGHT
CATHETER WITH FUNNEL END
Sterile and latex free,
this straight tip intermittent
catheter
features a funnel end
and smooth soft eyelets for quicker drainage. Straight packaging.
SKU

SIZE

LENGTH

QUANTITY

RUSEC121

12 fr

16''

each or 50/bx

RUSEC141

14 fr

16''

each or 50/bx

RUSEC161

16 fr

16''

each or 50/bx

www.dukemedicalsupply.com

COLOPLAST SELF-CATH 16" CATHETER
WITH FUNNEL END
Features fire-polished eyelets with a
siliconized surface
for smooth insertion. Made from
medical grade PVC. Straight Packaging.
SKU

SIZE

LENGTH

QUANITITY

MEN412

12 fr

16''

each

MEN414

14 fr

16''

each

MEN416

16 fr

16''

each

HOLLISTER APOGEE IC INTERMITTENT
CATHETER WITH STRAIGHT TIP
Non-lubricated
catheter with
smooth
eyelets that help
provide trouble-free insertion. Enhanced grip
of the flexible funnel helps promote easier
handling.
SKU

SIZE

LENGTH

QUANTITY

HOL11416

14 fr

16''

each

Looking for Lubricating Jelly?
See our selection of lubricants
on page 64
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Intermittent Catheters
STRAIGHT TIP, HYDROPHILIC & PRE-LUBRICATED
LOFRIC PRIMO 16" HYDROPHILIC
STRAIGHT TIP CATHETER
Packed with sterile water for
safe catheterization. Water is
kept separate from the catheter
until needed, making it easy to
fold and carry. Latex free.
SKU

SIZE

LENGTH

QUANTITY

AST4101440

14 fr

16''

each

COLOPLAST SPEEDICATH 14"
HYDROPHILIC STRAIGHT TIP CATHETER
Pre-hydrated and ready
to use right out of the
package. Easy to open
foil container you can
take anywhere. DEHP
and phthalate free.

BD READY-TO-USE 16” STRAIGHT
HYDROPHILIC CATHETER
Slick polymer coating eliminates
the need for a separate lubricant.
Fire polished eyelets reduce friction for more comfortable cathing. Made without BPA, latex,
DEHP, and other phthalates.
SKU

SIZE

LENGTH

QUANTITY

BDBUC14M

14 fr

16''

each

SIZE

LENGTH

QUANTITY

SKU

SIZE

LENGTH

QUANTITY

COL28414

14 fr

14''

each

MEN4414

14 fr

16''

each

COL28416

16 fr

14''

each

MEN4416

16 fr

16''

each

CURE ULTRA 16" PRE LUBRICATED
STRAIGHT CATHETER
Pre-lubricated
catheter
with easy gripper. Features
smooth
polished eyelets, funnel end, and DEHP and latex free.

SKU

SIZE

LENGTH

QUANTITY

SKU

SIZE

LENGTH

QUANTITY

CON421567

14 fr

16''

each

CURULTRAM12

12 fr

16''

each

CURULTRAM14

14 fr

16''

each

CURULTRAM16

16 fr

16''

each

www.dukemedicalsupply.com

SKU

SIZE

LENGTH

QUANTITY

COL27014

14 fr

13''

each

COL27016

16 fr

13''

each

COLOPLAST SELF-CATH PLUS
16" HYDROPHILIC STRAIGHT TIP CATHETER
Activates upon exposure
to water. Smooth, fire polished eyelets and uncoated
GripZone area offer added
comfort when inserting. Medical grade PVC.

SKU

GENTLECATH GLIDE 16" HYDROPHILIC
INTERMITTENT CATHETER
Special coating, water sachet and handling sleeve that can
be gripped during insertion and removal, preventing you from
touching the catheter.

SPEEDICATH SOFT HYDROPHILIC
MALE CATHETER
Soft, pre-lubricated with a
hydrophilic coating that is
ready to use. Smooth and
easy insertion while eliminating extra steps like applying lubricant. Includes
ring tag on package for
easy opening and flexible insertion grip.
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Don't see the
Fr size you're
looking for?
There may be
additional sizes
available!
Just give us a call at
(888)678-6692

888-678-6692

Intermittent Catheters
STRAIGHT TIP, HYDROPHILIC & PRE-LUBRICATED, CONT'D
CURE POCKET XL 25" STRAIGHT CATHETER
WITH LUBRICANT
Extra long 25''
U shaped catheter packet includes catheter,
gripper sleeve
and lubricating jelly. Fits into most pockets
and purses.

HOLLISTER ONLI 16" HYDROPHILIC
STRAIGHT CATHETER
Pre-lubricated
with a hydrophilic coating
and features an
ergonomic gripper for ultimate control.

RUSCH FLOCATH 16" QUICK HYDROPHILIC
INTERMITTENT CATHETER
Comes with sterile
saline, pouch, and a
flexible PVC catheter
with a hydrophilic
coating and protective sheath. Latex free.

SKU

SIZE

LENGTH

QUANTITY

SKU

SIZE

LENGTH

QUANTITY

SKU

SIZE

LENGTH

QUANTITY

HOL82124

12 fr

16''

each

RUS220400120

12 fr

16''

each

CURM14XL

14 fr

25''

each

HOL82144

14 fr

16''

each

RUS220400140

14 fr

16''

each

HOL82164

16 fr

16''

each

RUS220400160

16 fr

16''

each

STRAIGHT TIP, RED RUBBER, & PVC
BARD 16" RED RUBBER
INTERMITTENT CATHETER
Made from
semi-flexible
latex
with
straight
insertion tip that features two opposing eyelets that allow urine to drain quickly from the
bladder.

COVIDIEN DOVER ROB-NEL 16" PVC
INTERMITTENT CATHETER
Smooth rounded tip and integral tapered
funnel
end.
Slightly firmer
than a red rubber catheter, yet not as stiff
as a standard vinyl. Made of thermosensitive
poly vinyl chloride (PVC). Sterile.

COVIDIEN DOVER 16" RED RUBBER
CATHETER
The
smooth,
rounded
tip
makes
insertion easy and
comfortable.
The tip has two opposing eyelets that allow
urine to drain quickly. Funnel-shaped end for
mess-free drainage.

SKU

SIZE

LENGTH

QUANTITY

SKU

SIZE

LENGTH

QUANTITY

SKU

SIZE

LENGTH

QUANTITY

BAR277714

14 fr

16''

each

KEN492041

14 fr

16''

each

KEN660143

14 fr

16''

each

BAR277716

16 fr

16''

each

KEN492066

18 fr

16''

each

KEN660184

18 fr

16''

each

BAR277718

18 fr

16''

each
RUSCH ROB NEL 16" RED RUBBER CATHETER

See something
you’d love to try?
Call us for information on
catheter samples!

www.dukemedicalsupply.com
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Smooth, rounded tip
and two opposing
eyelets allow the bladder to empty quickly.
The integral tapered
funnel end makes it
easy to drain urine
into a toilet or other receptacle. This latex
catheter is x-ray opaque.
SKU

SIZE

LENGTH

QUANTITY

RUS351014

14 fr

16''

each

RUS351016

16 fr

16''

each

RUS351018

18 fr

16''

each

888-678-6692

Intermittent Catheters
FEMALE CATHETERS
COLOPLAST SPEEDICATH 6" HYDROPHILIC
FEMALE CATHETER
Pre-hydrated
in sterile saline, eliminating the need
for additional lubricant. The smooth coating
and polished eyelets minimize friction during
insertion and removal. Latex free.

COLOPLAST SPEEDICATH HYDROPHILIC
FEMALE CATHETER
Comes
in
small, portable
packaging for
maximum discretion. Its hydrophilic coating and polished
eyelets allow for comfortable insertion. The
touchless applicator is more sanitary, while
still allowing full control during insertion.
Does not contain latex, PVC or phthalates.

SKU

SIZE

LENGTH

QUANTITY

COL28512

12 fr

6''

each

SKU

SIZE

LENGTH

QUANTITY

COL28514

14 fr

6''

each

COL28582

12 fr

2 3/4''

each

COL28584

14 fr

2 3/4'''

each

COLOPLAST SELF CATH
6" FEMALE CATHETER WITH STRAIGHT END
Flexible medical
grade
PVC with a
siliconized
surface, making it easy and comfortable to
insert your catheter. Polished eyelets are
smooth and allow the bladder to drain quickly. Sterile

COLOPLAST SPEEDICATH COMPACT PLUS
HYDROPHILIC FEMALE CATHETER
3/4" longer
than
the
standard
Speedicath
Compact, making it ideal for women who
prefer a longer catheter. Slick hydrophilic
coating and polished eyelets for easy insertion. The easy grip handle prevents you from
having to touch the catheter and allows for
maximum control. Latex free.
SKU

SIZE

LENGTH

QUANTITY

COL28812

12 fr

3 1/2''

each

COL28814

14 fr

3 1/2''

each

COLOPLAST SELF CATH
6" FEMALE CATHETER WITH FUNNEL END
Flexible
medical
grade PVC
with a siliconized surface, making it easy and comfortable to insert your catheter. Polished eyelets
are smooth and allow the bladder to drain
quickly. Sterile

SKU

SIZE

LENGTH

QUANTITY

SKU

SIZE

LENGTH

QUANTITY

MEN240

14 fr

6''

each

MEN214

14 fr

6''

each

Have questions?
We’re here to help

Call us at 888-678-6692
to speak to a friendly customer
service representative.

www.dukemedicalsupply.com
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Intermittent Catheters
FEMALE CATHETERS, CONT'D
CURE 6" FEMALE CATHETER
WITH FUNNEL END
Color-coded
funnel
that
helps
urine
drain easily from the catheter to a toilet. The
sterile packaging can be unwrapped from
either end. Fire polished eyelets make the
catheter surface smooth, which increases
comfort during insertion and removal. Does
not contain latex, DEHP, or BPA.
SKU

SIZE

LENGTH

QUANTITY

CURF10

10 fr

6''

each

CURF12

12 fr

6''

each

CURF14

14 fr

6''

each

CURF16

16 fr

6''

each

CURF18

18 fr

6''

each

CURE ULTRA 5" PRE-LUBRICATED
FEMALE CATHETER
Comes in flexible,
compact packging
with an easy tear
top. This intermittent catheter is also
pre-lubricated, making it convenient to cath
on the go. The smooth eyelets increase comfort and the "no roll" funnel makes drainage
easy. This catheter does not contain DEHP,
BPA, or latex.

CURE TWIST PRE LUBRICATED FEMALE
CATHETER
Easy to use, sterile catheter that
only requires a
simple twist of a
cap to use. Once
the cap is opened,
the pre-lubricated
catheter is ready to
insert. The packaging is only 5 1/2" long, making it easy to fit
into a pocket or purse. Does not contain latex
or DEHP.
SKU

SIZE

LENGTH

QUANTITY

CURT10

10 fr

5 1/2''

each

CURT12

12 fr

5 1/2''

each

CURT14

14 fr

5 1/2''

each

HOLLISTER INFYNA CHIC HYDROPHILIC
INTERMITTENT FEMALE CATHETER
Ready to use right
out of the case, no
additional lubricant
required. The discreet case is easy to
open and close one handed and will not leak
when reclosed. Can be attached to a standard urine collection bag without removing
the catheter from the case.
SKU

SIZE

LENGTH

QUANTITY

HOL811030

10 fr

5''

each

SKU

SIZE

LENGTH

QUANTITY

HOL811230

12 fr

5''

each

CURULTRA12

12 fr

5''

each

HOL811430

14 fr

5''

each

CURULTRA14

14 fr

5''

each

CURULTRA16

16 fr

5''

each

www.dukemedicalsupply.com
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CURE 6" FEMALE CATHETER
Features
a
straight
tip
and fire polished eyelets
for comfortable insertion. They are individually wrapped for sterility and the short length
makes them convenient to carry with you in a
purse. These catheters do not contain latex,
DEHP, or BPA.
SKU

SIZE

LENGTH

QUANTITY

CURF14NC

14 fr

6''

each

COVIDIEN DOVER 6.5" FEMALE CATHETER
Made out of vinyl
and has two staggered eyelets that
allow for fast, even
drainage. The tip is
rounded and smooth, making insertion comfortable. Sterile and latex free.
SKU

SIZE

LENGTH

QUANTITY

KEN660903

14 fr

6 1/2''

each

888-678-6692

Intermittent Catheters
COUDE TIP, UNCOATED
BARD TIEMANN 16" RED RUBBER
COUDE CATHETER
Features angled tip
for more comfortable insertion and
raised indicator that
helps identify which
direction the coude
tip is being inserted. Sterile. Available with 1
or 2 drainage eyelets.
SKU

SIZE

EYELETS

QUANTITY

BAR010112

12 fr

1

each

BAR010114

14 fr

1

each

BAR010116

16 fr

1

each

BAR010118

18 fr

1

each

BAR120614

14 fr

2

each

BAR120616

16 fr

2

each

BAR120622

22 fr

2

each

CURE 16" COUDE CATHETER
Has highly polished eyelets and coude tip. Cure
catheters are latex free
and free of potentially
dangerous DEHP. Sterile, latex free.
SKU

SIZE

LENGTH

QUANTITY

CURM14C

14 fr

16''

each

CURM16C

16 fr

16''

each

CURM18C

18 fr

16''

each

www.dukemedicalsupply.com

COLOPLAST SELF-CATH 16" TAPERED COUDE
CATHETER WITH GUIDE STRIPE
Made of medical
grade pvc and has
a funnel end. The
smooth, fire polished eyelets on the
catheter allow for
added comfort and ease of use. The coude
tip and guide strip help to make insertion into
the bladder easier.

COLOPLAST SELF-CATH 16" COUDE
CATHETER, OLIVE TIP WITH GUIDE STRIPE
Features
Guide
Stripe that allows
the user to monitor
the catheter position during insertion and removal of
16" long funnel end catheter. The coude olive
tip and smooth fire polished eyelets allow for
added comfort.

SKU

SIZE

LENGTH

QUANTITY

SKU

SIZE

LENGTH

QUANTITY

MEN612

12 fr

16''

each

MEN812

12 fr

16''

each

MEN614

14 fr

16''

each

MEN814

14 fr

16''

each

MEN816

16 fr

16''

each

MEN818

18 fr

16''

each

RUSCH TIEMANN COUDE 16"
INTERMITTENT CATHETER
A slightly stiffer, yet
pliable, coude tip
for easier insertion
into the urethra.
These urinary catheters are made of
siliconized PVC, with color coded tips for easy
size identification. Sterile, latex free.
SKU

SIZE

LENGTH

QUANTITY

RUS22180012

12 fr

16''

each

RUS22180014

14 fr

16''

each

RUS22180016

16 fr

16''

each

Medicare considers coude-tip catheters
specialty catheters and requires specific
documentation from your physician to
consider coverage for this item. To ensure
your supplies are covered, your physician should document
your specific need for this style of catheter with each visit. Need
to know what Medicare requires for these supplies? Give us a
call; we’re happy to help answer any questions you may have!
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Intermittent Catheters
COUDE TIP, HYDROPHILIC
BARD MAGIC 3 HYDROPHILIC COUDE 16''
CATHETER WITH INSERTION SLEEVE
The all silicone, three layer
design eliminates exposure
to potential risks associated
with latex and PVC catheters.
Comes with a securing tape
strip and a sterile water packet
to promote low friction insertion and removal. The innovative packaging
with the insertion sleeve provides friction
free insertion and removal without any mess.
SKU
BAR50612
BAR50614

SIZE
12 fr
14 fr

LENGTH
16''
16''

SPEEDICATH 13" FLEX COUDE PRO
HYDROPHILIC COUDE CATHETER,
STANDARD PACKAGING
Has a plastic sleeve that contains a hydrophilic solution
and prevents you from touching the catheter itself during
insertion. Can be placed back
into the re-sealable pouch for
easy disposal. Free of latex,
PVC, and phthalates.
SKU

SIZE

LENGTH

QUANTITY

COL20012

12 fr

13''

each

COL20014

14 fr

13''

each

COL20016

16 fr

13''

each

QUANTITY
each
each

BAR50616

16 fr

16''

each

BAR50618

18 fr

16''

each

COLOPLAST SELF-CATH PLUS 16"
HYDROPHILIC COUDE CATHETER
Activates upon exposure
to water to provide excellent lubrication and maximum ease of use. The
smooth, fire polished
eyelets and uncoated
GripZone area offer added comfort when inserting or removing the
intermittent catheter. Made of medical grade
PVC and features guide strip, tapered tip, and
funnel end.
SKU

SIZE

LENGTH

QUANTITY

MEN4614

14 fr

16''

each

www.dukemedicalsupply.com

COLOPLAST SPEEDICATH 14" HYDROPHILIC
COUDE CATHETER
Comes pre-packed in a
sterile saline solution,
with an easy to open foil
container you can take
anywhere. Its coating is
always optimally hydrated to be extremely slippery and extremely comfortable. Latex free.
SKU

SIZE

LENGTH

QUANTITY

COL28492

12 fr

14''

each

COL28494

14 fr

14''

each

COL28496

16 fr

14''

each

CURE 16" HYDROPHILIC COUDE CATHETER
Coated catheter
that uses purified water packet
to lubricate the
catheter prior to
use. Upon removal, these intermittent catheters remain slippery, helping to prevent damage to the urethra. Includes a gripper to help
reduce the chance of exposure to bacteria
and germs, polished eyelets for less tissue
injury during and after insertion, and a color
coded funnel end.
SKU

SIZE

LENGTH

QUANTITY

CURHM14C

14 fr

16''

each

CURHM16C

16 fr

16''

each
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Lubricant
LUBRICANT, PACKETS
SURGILUBE LUBRICATING JELLY
Water soluble, non-staining lubricant that is ideal
to use when inserting
foley or indwelling catheters. This product creates
a slick surface and helps
the catheter glide into
the body easily. It does
not cause irritation to skin, tissue, or mucous
membranes.
SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

FOU020543

3 gr packet

each or 144/bx

FOU020545

5 gr packet

each or 144/bx

HR LUBRICATING JELLY
Sterile, water soluble,
and non-staining lubricant. This economical
lubricant does not irritate the skin, tissue, or
mucous membranes.
SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

HR207

3 gr packet

each or 144/bx

HR209

5 gr packet

each or 144/bx

MCKESSON LUBRICATING JELLY
Clear,
water-soluble,
and greaseless lubricant used by healthcare professionals. It's
formulated to spread
evenly and is ideal for lubricating rubber materials and synthetic surfaces.
SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

MCK168946

5 gr packet

144/bx

LUBRICANT, TUBES
DYNA LUBE LUBRICATING JELLY
Sterile, bacteriostatic medical lubricant
that is ideal for inserting catheters. The
water soluble formula creates a slick surface
and reduces friction.
SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

DYN1254

4 oz tube

each

www.dukemedicalsupply.com

SURGILUBE LUBRICATING JELLY
Water soluble, non-staining lubricant that is ideal to use when
inserting foley or indwelling
catheters. This product creates
a slick surface and helps the
catheter glide into the body easily. It does not cause irritation to
skin, tissue, or mucous membranes.
SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

FOU020512

2 oz tube, flip top

each

FOU020536

4 oz tube, twist top

each

FOU020537

4 oz tube, flip top

each
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PROADVANTAGE LUBRICATING JELLY
Non-staining
surgical
lubricant that facilitates the entry of medical equipment into the
body, such as catheters.
Will not irritate skin, tissue, or mucous membranes. Sterile and latex free.
SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

PROP903200

4 oz tube, flip top

each

888-678-6692

External Catheters
SELF-ADHERING
BARD POP-ON SELF ADHESIVE
CONDOM CATHETER
Has a sheath that is
1 1/2" long, making
it ideal for men with
a short or retracted penis. Internal
skin-friendly adhesive
eliminates the need
for straps or additional liquid adhesive. The
silicone material is breathable, which increases skin health.

BARD ULTRAFLEX
SELF ADHERING CONDOM CATHETER
Self adhering condom
catheter is made of
a breathable, transparent material that
allows you to monitor the condition of
your skin. Its internal
adhesive is comfortable, yet secure and has
a kink-resistant funnel that ensures proper
urine flow.

SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

BAR32102

29mm

each

BAR33102

29mm

each

BAR32103

32mm

each

BAR33103

32mm

each

BAR32104

36mm

each

BAR33104

36mm

each

BARD WIDE BAND
SELF ADHERING CONDOM CATHETER
Self adhering condom
catheter is 3" wide
and provides a 70%
larger adhesive area
than traditional external catheters, increasing security and wear
time. Clear silicone material eliminates the
risk of allergic reactions and enables you to
monitor skin condition.

COLOPLAST CONVEEN OPTIMA STANDARD
LENGTH CONDOM CATHETER
Strong, yet gentle on skin. The
catheter has a push ring to
help connect it to the drainage bag and an anti-kink bellow to prevent leaks. Packaged in a plastic shell that is
discreet and compact.
SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

COL22025

25mm

each

BAR36102

29mm

each

COL22028

28mm

each

BAR36103

32mm

each

COL22030

30mm

each

BAR36104

36mm

each

COL22035

35mm

each

BARD SPIRIT STYLE 1 SELF ADHESIVE
CONDOM CATHETER
3" long and has a
special hydrocolloid
adhesive that draws
moisture away from
the skin, helping prevent maceration. It is
made from silicone,
which is latex free, flexible, and breathable.
This material is also transparent, allowing
you to monitor the condition of your skin
without having to remove the catheter.
SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

BAR35102

29mm

each

BAR35103

32mm

each

BAR35104

36mm

each

COLOPLAST CONVEEN OPTIMA SPORT
LENGTH CONDOM CATHETER
Shorter sheath makes it ideal
for men with a retracted penis
and for those with active lifestyles. Anti-kink bellow that
will not interrupt urine flow.
The push-ring design helps
unroll the catheter easily and
the ribbed design allows for a
secure connection to a urine bag.
SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

COL22125

25mm

each

COL22130

30mm

each

COL22135

35mm

each

Getting the right fit for your external
catheter is the key to success.
External catheters which are too small or too large can lead
to discomfort and leakage while wearing. Contact us today
for an at-home sizing guide to ensure the proper fit!

www.dukemedicalsupply.com
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External Catheters
SELF-ADHERING
COLOPLAST FREEDOM CLEAR SPORT
SHEATH CONDOM CATHETER
Transparent catheter with
ultra thin design that prevents the sheath from
rolling up at the base.
Short seal ideal for those
who play sports or have a
retracted penis. Kink resistant nozzle eliminates urine backflow.
SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

MEN5210

28mm

each

MEN5310

31mm

each

COLOPLAST FREEDOM CATH
LATEX CONDOM CATHETER
Has skin friendly adhesive on the inside of the
sheath that ensures a secure fit. Adhesive area is
wider than other catheters and creates a watertight seal. Comfortable
and suitable for everyday use.

COLOPLAST FREEDOM CLEAR LS
LONG SEAL CONDOM CATHETER
Silicone catheter that allows you to observe the
condition of your skin
without removal. The
longer adhesive area ensures the catheter stays
in place.
SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

MEN5290

28mm

each

MEN6200

28mm

each

MEN5390

31mm

each

MEN6300

31mm

each

MEN5490

35mm

each

MEN6400

35mm

each

COLOPLAST ACTIVE CATH
LATEX CONDOM CATHETER
Shorter
sport-length
sheath is designed to
stay in place during physical activity. Wide, watertight adhesive seal for security and reservoir bulb
that prevents urine backflow.

SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

MEN8200

28mm

each

MEN8300

28mm

each

MEN8205

31mm

each

MEN8305

31mm

each

MEN8400

35mm

each

MEN8500

35mm

each

Looking for
drainage
supplies and
accessories?
See our selection of leg bags,
overnight drainage bags, bottles and
extension tubing starting on page 68

www.dukemedicalsupply.com

COLOPLAST CLEAR ADVANTAGE
SILICONE CONDOM CATHETER WITH ALOE
Silicone condom catheter with aloe infused
adhesive, making it skin
friendly and allows for
extended wear. The anti-kink nozzle allows for
uninterrupted urine flow.

HOLLISTER EXTENDED WEAR
SELF ADHESIVE CONDOM CATHETER
Plastic collar for easy
application and an
inner flap that prevents urine backflow.
Integral adhesive for
secure attachment and a double convolution
design that makes it kink-proof so that the
urine pathway is always open and flowing.
SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

HOL9206

22-25mm

each

HOL9207

26-30mm

each

HOL9208

31-35mm

each

HOLLISTER INVIEW
STANDARD SILICONE CONDOM CATHETER
Transparent, non-irritating, and
is crimped for a perfect fit. Kink
resistant tip ensures proper
urine flow. Can be worn for up
to 24 hours.
SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

HOL97525

25mm

each

HOL97532

32mm

each

HOL97541

41mm

each
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HOLLISTER INVIEW EXTRA ADHESIVE
CONDOM CATHETER
70% more adhesive than a
standard condom catheter.
This product is transparent,
allowing the user to monitor
skin health.
SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

HOL97625

25mm

each

HOL97629

29mm

each

HOL97632

32mm

each

888-678-6692

External Catheters
NON-ADHERING
COVIDIEN DOVER URIDRAIN LATEX MALE
EXTERNAL CATHETER WITH 1-SIDED STRIP
Made from molded
latex with funnel end.
Included
adhesive
foam strap to help
keep the sheath in the
proper position. Has
large connector that makes it compatible for
use with catheter drainage bags.

UROCARE URO-CATH LATEX MALE
EXTERNAL CATHETER WITH 1 SIDED STRIP
Molded, 1 piece male
condom catheter is
seamless and comfortable with twist-resistant funnel. Includes 1
sided adhesive strip.
SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

URO521130

30mm

each

KEN734600

30mm

each

URO521135

35mm

each

KEN732300

35mm

each

URO521140

40mm

each

TEXAS STYLE
COVIDIEN DOVER
TEXAS CATHETER WITH FOAM STRAP
Latex sheath that comes
with 2'' white drainage
tube that attaches to
catheter tubing and/or a
drainage bag. Includes 1
sided foam strap.
SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

KEN730300

29 - 32mm

each

Texas style catheters
are constructed of three
pieces. The latex sheath
is worn over the head and
shaft of the penis and
feels more like a condom
because it is thinner
than the silicone external
condom catheters. The
latex sheath is connected
to rigid white silicone
tubing, this is where the
urine is drained and it is
connected to a catheter
insert. These three pieces
make up the Texas style
catheter: sheath, white
silicone tubing, and catheter insert. Texas
style catheters are made of natural rubber
latex and should not be used by anyone with
a latex allergy.

www.dukemedicalsupply.com

COVIDIEN DOVER
TEXAS CATHETER TAKE HOME PACK
Pack of 12 latex catheters and 24 foam
strips. The Texas catheters consist of a thin
sheath that rolls onto
the penis and a drainage tube that connects to a catheter bag or
medical tubing. The strips have adhesive on
one side and wrap around to secure the catheter in place. All of these supplies are conveniently packaged in a take home pack.
SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

KEN731300

29-32mm

12/bx

UROCARE URO-CON
TEXAS CATHETER
Available with either a 2"
or 4" white rubber tube
that allows the urine to
drain into a catheter bag.
Adhesive strips are not included.
SKU

SIZE

LENGTH

QUANTITY

URO510235

35mm

2''

each

URO510435

35mm

4''

each

UROCARE URO-CON 2" TEXAS CATHETER
WITH UROFOAM STRIP
Latex sheath attached to
a 2" white rubber tube.
Comes with a 1-sided
foam strip to hold catheter in place. Also included is a plastic insert that
helps join the sheath and the tube together.
SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

URO511230

30mm

each
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Leg Bags
BARD DISPOZ-A-BAG
LEG BAG WITH CAPPED PORT
Built in anti-reflux
valve
stops
urine
from coming back up
the catheter tubing.
Includes: rubber cap
valve and a pair of latex button straps.
SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

BAR150102

19oz

each

BAR150103

32oz

BARD DISPOZ A BAG URINARY LEG BAG
WITH FLIP-FLO VALVE AND FABRIC STRAPS
Heavy duty vinyl resists
stains and odors. Comes
with a pair of fabric
straps that hold the leg
bag in place. Straps are
made from a soft material that minimizes skin
irritation. Flip-Flo lever-style tap opens and closes with a simple
push, making it quick and easy to empty.
SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

BAR150719

19oz

each

BAR150732

32oz

each

each

BARD DISPOZ A BAG URINARY LEG BAG
WITH TUBING AND LATEX STRAPS
Heavy duty vinyl resists
stains and odors. Comes
with a pair of latex straps
that hold the leg bag in
place.
SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

BAR4A4173

19oz

each

HOLLISTER VENTED LEG BAG WITH STRAPS
AND TUBE WITH LEVER STYLE VALVE
Protects skin from
pressure points by
placing leg strap connectors and the drain
valve away from leg.
Anti-reflux valve for
greater comfort.
SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

HOL9645

19oz

each

HOL9655

32oz

each

www.dukemedicalsupply.com

CONVEEN SECURITY+ LEG BAG WITH
TUBING AND STRAPS
Features a discreet design
with a flocked backing
that increases comfort.
The clamp outlet is secure
and allows you to easily
verify complete closure. It
comes with 20" of anti-kink tubing that reduces backflow and a pair of velcro leg straps.

BARD DISPOZ-A-BAG
Flip-Flo
valve
empties the bag
with a simple flip.
Odor-fighting vinyl
resists leaks and
allows for extended wear. Includes
two attached fabric leg straps and 18" non-latex extension
tubing.
SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

BAR150819

19oz

each

BAR150832

32oz

each

CONVEEN SECURITY+ CONTOUR LEG BAG
WITH STRAPS AND TUBING
Soft non-woven fabric
backing allows skin to
breathe, reduces noise,
and provides comfortable fit. Includes latex
free button straps and
18" of anti-kink tubing.
SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

COL5170

21oz

each

COL21026

17oz

each

COL5174

28oz

each

HOLLISTER CATHETER LEG BAG
WITH LEVER STYLE VALVE
Protects skin from
pressure points by
placing leg strap connectors and the drain
valve away from leg.
Anti-reflux valve for
greater comfort. Does
not include straps.

MEDLINE URINARY DRAINAGE LEG BAG
WITH STRAPS (SLIDE-TAP VALVE)
Fabric backing and soft
straps for maximum
comfort. The slide-tap
drainage valve empties
the bag with a simple
push. This drain bag
is latex free and has a
sterile fluid pathway.

SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

HOL9814

19oz

each

MED12574

20oz

each

HOL9805

30oz

each

MED12578

32oz

each
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Leg Bags
MEDLINE URINARY DRAINAGE LEG BAG
WITH STRAPS (SLIDE-TAP VALVE)
Fabric backing and
soft straps for maximum comfort. The
slide-tap drainage
valve empties the
bag with a simple
push. Latex free.

RUSCH EASY TAP LEG BAG
Vinyl leg bag with
a lever style drain
valve for easy emptying. It includes
two cloth straps
with buttons for an
adjustable, secure
fit. Latex free and
sterile.

SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

MED12584

19oz

each

RUS452919

19oz

each

MED12588

32oz

each

RUS452932

32oz

each

UROCARE URO-SAFE URINARY DRAINAGE
LEG BAG (THUMB CLAMP VALVE)
Sterile, disposable drain
bag with built in anti-reflux
valve. The two-position
thumb clamp valve has a
simple open/close setting,
making it easy to drain
your catheter bag.
SKU

SIZE

COLOR

QUANTITY

URO76181

18oz

transparent

each

URO77181

18oz

opaque

each

URO76321

32oz

transparent

each

URO77321

32oz

opaque

UROCARE URO-SAFE URINARY DRAINAGE
LEG BAG (TWIST DRAIN VALVE)
The top housing includes a graduated
adaptor, a Little Red
Valve to prevent urine
reflux, and a top valve
housing for uninterrupted urine flow, and
twist style drainage valve .
SKU

SIZE

COLOR

QUANTITY

URO76180

18oz

transparent

each

URO77180

18oz

opaque

each

URO76320

32oz

transparent

each

URO77320

32oz

opaque

each

each

Don't see what you're looking for?

RUSCH EASY TAP LEG BAG WITH TUBING
Includes 18" of extension tubing. It includes
cloth straps with buttons to adjust the fit
and lever-style drain.
Sterile and latex free.
SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

RUS453919

19oz

each

RUS453932

32oz

each

UROCARE REUSABLE URINARY
DRAINAGE LEG BAG
Available in a wide range of
sizes and shapes to best suit
your needs. Each bag is made
from durable latex rubber
and has a built in odor barrier. They also contain a Little
Red Valve, which prevents
urine reflux and increases
flow. The top adapter works with rubber or
vinyl catheter tubing and provides a secure
connection. The bottom drain valve has a
gasket ring that seals the threads, preventing
fingers from coming into contact with urine
while emptying the bag.
SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QUANTITY

URO8526

26oz

short, wide

each

URO9516

16oz

sport, right

each

URO9526

26oz

long, slim

each

URO9532

32oz

long

each

URO9544

44oz

XL

each

We carry all of the top
products from the leading
manufacturers. Give us a
call for all your urological
product needs.

www.dukemedicalsupply.com
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Leg Bag Straps
BARD DELUXE FABRIC
LEG BAG STRAPS
¾'' wide straps made
of soft, comfortable
material that will
not irritate the skin.
These straps have
an adjustable velcro closure, are non-sterile,
and latex free. Reusable and can be machine
washed. Adjustable from 8" to 24".
SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

BAR150507

fits 8'' - 24''

pair

UROCARE FABRIC LEG BAG STRAP SINGLES
Straps
with
velcro closure
to keep drainage bags securely in place.
Adjustable to
provide a custom fit. The soft cotton fabric is comfortable
and will not restrict circulation. Upper and
lower straps are sold separately.
SKU

SIZE

UPPER/LOWER

QTY

URO6347

S, 9'' - 14''

upper

each

URO6344

L, 12'' - 21''

upper

CONVEEN SECURITY+ FABRIC
LEG BAG STRAPS
Made from a soft
elasticized material
with silicone beads to
keep them from slipping or shifting. The
velcro closure also provides an adjustable,
secure fit. They are reusable and washable.
Includes one small strap and one large strap.
Small strap size is 1" x 23", large strap size is
1 1/4" x 23".
SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

COL50501

1 small & 1 large

pair

UROCARE FABRIC LEG
BAG STRAP KIT
Straps with velcro closure to
keep drainage
bags securely
in place. Adjustable to provide a custom fit. The soft cotton fabric is comfortable and will not restrict
circulation. Includes 2 washable leg bag
straps, an upper and lower.
SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

URO6349

S, lower: 7''-13''
upper: 9'' - 15''

2 straps per kit

URO6350

M, lower: 12''-17''
upper: 12'' - 21''

2 straps per kit

URO6351

XL, lower: 12'' - 17''
upper: 20'' 26''

2 straps per kit

each

URO6346

XL, 20''-26''

upper

each

URO6348

S, 7'' - 13''

lower

each

URO6345

L, 12'' - 17''

lower

each

HOLLISTER FABRIC LEG BAG STRAPS
1⅟₈" wide and comfortably
secure your leg bag in
place. The plastic belt tabs
connect to the buttons on
your urine bag for a reliable hold. Latex free.
SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

HOL9342

15''

pair

HOL9343

23''

pair

UROCARE FITZ-ALL FABRIC LEG BAG STRAP
Fits most disposable
leg
bags and are
made of cotton
and foam and
have adjustable velcro fasteners. The 2" wide
strap features elastic sections for a custom fit
that won't impede circulation or pull leg hair.
SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

URO6356

small, 13'' - 20''

each

URO6357

medium, 17'' - 23''

each

URO6358

large, 21'' - 30''

each

Fabric leg bag straps can
stretch and deteriorate
faster with machine washing and
drying. It is recommended to hand
wash with warm water and the use of a mild detergent
then air dry.
www.dukemedicalsupply.com
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Overnight Drainage
DRAINAGE BAGS
BARD 2000ML CENTER ENTRY CLOSED
SYSTEM URINE BAG
Features anti-reflux device, needle-free urine
sample port, control-fit
outlet to help drain the
bag, sheeting clip, metal
shut-off clamp, and 50"
of tubing. Latex free.
SKU

SIZE

HANGER

QUANTITY

BAR153504

2000ml

double hook

each

BARD 4000ML URINE BAG
Ideal for people with
heavy urine output.
Features:
Anti-reflux
chamber,
control-fit
outlet device to hold
the tube securely in
place, sample port,
metal shut-off clamp, sheeting clip, and 50''
of tubing. Latex free.
SKU

SIZE

HANGER

QUANTITY

BAR153509

4000ml

double hook

each

BARD BARDIA
2000ML URINE BAG
Features 50" of tubing,
a plastic thumb clamp,
and an anti-reflux drip
chamber. The drainage
bag's teardrop design
ensures rapid draining
while the dome shape
of the anti-reflux chamber protects against
urine reflux. Latex free.
SKU

SIZE

HANGER

QUANTITY

BAR802001

2000ml

hinged hook

each

COVIDIEN DOVER 2000ML URINE BAG WITH
ANTI-REFLUX VALVE AND SPLASHGUARD
Combines a closed system sample port, anti-reflux device, and an
enclosed drain spout.
Also features a splash
guard that prevents
urine splatter when
emptying. Includes 50" of tubing. Sterile and
latex free.

Medicare
covers 2
drainage bags
per month!

COVIDIEN CURITY 2000ML URINE BAG
Features top vent to allow for proper air flow,
Mono Flo anti-reflux
device, and luer lock
sample port to safely
use needles to collect
a urine sample. The
sheeting clip helps improve the flow of urine
through the tubing. This latex free bag comes
with 50" of tubing.

SKU

SIZE

HANGER

QUANTITY

SKU

SIZE

HANGER

QUANTITY

KEN6206

2000ml

double hook

each

KEN6300

2000ml

double hook

each

www.dukemedicalsupply.com
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BARD 2000ML URINE BAG
Vinyl bag with 50" of
latex free tubing, metal shut off clamp, and
anti-reflux
chamber.
Enhanced
control-fit
outlet device to hold
the outlet tube securely in place. The EZ-Lok
port allows urine samples to be collected
without the use of needles. Sheeting clip for
easy bedside placement.
SKU

SIZE

HANGER

QUANTITY

BAR154002

2000ml

hook hanger

each

BAR154102

2000ml

hook hanger

each

HOLLISTER 2000ML URINE BAG
Vinyl bag with 50" of
latex free tubing, metal
shut off clamp, and anti-reflux chamber. Enhanced control-fit outlet device to hold the
outlet tube securely in
place. The EZ-Lok port allows urine samples
to be collected without the use of needles.
Sheeting clip for easy bedside placement. An
optional bed hanger hook is included.
SKU

SIZE

HANGER

QUANTITY

HOL9839

2000ml

double hook

each

COVIDIEN DOVER 2000ML URINE BAG
Specially shaped for
urine to fill the bag evenly and makes it easy to
drain. The sample port
is designed to safely use
needles to collect urine
samples. The 36" drainage tube allows for
quick emptying and prevents standing urine.
SKU

SIZE

HANGER

QUANTITY

KEN3502

2000ml

single hook

each

888-678-6692

Overnight Drainage
DRAINAGE BAGS
COVIDIEN DOVER 4000ML URINE BAG
Holds twice as much
liquid as most overnight drainage bags
and includes 50" of
catheter tubing. It features a compact teardrop shape with center inlet and exit drains that allow for quick
emptying. This bag also has a top vent, needle-free sample port, and sheet clip.
SKU

SIZE

HANGER

QUANTITY

KEN600909

4000ml

hinged hook

each

MEDLINE 2000ML URINE BAG
Features
slide
tap
drainage valve for easy
emptying. The anti-reflux tower prevents
urine backflow without mechanical parts
that can disrupt urine
drainage. Also has an adjustable bed sheet
clamp to secure your bag while you sleep.
Comes with a 48" of anti-kink tubing and is
latex free.
SKU

SIZE

HANGER

QUANTITY

MED15205

2000ml

double hook

each

COVIDIEN DOVER 2000ML URINE BAG WITH
ANTI-REFLUX CHAMBER
Uniquely shaped so
that urine fills the bag
uniformly and is easy
to drain. Features luer
lock sample port, top
vent, and anti-reflux
device for uninterrupted urine flow. Latex free and includes 40" of
catheter tubing.
SKU

SIZE

HANGER

QUANTITY

KEN3512

2000ml

hook hanger

each

MCKESSON URINARY DRAIN BAG WITH
ANTI-REFLUX VALVE 2000 ML
Anti-Reflux Valve design allows for even filling and draining. Has
durable construction
for odor containment
and leak resistance. It
features easily accessible sample port and anti-reflux chamber.
Clothing clamp on tube to make sure tube
does not get twisted or dragged on the floor.
Includes 48'' tubing.
SKU

SIZE

HANGER

QTY

MCK372804

2000ml

hook hanger

each

UROCARE 2000ML URINE BAG
Vinyl catheter bag with
an opaque white backing,
anti-reflux chamber, and
breather patch. The sliding T-shaped drain valve
makes it easy to empty the
bag. Comes with 50" of vinyl tubing with a luer adaptor for needle-free urine sampling and a bed
sheet clip.
SKU

SIZE

HANGER

QUANTITY

URO4200

2000ml

double hook

each

DRAINAGE BOTTLES
CONVATEC NIGHT DRAINAGE
CONTAINER SET
Large capacity receptacle that collects urine over an
extended
period
of time. Includes a
2000ml collection
container, a fabric
cover to conceal the contents of the bottle,
and a universal adapter. It also comes with
58" of catheter tubing that allows the user to
move freely throughout the night.
SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

CON027060

2000ml

each

www.dukemedicalsupply.com

UROCARE 2000CC NIGHT DRAINAGE BOTTLE
Made of high density polyethylene and has a large
base to prevent it from tipping over. This night drainage bottle comes with a
Little Red Valve, adjustable
thumb clamp, and 60" of
catheter tubing. It also has two hooks, allowing it to be hung from a bed rail. Perfect for
use with foley catheters, male external catheters, urostomies, ileostomies, and more.
SKU

SIZE

HANGER

QUANTITY

URO4100

4000ml

2 hooks

each
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Medicare
covers 1
drainage
bottle every 3
months!

888-678-6692

Appliance Cleaners
HOLLISTER M9 CLEANER/DECRYSTALLIZER
Cleaner/Decrystallizer
is a non-caustic cleanser that disinfects and
deodorizes
urinary
drainage
supplies.
The gentle formula
is pH balanced and
non-acidic, yet effectively sanitizes urological
equipment. A wash bottle is included with the
cleanser to allow the user to dilute the formula if need be.
SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

HOL7736

16 oz

each

COLOPLAST ALPINE FRESH URINARY AND
OSTOMY APPLIANCE CLEANSER
Non-toxic, biodegradable
cleaner and deodorizer
for all types of urinary
products. This product
works well with any leg
bag, urinary drainage bag,
or ostomy appliance and
will not warp or corrode the material. It is effective, yet gentle enough for everyday use.

UROCARE UROLUX URINARY & OSTOMY
APPLIANCE CLEANSER AND DEODORANT
Specially formulated to
clean urological and ostomy
supplies. It effectively dissolves calcium build up and
uric crystals. This product
works on rubber, latex, and
plastic medical appliances.
Urolux also deodorizes without damaging,
hardening, or distorting these materials.

SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

MEN90000

16 oz

each

URO700204

4 oz

each

URO700216

16 oz

each

Wish to speak directly with the manufacturer to get your
questions answered? They are happy to help, too!
Bard (800)243-3315
Coloplast (800) 795-5492
Convatec (800)422-8811
Covidien (800)962-9888
Cure (800)570-1778
Cymed (800)582-0707
Hollister (888)808-7456
Medline (800)633-5463
Rusch (Teleflex) (866)246-6990
Urocare (800)423-4441

www.dukemedicalsupply.com
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888-678-6692

Extension Tubing
BARD 18" LATEX FREE EXTENSION TUBING
18" clear vinyl
tubing that includes a graduated connector.
The connector
allows the tubing to be attached to many different sizes of catheters. Available in sterile
and non-sterile packaging. Latex free and has
a 9/32" inner diameter.
SKU

LENGTH

STYLE

QUANTITY

BAR4A4194

18''

sterile

each

BAR150615

18''

non-sterile

each

HOLLISTER 18" URINARY DRAINAGE BAG
EXTENSION TUBING
Oval shaped tubing
that helps keep the fluid pathway clear. This
kink-resistant
tubing
comes with a connector
that allows it to fit many
different sizes of catheters. It is latex free and
non-sterile. The inner diameter is 11/32".

BARD 18" LATEX EXTENSION TUBING
18" latex extension tubing
comes with a
graduated connector, making
it versatile to
use with many different types of urinary supplies. The inner diameter is 9/32".
SKU

LENGTH

STYLE

QUANTITY

BAR6A4194

18''

sterile

each

COVIDIEN DOVER 18" CLEAR URINARY
EXTENSION TUBING AND CONNECTOR
Meant to connect catheters to urine drain bags.
It can also be attached
to other medical tubing
to add additional length.
The graduated connector is compatible with
nearly any catheter or
tubing diameter. This extension tubing has
an internal diameter of 0.335".

SKU

LENGTH

QUANTITY

SKU

LENGTH

QUANTITY

HOL9345

18''

each

KEN731900

18''

each

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

URO6016

18''

silicone, non-sterile

each

URO6017

18''

silicone, sterile

each

URO6019

18''

vinyl, non-sterile

each

URO6020

18''

vinyl, sterile

each

www.dukemedicalsupply.com

SKU

LENGTH

QUANTITY

CON027062

58''

each

MEDLINE 18" CLEAR DRAINAGE BAG
EXTENSION TUBING AND CONNECTOR
Clear, pliable extension
tube suitable for use
with a foley catheter or
external catheter. The
tubing comes with a
smooth connector. This product is sterile and
latex free.
SKU

LENGTH

QUANTITY

MED12550

18''

each

UROCARE CLEAR VINYL TUBING
Available in white silicone or clear vinyl material, both of which
are kink-resistant. You
can also choose from
sterile and non-sterile
packaging. Each variety comes with a graduated tubing connector that makes it easy to
attach to a foley or condom catheter.

UROCARE 18" TUBING WITH CONNECTOR
Available in white silicone or clear vinyl material, both of which are
kink-resistant. You can
also choose from sterile
and non-sterile packaging. Each variety comes with a graduated
tubing connector that makes it easy to attach
to a foley or condom catheter.
SKU

CONVATEC TUBING FOR NIGHT
DRAINAGE CONTAINER
58" long and includes an adapter that allows it
to be used with
many different
condom catheters and foley catheters. This item is a replacement part for the tubing included with the ConvaTec night drainage container set.
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SKU

SIZE

STYLE

QTY

URO6061

60''

vinyl, non-sterile

each

URO6060

60''

vinyl, sterile

each

888-678-6692

Foley Catheters
BARD BARDEX LUBRICATH LATEX
FOLEY CATHETER
Latex catheter that features a hydrogel polymer coating that makes
the surface of the catheter more slick. The lubricath system decreases
irritation and helps minimize encrustation.
SKU

SIZE

BALLOON

QTY

BAR0165L14

14 fr

5cc

each

BAR0165L16

16 fr

5cc

each

BAR0165L30

30 fr

5cc

each

BARD BARDIA ALL SILICONE
FOLEY CATHETER
All silicone foley catheter is an excellent choice
for people who are latex
sensitive. The opposing
eyelets allow for quick
drainage.
Translucent
silicone makes it easy to monitor for clots,
kinks, and initial urine flow. This indwelling
catheter has a 5cc balloon and is latex free.
SKU

SIZE

BALLOON

QTY

BAR806516

16 fr

5cc

each

BAR806520

20 fr

5cc

each

BAR806522

22 fr

5cc

each

www.dukemedicalsupply.com

BARD BARDIA
SILICONE COATED FOLEY CATHETER
Silicone coated latex catheter with 5cc balloon.
silicone coating helps to
protect against urethral
irritations and latetex
sensitivities. Two opposing eyelets help drain the
bladder quickly.

BARD BARDEX
ALL SILICONE FOLEY CATHETER
All silicone catheter ideal
for people who are sensitive to latex. It is made
completely of silicone,
which tends to be firmer
than a latex catheter.
SKU

SIZE

BALLOON

QTY

SKU

SIZE

BALLOON

QTY

BAR165816

16 fr

5cc

each

BAR123516A

16 fr

5cc

each

BAR165820

20 fr

5cc

each

BAR123520A

20 fr

5cc

each

BAR165822

22 fr

5cc

each

BAR123522A

22 fr

5cc

each

COVIDIEN DOVER 5CC SILICONE COATED
FOLEY CATHETER
Silicone coated foley catheter is a 17"
catheter with a 5cc
balloon. This latex
catheter is coated with
silicone, which allows
for smooth insertion. It
also is beneficial for people who may experience irritation with a standard latex catheter.

RUSCH GOLD SILICONE COATED
LATEX FOLEY CATHETER
Silicone-coated
latex
foley catheter has a
smooth surface that allows for easy insertion,
helping to reduce the
risk of urethral irritation. It has a 5cc balloon, a straight tip, and
two drainage eyelets.
SKU

SIZE

BALLOON

QTY

SKU

SIZE

BALLOON

QTY

RUS180705180

18 fr

5cc

each

KEN3563

18 fr

5cc

each

RUS180705240

22 fr

5cc

each

KEN3563

22 fr

5cc

each

KEN3570

24 fr

5cc

each
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Foley Catheter Accessories
FOLEY CATHETER HOLDERS
BARD STATLOCK LARGE SWIVEL CLAMP
FOLEY STABILIZATION DEVICE
WITH TRICOT PAD
Foley stabilization device with breathable
tricot pad . It securely
anchors the catheter in
place, reducing the risk
of urethral erosion,
bladder spasms, and
trauma. The swiveling
retainer allows complete freedom to move
without pulling the foley catheter. Skin prep
pads are included. This product is latex free.
Works for latex catheter sizes: 8 fr - 22 fr and
silicone catheter sizes: 8 fr - 26fr.
SKU

SIZE

PAD

QTY

BARFOL0102

3'' x 3 3/4''

tricot

each

BARD STATLOCK LARGE SWIVEL CLAMP
FOLEY STABILIZATION DEVICE
WITH FOAM PAD
Foley stabilization
device with foam
pad with perspiration holes. It securely anchors the
catheter in place,
reducing the risk of
urethral erosion, bladder spasms, and trauma. The swiveling retainer allows complete
freedom to move without pulling the foley
catheter. Skin prep pads are included. This
product is latex free. Works for latex catheter
sizes: 8 fr - 22 fr and silicone catheter sizes:
8 fr - 26fr.
SKU

SIZE

PAD

QTY

BARFOL0100

3'' x 3 3/4''

foam with
perspiration
holes

each

DALE HOLD-N-PLACE FOLEY
CATHETER LEG BAND
Comfortable stretch cotton leg band designed
to secure foley catheters
and tubes. The velcro
closure secures the band
around your thigh and
allows you to adjust the
tightness of the band. There is a small fabric
tab that the catheter sits below to hold the
tube in place. This product can be worn on
either leg and fits up to 30".
SKU

SIZE

QUANTITY

DAL316

fits up to 30''

each

FOLEY INSERTION TRAYS
BARD BARDIA FOLEY INSERTION TRAY
Everything
needed to quickly and
easily insert a foley
catheter. Using the
included supplies
increases sanitation
and helps prevent
infection. This catheterization tray contains a
30cc pre-filled syringe, 2 gloves, waterproof
underpad, drape and 5g lubricant in a peel
top tray.
SKU

SYRINGE SIZE

QTY

BAR802030

30 cc

each

www.dukemedicalsupply.com

BARD BARDIA FOLEY INSERTION TRAY
WITH BZK SWABS
Foley Insertion Tray
with BZK Swabs
includes all the
supplies necessary
for easy, sanitary
insertion of your indwelling catheter. This catheter kit contains
a 10cc pre-filled syringe, 2 gloves, BZK swab
sticks, waterproof underpad, drape, and 5g
of lubricating jelly. This product is sterile and
latex free.
SKU

SYRINGE SIZE

QTY

BAR802110

10 cc

each
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MEDLINE FOLEY CATHETER
INSERTION TRAY
Includes the medical supplies needed to insert a foley
catheter, including:
a pre-filled 30cc syringe of sterile water, pair of powder free vinyl gloves, 3g sterile
lubricating jelly packet, one 3pk of povidone
iodine swabsticks, one underpad, and one
fenestrated drape. Sterile packaged inside of
a graduated plastic tray, the numbers on the
outside of the tray go from 100 to 800.
SKU

SYRINGE SIZE

QTY

MED1815

30 cc

each

888-678-6692

Manufacturer Contact Information
Bard

Cymed

(800)243-3315

(800)582-0707

www.bardcare.com

www.cymed.us

Coloplast

Hollister

(800) 795-5492

(888)808-7456

www.coloplast.us

www.hollister.com

Convatec

Medline

(800)422-8811

(800)633-5463

www.convatec.com

www.medline.com

Covidien/Cardinal Health

Rusch (Teleflex)

(800)962-9888

(866)246-6990

www.cardinalhealth.com

www.teleflex.com

Cure Medical

Urocare

(800)570-1778

(800)423-4441

www. curemedical.com

www.urocare.com

Do you, or someone you know, have an ostomy?
Check out the United Ostomy Associations of
America, Inc. for tools, resources, and so much more!

UOAA promotes quality of life for people with ostomies and continent diversions
through information, support, advocacy and collaboration.

To learn how to become a UOAA Member,
call 1-800-826-0826
or visit UOAA online at ostomy.org

UNITED OSTOMY ASSOCIATIONS OF AMERICA, INC. (UOAA) IS A 501(C)(3) NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION

300 Biltmore Drive
Suite 350
Fenton, MO 63026

888-678-6692

8:30am to 5:00pm CST, Monday through Friday

300 Biltmore Dr. Fenton, MO 63026

CustomerService@dukemedicalsupply.com

www.dukemedicalsupply.com

